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In this study I have presented five iterative methods·for 
approximating zeros of a polynomial using the digital computer. 
Chapter I is an introduction to the material which follows. Chapters 
II through VI contain the algorithms and convergence properties for 
Newton's; Muller's, Greatest Common, Divisor, Lehmer' s and the Quotient-
Difference methods, respectively. Chapter VII,compares Newton's, 
Muller's, and the Greatest Common Div.isor methods, giving their 
advantages; disadvantages, and results of computer tests performed. 
Appendices B through E contain flow diagrams, program listings; and 
instructions for use of the programs for Newton's, Muller's, Greates.t 
Connnon Divisor method used with Newton's method, and Greatest Common 
Divisor method used with Muller's method, respectively. Appendix A 
describes a number of special features performed by the programs. 
Appendix F presents flow diagrams, program listings, and instructions 
for use of a program to construct the polynomial resulting from the 
product of a given number of linear factors, 
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Frequently in scientific work it becomes necessary to find the 
zeros, real or complex, of the polynomial of degree N 
P(X) 
where a1 :/:- 0, and the. coefficients a1 ,a2 ~ •• , , aN;H are complex .numbers. 
Various calssical methods calculate th~ exact :roots of polynomials of 
degree 1,2,3, or 4. For polynomials of higher degree, no such methods 
exist. Thus, to solve .for the zeros of such p0lynomials, numerical 
methods of iteration base4 on successive approximations must be ~ 
employed.· In the followin$ material five such methods are given which 
are particularly suited for modern high speed computers. 
Newton's method is an iterative procedure which generates a 
sequence of su.ccessive approximations of a zero of. P (X) by using the 
iteration formula 
= X - P(X )/P 1 (X ). 
n n · n 
An initial approximation to the zero is.required to stc1rt the iterative 
process. Under certain conditions this sequence will converge quadrat-
ically to. the. desired root. It is, however, necessary to compute the 
value of the polynomial and its derivative for each step in the 
1 
2 
iterative procedure. Once a zero of P(X) has been found, it is divided 
out of P(X), giving a deflated polynomial of lower degree.· P(X) is 
replaced by the deflated polynomial and the iterative process is 
applied to extract another zero of P(X). This procedure is repeated 
until all zeros of P(X) have been found. The zeros may then be re-
checked and their accuracy possibly improved.by using them as initial 
appro~imations with -Newton's process applied to the full (undeflated) 
polynomial. 
Muller',s method is also an iterative procedure generating a 
sequence x1 ,x2 , •.. ,Xn'''' of successive approximations of a root of 
P (X). This method converges .almost quadratically near a zero and does 
not require the .evaluation of the derivative of the polynomial. 
Muller's method requires .three dist.inct approximations of a root to 
start the process of iteration, A quadratic equation is constructed 
through the three given points as an approximation of P(X). The root 
of the quadratic closest to xn,is taken as Xn+l' the next approximation 
to the zero. This process is then repeated on the last·three points of 
the sequence. After a root of P(X) has been found, P(X) is deflated, 
and replaced in the above procedure by the deflated pol~nomial. After 
all zeros of P(X) are found from successive deflations, they are 
improved as in Newton's.method. 
The greatest common divisor method reduces the problem of finding 
all zeros (possibly.multiple zeros) of P(X) to one of extracting the 
zeros of a polynomial P 1 (X) = P (X) /D (X) , all of whose. zeros are .. simple, 
I 
D(X), the greatest common divisor of P(X) and its derivative, P (X), is 
obtained by repeated application of the division algorithm. Once P1 (X) 
is obtained, some suitable method such as Newton's or Muller's method 
3 
is used to find the zeros of P1 (X). By finding all the zeros of P1 (X), 
all the zeros of P(X) are·obtained. The multiplicity of each zero may 
then be determined; 
Lehmer's method locates zeros of.the polynomial P(X) by searching 
the complex plane. This method repeatedly seeks to answe~ the question 
"Does P(X) have a ze+o inside a given circle?" The procedure is 
started with the unit circle. The .radius is repeatedly halved (or 
doubled) un.til .an annulus is found which contains a root while the 
inner circle is free of roots. The annulus can.be covered by eight 
overlapping circles. The above question is asked of each circle until 
one is found containing a root. From the.center of this circle the 
above process is repeated. Continuing, we obtain a circle of suffi-
ciently small radius about the root, When a root has been found, it is 
divided out of P(X) by deflation and the method repeated on the de-
flated polynomial to extract another root. . Lehmer' s method applied to 
the successively deflated polynomials gives all the roots of P(X). 
The quotient-difference method is an iterative procedu~e pro-
ducing, simultaneously, approximations to all roots of P(X). The zeros 
are extrac~ed r-0ughly in order of decreasing magnitude. No initial 
approximations are necessary for use of this method. Convergence of 
this method is somewhat slower.than other met~ods .and substantial 
round-off error can -occur. 
In the material to follow, an individual examination of each 
method will be presented followed by a conclusion containing a compar-
ison of the .methods, These examinations will include .the algorithms 
necessary to employ the method together with the conditions necessary 
for convergence. The conclusion will include advantages and 
4 
disadvantages of each method and a discussion concerning the extraction 
of zeros of ill-conditioned polynomials. An appendix for each method 
will present the flow diagrams, listing of the program, definition of 
variables used in the program, and instructions for use of the program. 
CHAPTER II 
NEWTON'S METHOD 
1. Derivation of the Algorithm 
Newton's method is probably th.e most popular iterative procedure 
for finding the .zeros of a polynomial. This fact is due to the excel~ 
lent results obtained, the simplicity of the computational routine, and 
the fast rate of convergence obtained provided the initial approxima-
tion of a zero is close enough. Also, the method can be applied to the 
extraction of complex as well as real zeros. 
Consider the polynomial 
P(X) (2-1) 
where a1 f O and the coefficients a1 ,a2 , ..• ,aN+l are complex. The 
algorithm for Newton's method can be derived by approximating P(X) by a 
Taylor series expansion about an approximation, x0 , of a zero, ~, of 
P(X). Using only the first two terms of the expansion, the expression 
is ·obtained. If this equation is solved for P(X) = O, then 




from whic:h division by. P (X0) produces 
which is the basic formula for Newton's method. Thus, in general, we 
th th 
obtain the (n+l) approximation, Xn+l' of o: from the n approxima-
tion, X , by 
n 
6 
= X - p (X ) /PI (X ) . 
n n n 
(2-2) 
As a result .of repeated use of this algorithm, we obtain the sequence 
x0 ,x1 ,x2 , ••• ,x~,··· (2-3) 
of successive approximations of the root,_ o;, It should be noted that 
an initial approximation is, necessary to start the iterative process 
for each new zero; that i~, a polynomial of degree N may require N 
initial approximations. 
In order to use equation (2-2), it is necessary to compute, for 
each X, the value of the polynomial, P(X ), and its derivative, 
n n · 
I P-(X ), The division algorithm states that if P(X) and G(X) are 
n 
polynomials, then there exists polynomials H(X) and K(X) such that 
P(X) = H(X)_ G(X) + K(X) where K(X) = 0 or deg. K(X) < deg, G(X). From 
this expression of P(X), the following remainder theorem is obtained: 
7 
Theorem 2.1. If P(X) is 'a polynomial and c is a complex number, then 
the. remainder obtained from dividiqg P(X) by (X - c) is P(c). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in [6, .P. 102]. Thus, P(X) can 
I 
be written as P (X) = (X - c) H(X) + R where P (c) = R. · P (X) is then 
obta.ined by the following theorem, the proof of which can be found in 
[6, PP. 105-106]. 
Theorem 2.2. 'ft P(X) an.cl H(X) are polynomials and c is a complex num-
ber such that P(X) = (X - c) H(X) +·R whe.re P(c) = R, then the remain-
I det obtaiqed from dividing H(X) by (X - .c) is P (c), 
From synthetic division~ an algorithm known.as Horner's Method is·· 
' acquired for computing P(X) and P (X ). 
n n 
Theorem 2.3. Let P(X) be defined as in equation (2-1) and let d be a 
complex number. Define a sequence b1 ,b 2 , ... ,bN+l by 
bi= ai + dbi-l (i = 2,3, ... ,N+l). 
Define another sequence c1 , c 2 ,, •• , cN by. 
c = b + de (J' = 2.,3,.,.,N). j ' j ' j-1 
' Then P(d) = bN+l and P (d) = cN. The elements b1 ,b 2 ,~ .. ,bN are the 
coefficients of the polynomial H(X) in Theorem 2.2 when P(X) is divided 
by (X - d), 
8 
These formulas are derived in [6, PP. 106-107]. Thus with equation 
(2-2) ·· and the· iteration formulas· of the previous theorelll,, New-ton's · 
· method can now be. applied to generate the sequence. (2-3) which will 
converge to the root,°'' if the convergence·conditions,given in 
Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. 
A criterion is needed to determine when to terlll,inate the sequence 
(2-3); that is, when has a ze;o been found? For convergence of th~ 
sequence, there must exist·a term in the sequence.beyond which the 
difference between any two successive te.rms is arbitrarily small; 
Therefore, it i~ desirable to make the .quotient: I Xn/Xn+l I sufficiently 
near 1, From equation (2-2) 
Thus 
P(X ) 

















where P (Xn) and Xn+l f 0. Thus, iterations are continued until an X 
n 
I 1i is obtained such that jP(Xn)/P (Xn)lj!Xn+l] is as small as desired. 
After a zero, 
°'' 
of P (X) has been found, the . term (X - a) is syn-
thetically divided out of P(X) by deflation using Theorem 2.3 obtaining 
a polynomial, P 1 (X), of degree N-1. The root finding process is then 
repeated to extract a zero, a1 ~ of P1 (X). P(X) can.be written as 
P(X) = (X - a) P1 (X) + R 
where R = P(a), But P(a) = 0. Therefore, substitution produces 
P(X) = (X - a) Pl (X). 
Now P1 (a1) = 0 implies that P(a1) = _O. Hence, a1 is a zero of P(X). 
By the process of root.finding and successive deflations, zeros 
a0 ,a1 , ••• ,a'Ni--l of the deflated polynomials 
P(X) = P0 (X),P1 (X),, .• ,PN-l (X), 
respectively, are extracted. Each~. (i = 0,1,2, .•. ,N-l) is a zero of 
l. 
P(X) since each c1.. is a zero of P. 1 (X),P. 2 (X), .•• ,P1 (X),P(X). l. i- ].-
After all zeros of P(X) have been found, it may be possible to 
improve their accuracy by using them as initial approximations with 
9 
Newton's method applied to the full (undeflated) polynomial, P(X). This 
should correct any loss of accuracy which may have resulted fr-om the 
successive deflations. 
2. Convergence of Newton's Method 
The following theorem from [3, PP. 79-81] gives sufficient condi-
tions for the convergence of sequence (2-3). 
Theorem 2.4. Let. P(X) be a polynomial and. let the following conditions 
be satisfied on the closed inte-rval [a, b]: 
1. P(a) P(b) < 0 
' . 2, P (X) # O, X € [a,b] 
3, P11 (X) is either > 0 or < 0 for all X E [a,b] · 
4. If c denotes the endpoint of [a,b] at ,which jP 1 (X)] 
is smaller, the,n jP(c)/p' (c) j ;_ b - a. 
Then Newton's method converges to the (only) solution, s, of P(X) = 0 
for any choice of x0 in [a,b], 
When convergence. is obtained; it. is quadratic; that is, 
10 
where F(X.) = X - P(X.)/P 1 (X.), n. is between X. and the zero, a, and 
1 . i 1 1 · 1 1 . 
e. is the error in X.. This means that the error obtained in the 
1 1 
(i+l)th iteration of Newt~n's algorithm is proportional to the square 
of the error obtained in the ith iteration. A proof of quadratic con-
vergence can be found in [2; PP. 31..,;33]. 
3. Procedure for Newton's Method 
. : 
The general procedure for applying Newton's method is enumerated 
sequentially as follows, starting with initial approximation Xb: 
1., Calculate a new approximation Xn+l by 
' X +l = X - P(X )/P (X ). n n n · n 
2. Test for convergence; that .. is, te.st 
for some g chosen as small as desired. 
3. If convergence is obtained, perform the following: 
11 
a. Save Xn+l as ,the desired approximation to 
a zero of P(X). 
b. Deflate P(X) using Xn+l" 
c. Replace P(X) by the deflated polynomial. 
d. Return to step 1 with a new initi.al 
approximation. 
4. If no convergence is obtained, increase n by 1 and 
return to step 1, 
In order to prevent an unending iteration process ·in .case the 
method does not produce convergence, a maximum number. of iterations 
should be specified. If convergence is not obtained within t~is number 
of iterations, change the initial approximation and return.to step 1 
above, 
4. Geometrical Interpretation of Newton's Method 
A geometrical interpretation of Newton's method is given in 
Figure 1. x1 is an approxi1'}B.tion to the zero, a. P
1 (X.) is the slope 
1 
of the line tangent to P(X) at Xi, Xi+l is the intersection of the 
tangent line with the x axis. 
5. Determining Multiple Roots 
If P(X) has m distinct zeros, then P(X) can be written as 
P(X) (m .::_ N) 
where a1 is a zero of P(X) and ei is the multiplicity of 
a1 (i = 1, 2, •.• ,m). Consider the root aj. Dividing out the term 
(X - aj) by deflating P (X) gives P 1 (X), of degree N-1 which can, be 
written as 
e ,-1 
a.) J , •• (X 
J 
e 
a ) m 
m 
Evaluating P1 (X) at the zero, aj, gives P1 (aj) = 0 if ej > 1. Thus, 
after a zer.o, o:, of P (X) is determined by Newton's iterative process 
12 
and the current polynomial is deflated giving P 1 (X), then P 1 (o:) is 
evaluated, If P1 (a)::._ e: for some.small number e:, a is a root of P1 (X) 
and thus has multiplicity at .. least equal to two, P1 (X) is then de-
flated giving P2 (X), If P2 (o:) :'.:.. e:, a is of multiplicity at leas.t three, 
This process is continued until a deflated polynomial Pk(X) is encoun-
tered such that either deg, Pk(X) = 0 or Pk(o:) > e:, a is then a zero 
of multiplicity k+l, 
V 
, __ .,__ ___ Tangen+ to P(X) 
a+ X. 
a 
Figure L Geometrical Interpretation of Newton's Method 
CHAPTER III 
MULLER I S METHOD 
1. Derivation of the Algori,thm 
Muller:'s method in [5] is an iterative procedure designed to find 
any prescri,bed number of zeros t real or complex, of a polynomial. The 
method does not require the evaluation of the dei::ivat.ive and near a . 
zero the convergence·is almost quadratic, 
Consider the polynomial 
P(X) (3-1) 
with complex coefficients such tha.t a1 r/= O. Given three distinct 
approximations, X 2 , X 1 ,x . , to a root, a, of P (X) , tl).e problem is to n- n- · n 
determine Xn+l in such .a way.as to generate a sequence 
(3-2) 
of approximations converging to a(! The points (X0 _ 2 ,P (Xn-Z~) , 
(Xn-:l 'p (Xn-l)), and (Xn ,P (X0)) determ:Lne a unique quadrat:f,.c polynomial, 
Q(X), approximating P(X) in the.vicinity of X 2 ,x 1 ,x. A general n- · n- n 
proof.of this can be found in [3, PP. 133-134]. Thus, the zeros of Q(X) 
will be approximations.of the zeros of P(X) in this region of approxima-
tion:. From the. general representation in [3; P. 184] of the Legrangian 
interpolating polynomial, the representatioq of Q(X) is. given by 
13 
~x - xn-1) (X - xn-2> 
Q (X) "' (X - X 1· ) (X . - X 2) p (Xri.) 
n n- n n~ · 
which can be rewritten as; 
(X - X ) (X - .X + X . - X . · , + X . - . X ) 
n .. · . n n 1\~l · n-1 n-2 p (X . l) 
(X - X. 1 ) (X l - X 2) .. n-n n- · n- n~ · 
In order. to simplify th:i.s expression, intt:oduce the quantities 
Then 
h "" X - X l' h • X .. X • n n n- . · n. 
Q(X) = Q(X + h) 
. n 
h(h + h + h . 1> n n-





+ (h. + h )h. P(Xn~2) 
n. n-1 n~l · 
h 
2 
+ 2hh + hh l + h 
2 
+ h h l 
= n . n- . n n n- p (X ) 
h 2 +.h h n. 




+ hh + hh l 
n n-
.h h P(Xn-1) 
n n-1 · 
h 2 + hh. 
+ D 2 P(X -1). 
hh +h n. 
n .. n-1 . n-:l 






,n P(Xn-1) P(Xn-2) ) 2 
- h h·. + . . 2 h 
n n-1 h h 1 + h. 1 n O"."' n-
15 
(h + h. 1) P(X 1) n n- n-
.h h l 
h . P(X . 2 ) ) + n n- h 




h 2h· +hh 2 
n ·n-1 n n-1. 
P(Xn-1) 
h h·· .. 
n n-1 
n n..- · 
n n-1 n~l 
P(X -2) ) 2 +. n. h. 
h h + h 2 - . 
n n-1 n-1 
16 
+ h ; 1 + h ,h 21' ' - ; • 
n n- n n-
U i th d 'i t h 2h' + h h 2 d b' i . s ng e. common eno.m na or, n n-1 0 n-1' an com in ng terms 
yields 
+ 
(h 2h + h 2 h ) P (X ) 
n n-1 n-1 n · n 
h~ +hh 2 
n .n-1 n n-1 











+ -2- P(Xn-2 
h' n-1 h 
+ 
3 .·, h " .. ,_. n ,· 1 2 













Q(X + h) = n n n- n n n- . n (
P (X ) q - P (X 1) (q 2 + q ) + P (X . 2) q 2) 2 





+ n n 
(









A = q P(X) - q (q +l) P(X 1 ) +q· 
2 P(X ) 
n n. n n n n- · n n-2 
B = (2q +l) P(X) - (q +1) 2 P(X 1 ) + q 
2
_ P(X 2 ) n n n n n- n n-
Q(X + h) = Q(X + qh) 
n n n 
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Sol.ving the quadratic equation Q(Xn + qhn) = 0 and denoting the result 
by qn+l gives: . 
- B +JB 2 n- n 
qn+l ""' 2A 
n 
... 4A C 
nn 
and the new approximation is. found as follows: 





In order to avoid.loss of accuracy, qn+l can be written in a 
better form as follows: 
- B +)B 2 - 4A c 
· n .-·· n n n 
qn+l = 2A 
n 
- B 2 + B 2 - 4A·c · 
n· n n n 
= ~------.,......--------~--
2A (B +)B 2 - 4A_C) 
n n.- n n n 
- 2C 
n 
B +)B~1 _ 2 ___ 4_A_C_ 
n - n n n 
' . 
B. +}; 2 - 4A C 
n - n n n 
ij +j~ . 2 - 4A · C · 
n- n. · nn 
(3-3) 
The sign in the denominator shoul.d be .chosen such tha.t the magnitude of 
the denominato:i;' is. largest, thus; causing Jqn+ll to .be smallest~ This, 
in turn, will make·Xri+l closest to Xn. 
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Note that each iteration of this process requires three.approxitna-
tions, X 2 ,x 1 ,x, in order .. to compute X +l' Thus; when Xn.+l is n- . n- n · n 
found, X 1 ,x ,X +l are·used to compute x.+2 ; that .is, the last three n- n - n n · 
terms of the generated seq.uence are used, to compute the next term. 
Convergence of the sequenc:e (3-2) to a zero is.obtained when the 
e],ements ~ and ~+l of the sequence are found such that 
l~+l - ~'-
< e:, ~+l ; 0; 
1~+11 
that. is, the ratici of the change. in the. approximation to. the approJ!;ima-
tion itself is. as sm.all as des.ired, 
In order to use the iterative formulas, it is necessary to compute 
the value, P(Xj), of the polynomi.al P(X) at_ the approximation Xj, The 
procedure for doing .this is dis.cussed in Chapter .II, § 1. The itera-
tion formulas are given in Theorem 2,3 of Chapter II, 
Afte-r a zero, ~, of P(X) has been found, P(X) is deflated as 
described in Chapter II, § 1,- and the process repeated to extract a 
zero, ~ l' of P 1 (X), By applying Muller's method to successively 
deflated polynomials, .all the zeros of P(X) are obtained. For: more 
det~iled disc.ussic:m of this; procedure see Chapter. II, § 1, keeping in 
mind that Muller's instead of .Newton's:method is.used. 
Muller's method requires three initial approximations; to a zero in 
order to start the iteration process, If three. are not known, the. 
values xl = -1, x2 = 1, x3 = 0 can,be used. 
Convergence of Muller's method is almost qul:Jdratic provided the 
thr.ee initial approximations are sufficiently cl,ose .. to a zero of P (X). 
This is natural to expect since P(X) is being approximated by a 
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quadratic polynomial. Quadratic convergence. means that the error· 
obtained in the (n+l)th step of the iterative process is proportional· 
to the square· of the error obtained in the nth iteratio;n, However; no 
general proof of convergence has been obtained fOr Muller's method. It 
has produced.convergence in the,majority :of the cases tested. 
In applicatic;m of Muller's m~thod, an alteration shoul.d be made .to 
handle the case in which the. deno,minator of equation (3-3) is zero (0). 
Thi!:! occurs whenever P(X·) = P(X·. 1) = P(X 2). If this happens, set n n- n- · 
qn+l = 1. 
Another alter,ation which shoulc;l be made in. actual practice is to 
compute the quantity IP(Xn+l)J/ jP(Xn)J whe11:ever the value P(Xn+l) is 
calculated. If the former quantity exceeds te;n (10), qn+l is halved 
aiid hn' Xn+l' and P(Xn+l) are recomputed accordillgly, 
2, Procec;lµre.for Muller's Method 
The basic steps performed by Muller's method are listed sequen-
tially as follo~s, starting with initial approximations, x1 , x2 , ancl x3 . 
1. Compute h ·, q , D , · B , C , q +l as defined previously, 
n n· n n n n 
z. Compute the.next approximation Xn+l by 
Xn+l = .xn + hn qn+{ • 
3. Test for convergence; that is, test 
for some. suitably small number e. 
4. If the.test fails, return to step 1 with the last 
three approximations Xn+l' Xn' Xn-l' 
5. If the test passes, do the following: 
a. Save Xn+l as the desired approximation 
to a zero. 
b. Deflate the current polynomial using Xn+l' 
c, Replace the current polynomial by the 
deflated polynomial. 
d. Return to step 1 with a new set of initial 
approximations. 
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In order to ayoid an unendi11g it era t:l,on process ·in .. case. the method 
does not produce convergence; a _maximum m1mber of iterations should be 
specified. If convergence _is not obtained within this number of itera-
tions, the initial approximations should be altered. 
3. Geemetrical Interpretation of Muller's Method 
Figure.2 shows the geometrical interpretation of Muller's method 
for real root;s of P(X) and the quadratic Q(X). The root of Q(X) closest 
to Xi is chosen as·the next. approxitllation Xi+l' 
4. Determining Multiple Roots 
For a discussion concerning multiple roots see Chapter II, § · 5. 
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GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD 
1. De~ivation of the Algorithm 
The. greatest; common divisor (g, c. d,) method reduces the problem of 
finding all the zeros of a polynomial, possibly having multiple zeros, 
to one of solving for zeros of a polynomial all of whose .zeros are 
simple, 
th Consider the N degree polynomial 
P(X) (4-1) 
where a1 'F O and a 1 ,a2 , ••• ,aN+l are complex.numbers. If P(X) has m 
distinct zeros, .ct 1 ,ct 2 , •• , ,a.m, then P(X) car; be expressed in the form 




where ei is the multiplicity of "i' i == 1,2,. ,, ,m. The derivatiiVe of 
P(X) is 





. e -1 m 




' ' The greatest common divisor of P(X) and,P, (X) is obtained from the 
following theorem. 
' th, Th~orem 4 .1. , Let P GX) be an ;N' degree polynomial having m distinct 
zeros ai,cx. 2 , •• ~,cx.m of multiplicity e1 ,e2, ••. ,em respectively. Then the 
polynomial 




is the unique monic greatest common,divisor of P(X) and its derivative 
' p (X), 
Proof. It suffices to show the following: 
a. D(X) divides P(X) 
b. D(X) divides·P 1 (X) 
c. If K(X) is a polynomial such that K(X) divides 
' both P(X) and P (X), then K(X) divides D(X). 
' P (X) can be written as 
m m 
I ~' p' (X) = D(X) S(X) whe?;"e S(X) = e. II (X - a.), J..: J 
i=l j=l 
j;l:i 
D(X) divides P(X) since 
P (X) = D (X) 
I 
D(X) divides~ (X) because. 
m 






(X - a.), 
J. 
m 
-e. 11 (X - et • ) , J. J j=l 
j~i 
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Both. the polynomials P(X) anq. P (X) can be expressed uniquely as a con-
stant times a product of monic.irreducible polynomials. A general 
proof of this can be found in [7, P, 121]. Note that even though the.re 
I 
are e. of the factors (X -a.) in P(X) and e.-1 of them in P (X), we 
J. J. J. 
will consid~r them distinct in the sense that they are not i4entical. 
Let K(X) be a non-constant polynomial such that K(X) divides P(X) and 
P 1 (X), Without loss .. of generality we may assume that K(X) is monic. 
Since K(X) divides P(X), then the.re exists .a polynomial T(X) such that 
P(X) = K(X) T(X), (4-3) 
From The0rem 3.35 of (7, P. 121], K(X) and T(X) can be expressed in 
the forms: 
K(X) gl g2 = (X - S ) (X - S2 ) 1 
g 
(X - S ) v 
V 
where the factors are unique·apart from order, Substituting for P(X), 
T(X), and K(X) in equation (4-3) gives 
e 
(X - .a ) m 
m 
g fl f (X - S ) v] [b (X - n 1) , , , (X ,_ n ) u] • 
V U ' 
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(4-4) 
that is, both sides of equation (4-4) are·unique representations of 
P(X), After proper ordering of .the terms on the right hand side of 
equation (4-4), we conclude .. from the uniqueness of the two e:itpression.s 
tha.t each facto.r of K(X) must be a factor of P (X), This implies that 
X - Si= X - ai f~r i = 1,, .. ,v; Also, gi .~ ei for i,= 1,2,, •• ,v·since 
K(X) cannot contain a greater number of any one factor _than P(X). 




Since K(X) divides P (X), there·exists a polynomial R(X) such that 
I P (X) = K(X) R(X), (4-6) 
Again, R(X) ca~ be expressed uniquely as 
R(X) 
I 
Also, P (X), given in equation (4-2), can be expressed as 




I e. 11 (X - a;) l. J 
i=l . j=l 
j=ri 
is a polynomial and can be expressed as a constant .times a product of 
I 
unique linear factors. Thus, substituting for P (X), K(X), and R(X) of 
equaq.on (4-6) gives 
e -1 e -1 em+l e [a1 (X 
1 (X m ] [c(X - (X - 8 ) m+w] - (J., ) - (J., ) 81) ••. 1 m w 
gl gv h h 
= [ (X - (J., ) (X - (J., ) ] [d(X - A ) 1 (X·- A) t]. 
'. 1 V 1 t 
I 
Again, since both sides are unique representations of P (X), then each 
I 
factor X - a. must be contained in P (X). for i = 1,,,, ,v. But X - a. l. l. 





(X - a.) 
J 
e e 
d ' h f f f (X ~1 ) m+l ... (X - ~w) m+w H an. is, t e,re ore, ·not a actor o c - u u ence, 
e -1 e -1 
X - a 1 is contained in a 1 (X...:r':" o:if) ]:, ,; ·~ - am) m for i = 1,,,. ,v. 
Thus, gi < e, -1, i = 1, 2, , , , , v since K (X) cannot have a grea t;er number 
- l. e -1 e -1 
1 m 
of any one factor than a1 (x -a 1 ) ,,, (X -am) Thus, 
gl.. < e,-1, i = 1,,., ,v which implies, that each factor of K(X) is _con-
- l. 
tained in.the factorization of D(X), Hence, K(X) divides D(X). There-
' fore, D (X) is the monic. greatest common divisor of P (X) and P (X). 
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I 
D(X) is unique since if D(X) is a monic g.c.d. of P(X) and P (X), then 
D(X) divides P(X) and P' (X) and hence D(X). But D(X) divides both P(X) 
and P
1 (X) and hence D(X). Thus, D(X) = D(X) since both are monic 
polynomials. 
Consider the polynomial H(JC) obtained by,dividing P(X) by its 
monic g. c. d. , D (X) • 
H(X) = P(X) /D(X) 
m m 
e.-1 




= al II (X - a.)• l. 
i=l 
The zeros of H(X) are all simple zeros and are also all the distinct 
zeros of P (X). Us~ of the g. c. d. method involves computation of H(X) 
when given. P (X) • 
In order to obtain H(X), a computational algorithm is necessary to 
I 
find the ,g,c.d. of P(X) and P (X). The general method for computing 
the g. c. d. of two polynomials is .as· follows: Let R0 (X) and R1 (X) be 
two polynomia],.s having degrees N0 and N1 respectively such tha.t 
N1 .:::._ N0 • The g.c.d. of R0 (X) and R1 (X) is desired, By thE:· division 
algorithm, there exist.s polynomials s1 (X) and R2 (X) such that 
R0 (X) = R1 (X) s1 (X) + R2 (X) .where either R2 (X) = O or 
deg. R2 (X) < deg. R1 (X). Sim.ilarly if, R2 (x) 'f O, there exists 
polynom;!.als s2 (X) and R3 (X) such that R1 (X) = s2 (X) R2 (X) + R3 (X) 
where eithe.r R3 (X) = 0 or deg. R3 (X) < deg. R2 (X). Continuing in the 
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above manner, suppose, Ri (X) and Ri+l (X) have been found where 
deg. Ri+l (X) < deg. Ri <.x) •. Then there. exi$ts polynomials Ri+2(X) and 
Si+l(X) such that Ri(X) = Ri+l(X) Si+l(X) + Ri+Z(X) where either 
Ri+Z(X) = 0 or deg. Ri+Z(X) < deg. Ri+/X). Then we obtain a sequence 
R0 (X),R1 (X), .•. ,~(X),1)z+l (X) such, that deg. Ri (X) < deg. Ri-l(X), 
i = 1,2, ••• ,K+l. Since a polynomial cannot have degree less than zero, 
the above process, in a finite number of steps (at most N1), results in 
polynomi1:1ls 1)z_1 (X), SK(X) and RK(X) with deg, 1)z(X) < deg, ~-l(X) 
such that 1)z_1 (X) = 1)z(X) SK(X) + ~+l(X) and ~+l(X) = 0. 
As an example, consider the proglem of finding the g.c.d, of 
3 4 3 2 R1 (X) = X -1 and RO (X) = X + X + 2X + L Then 
R0 (X) = Rl (X) (X +1) + 2X
2 
+ 2X + 2 
2 ' 
where R2 (X) = 2X + 2X + 2. But 
R
1 
(X) = R (X) (.!_ X - .!_) + 0 
· 2 2 2 · 
wher,e R3 (X) = 0. Thi.s theory leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. 2. Let the sequence R0 (X) , R1 (X) , ... , ~ (X) , 1)z+ /X), be defined 
as above, Then 1)z(X) is the greates,t common divisor of R0 (X) and 
Proof, Since ~-l(X) = RK(X) SK(X) + RK+l (X) where RK+l(X) = 0, then 
~-l(X) = RK(X) SK(X) and thus RK(X) divides 1)z_1 (X), Also 
~-z(X) = 1)z_1 (X) SK-l (X) + ~(X) 
= ~(X) [SK(X) SK-l (X) + l], 
Thus, ~ (X) divides RK-Z (X), Sup.pose RK (X) divides Ri (X) for 
0 ,::.. i < i+l < K. This. produces 
R. (X) = R__(X) F. (X) and 
l. -x l. . 
where Fi(X) and Fi+l(X) are polynomials. Then 
R. 1 (X) = R.(X) S.(X) + R,+l(X) l.- l. l. . l. . 
= ~(X) [F/X) Si (X) + Fi+l (X)] 
= RK(X) Q(X), 
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Therefore, RK(X) divides Ri-l (X). Since the sequence R0 (X),R1 (X), •.. , 
RK(X),RK+l(X) is :Unite, then by induction ~(X) divides both R0 (x) and 
R1 (X), Reversing the process, if L(X) div;ides both R0 (X) and R1 (X), 
then 
R:01{X) = L (X) W (X) 
Rl (X) = L (X) Y (X) 
for some polynomials W(X) and Y(X). But by the division a:).gorithm 
Ro(X) = Rl(X) S(X) + Rz(X), 
Substitution yields . 
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L(X) W(X) - L(X) Y(X) S(X) = R2 (X) 
L (X) [W(X) - Y (X) S (X)] = R2 (X) 
L(X) Z(X) = R2 (X). 
Hence, L(X) divides R2(X). Similarly if L(X) divides Ri(X) and Ri+l(X)~ 
then L(X) divides Ri+Z(X), Continuing inductively leads to the con-
clusion that L(X) divides RK(X). Therefore, RK(X) divides R0 (X) and 
R1 (X) and any polynomial that divides R0 (x) and R1 (X) also divides 
~(X). Thus, ~ (X) is the greatest common divisor of R0 (X) and R1 (X), 
The above theorem tells how to obtain the greatest CQmmon divisor 
of two polynomials. A machine orientated method is now developed for 
computing the sequence of R. (X) 's. 
J 
Beginning the sequence with R0 (X) 
and R1 (X), the polynomial Ri+l (X) of the sequence is derived from R. (X) l. 
and Ri-1 (X) as follows: Le.t R. l (X) of degree N. 1 be given .by 1.- 1.-
N. l N. 1-l 
= r1.. -1, 1 X i- + r. -1 2 X i- + . , . + ri . ..,.1,N·.· 1 xi+ r. 1 N +l 1 
' . 1.- 1.- 'i-1 





= r: 1 X 
1 
+ r. 2 X 
1 
1., 1., 
where N. < N. 1 . Define u1 (X) by l. - 1.-
u1 (X) 




Then def~ne T1 (X) by T1 (X) = Ri_1 (X) - Ri(X) u1 (X) which can be 
expressed as 
N. 1 
= [r._1 1 - r. 1 .•. ,r._1 ·1 /ri 1)] X 1 -1 , 1, ·., 1 , , 
+ 
where r .. = 0 for j > N.+1, qr by 1,J 1 
M M -1 
= t X l + t X l + 1,1 1,2 ... + 
where.deg. T1 (X) = M1. Three cases must now be considered. 
(1) If Tl (X) = 0, then Ri (X) = RK(X); that is, Ri (X) is · 
the g.c.d. of R0 (x) an4 R1 (X), 
(2) If Tl (X) =/: 0 and deg. T1 (X) < Ni' then Ri+l(X) = Tl (X), 
(3) If T1 (X) =/: 0 and deg. T1 (X) .::_ Ni, then define u2(X) by 
Define T2 (X) = T1 (X) - u2 (X) R1 <.X) which .can be expressed by 
M -2 
+ [tl,2 - (t1,1/ri,l) ri,2] X 1 
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+ 
where r .. = 0 for j > N.+l. Again three cases are considered.· i,J i 
(1) If T2 (X) 
R1 (X). 
0, then Ri(X) is the g.c.d. of R0 (x) and 
(2) If T2 (X) 'f O and deg. T2 (X) < deg. Ri (X), then 
Ri+l (X) = T2 (X). 
(3) If T2 (X) 'f O and deg. T2 (X) .:_Ni' then similarly 
define u 3 (x) and T3 (x) and repeat as above. 
Since deg. Ti+l (X) < deg. Ti(X), then this process is finite (not to 
exceed Ni_1 ) ending, for some integer S, in TS(X) such that 
(1) 
(2) 
TS (X) = 
TS (X) 'f 
0 and Ri(X) is the g.c.d, of R0 (x) and R1 (X) or 
0 but deg. TS (X) < deg. R. (X), in which case 
i· 
TS(X) = Ri+l (X). 
Thus, using this algorithm and given R0 (X) and R1 (X), the sequence 
R0 (X),R1 (X),R2 (X), ... ,Ri(X),Ri+l(X) can be generated such that eiJ:her 
(1) Ri+l(X) = 0 and Ri(X) is the g.c.d, of R0 (x) and 
~ (X) or 
(2) Ri+l (X) 'f O and Ni+l < Ni. In a finite number of 
iterations, RK(X), the g.c.d. of R0 (x) and R1 (X), 
can be obtained. 
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Recall that the desire is to obtain the polynomial H(X) = P(X)/D(X) 
' where D(X) is the g.c.d •. of P(X) and P (X). Thus, after obtaining D(X) 
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by the above algorithm, it is necessary to divide P(X) by D(X) obtain-
ing H(X) all whose zeros are simple, 
Once H(X) is obtained, an appropriate method such as Newton's 
method is applied to extract the zeros of H(X). This gives all the 
zeros of P(X), 
As in Newton's or Muller's method, the zeros may be checked for 
accuracy and possibly improved by using them as initial approximations 
with the particular method applied to the full (undeflated) polynomialj 
P(X), 
2. Determining Multiplicities 
After all zeros of P(X) are found, the multiplicity of each is 
determined as follows: If P(X) has m distinct zeros, then P(X) can be 
written as 
P(X) (m 2.. N) 
where a , is a zero of P (X) and e. is the multiplicity of a . 
i i i 
( i = 1 , 2, • , . , m) , Consider the zero a .• Dividing out the term (X - a,) 
J J 
by deflating P(X) using synthetic division gives P1 (X) of degree N-1 
which can be written as 
p 1 (X) 
e.-1 
(X - a . ) J 
J 
Evaluating P1 (X) at a j gives P1 (a. j) = 0 if ej > 1. 




Thus, a . is a zero 
J 
of multiplicity at least equal to two. Then P1 (X) is deflated 
multiplicity at least three, This process is continued until a 
deflated polynomial PK(X) is found such that either deg. PK(X) ~ 0 or 
PK(c:i,j) 'f 0, Thus, if the value of the original polynomial, P(X), and 
the next L successively deflated polynomials is zero at the root a, 
J 
and PL+l (a j) :/: O, then aj is of multiplicity L+l. 
The iteration formulas for deflati,on by synthetic division are 
35 
derived in [6, PP, 106-107] and are giwen in Theorem 2.3 in Chapter II, 
§L 
3, Procedure for the G.C,D. Method 
The basic steps pe.rforme,d by the greatest common divisor method 
are listed sequentially as follows: 
1, Given a polynomial, P(X), in the .form 
N N-1 P(X) = a1X + a 2X + ,,, + aNX + aN+l' 
! Calculate the derivative, P (X), of P(X) in the form 
p I (X) = bl XN-l + b2XN-Z + 0 0 0 + bN where bl = Nal' 
b 2 = (N-l)a2,,.,,bN = aN. 
I 
3, Find D(X), the. g,c,d, of P(X) and P (XJ using the 
algorithms developed above, 
4, Calculate H(X) = P(X)/D(X), the polynomial having 
only simple zeros, 
5, Use some appropriate method to extract·the zeros 
of H(X), 
6, Determine the multiplicity of each of the zeros 
obtained in step 5. 
CHAPTER V 
LEHMER I S METHOD 
1, Derivation of the Algorithm 
Lehmer's method in [4] is an iterative procedure designed to find 
numerical approximations to the zeros of polynomials with real or 
complex coefficients, The method employs a systematic search of the 
complex plane for the set of zeros which may be any arbitrary finite 
set of points, Lehmer's method has a slower convergence rate than 
methods with quadratic convergence but is well suited for high speed 
computers and is particularly useful as a subroutine by which polyno-
mials created internally during the computer's work on a larger 
problem can be solved without external supervision since no initial 
approximation of a zero is required, 
The heart of this search procedure lies in repeatedly applying and 
answering the basic question,, 
"Does a given polynomial have a zero inside a given circle?" 
More precisely, the method can be divided into steps as follows. Let 
P(X) (5-1) 
be a polynomial with complex coefficients such that a1 IO and P(O) ~ 0, 
Step 1. This step begins by asking the question, "Does P(X) have 
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a zero inside the unit circle?" If the answer is yes, then the radius 
is repeatedly halved and the basic question asked until an annulus 
R < j Z j < 2R (R is .radius of inner circle) 
is found containing a zero, X., of P(X) while the inner circle is free 
J 
of zeros. Note that R = l._ for some integer K since the radius is 
2K 
repeatedly halved. If the answer to the question is no, the radius is 
repeatedly doubled until the above conditions are satisfied where, in 
M this case, R = 2 for some integer M. This resulting annulus can be 
completely covered by 8 overlapping circles (Figure 2.1) each of radius 
r 1 = Ct)R with centers located at the vertices of a regular octagon 
5 inscribed in a circle of radius (3)R, that is, the points 
K = 0,1,.- •• ,7. 
Figure 2.1. Covering an Annulus With Eight Overlapping Circles 
ie Using the conversion re = r (cos e + i sin 8), the coordinates of 
these centers can be written in rectangular form as 
(l)R 
3 cos sin (II~) , K = 0,1, ••• ,7. 
Starting with K = O, the basic question is asked of each of these.· 
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circles until one is found containing the root X .. Denoting the center 
J 
of this circle by c1 completes step 1. 
Step 2. Using c1 as the origin, step 2 repeatedly halves the 
radius, R, until an annulus 
is found containing a zero while the inner circle of radius R1 is free 
9f roots. Here 
R ( 1 ) 1 (~) 1 = 2K rl = 2K 6 
where K is a positive integer. jz - c1 J is the distance of a point Z 
in the annulus from the center c1 . Again this annulus can be covered 
by 8 overlapping circles each of radius r 2 = <-t)R1 with centers at the 
points 
IIK . 4 l. 
e K = 0,1, ... ,7. 
Note that r 1 , r 2 , R1 , and Rare related by the following: 
(5-1.1) 
Beginning with K = 0, repeated application of the basic question to 
each of these 8 circles determines one containing Xj. Due to over-
lapping, it is possible for two circles to contain X., in which case, 
J 
the circle corresponding to the smaller value of K is used, Denoting 
the center of this circle by c2 completes step 2. 
After the completion of step M of this procedure, a circle with 
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center~ and radius rM is found containing the zero Xj' From repeated 
application of the inequality (5-1.1), we obtain 
Thus, by choosing M sufficiently large, a circl.e of sufficiently small 
radius is found containing the zero Xj. Th~ coordinates of CM with 
respect to the original origin, (O,O), of the complex plane is then 
the desired approximation to. the zero, Xj. 
After the zero Xj has been determined within the required degree 
of accuracy, the multiplicity of Xj is determined as explained in 
Chapter II, § 5. P(X) is .then deflated by synthetic division according 
to Theprem 2.3 of Chapter II. Thi:s deflation removes ,X,, as a point, 
J 
from the complex plane, thus rendering X. no longer available to be 
J 
recaptured on any succeeding application of the method in extracting 
the remaining zeros. P(X) is then replaced by P1 (X) and the above 
procedure applied to extract another root. Therefore, by successive 
deflations, all the zeros of P(X) can be approximated. 
Figure. 3 gives ·the geometric interpretation of Lehmer' s method 
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Figure 3. Geometric Interpretation of Lehmer's Method 
The dotted circles indicate the absence of zeros within them. c1 ,c2 , 
and c3 are the centers of the resulting circles after completion of 
steps 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The zero determining the first 
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annulus is X. but X. is captured by the process rather than X .• Thus, 
J J. J 
if two zeros have approximately the same modulus, the one with the 
smaller argument is captured first. Lehmer's method extracts zeros 
roughly in the order of increasing modulus. 
In order to apply the above procedure, a machine orientated 
method is needed to answer the basic question: 
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"Does P(X) have a zero inside the circle with center C and radius 
p"; that is, the circle Ix - cj = p? 
By applying the transformation Z = pZ which corresponds to a stretching 
of the complex plane if p > 1 or a shrinking of the complex plane if 
p < 1, and the translation Z = Z + C, the given circle, jx - cj = p can 
be replaced by the unit circle, jzj = 1, using the polynomial 
G(Z) = P(pZ + C). 
If X. is a zero of P(X) then S = (X. - C)/p is a zero of G(X) since 
J J 
x. - C 




Also Js] < 1 if and only if jxj - cl < p; that is, Sis a zero of G(X) 
inside the unit circle if and only if X. is a zero of P(X) inside the 
. J 
circle Jx - cj = p, Thus, the existence of the zero S implies the 
existence of the zero X, and conversely, Thus, the basic question is 
J 
equivalent to: 
"Does G(X) have a zero inside the unit circle r?" 
In order to answer this question, a sequence of polynomials is con-
structed from G(X) as follows: Let G(X) be given by 
(5-2) 
where b1 and bN+l # 0 and the coefficients are complex. Note that G(X) 
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is constructed from P(X) by the linear transformation X = pX + c and 
hence deg. G(X) = N = deg. P(X). Denoting the conjugate of b, = u + iv 
J 
* by bj = u - iv, let G (X) be defined by 
* 
- N - N-1 G (X) = bN+lX + bNX + + b2X + bl; 
* that is, the coefficients of G (X) are the conjugates of those of G(X) 
but in reverse order. Define the transformation Ton G(X) by 
* T(G(X)) = bN+lG(X) = b1G (X), 
T(G(X)) is a polynomial of degree less than deg. G(X) since 
tlxN-1 + t 2
XN-2 
= + . •. + tN-lX + tN 
where 
ti = bN+l bi+l - bl bN-i+l' i = 1,2,. '' ,N, 
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The constant term of T(G(X)) is 
(5-3) 
and is, therefore, real because the product of a complex number and its 
conjugate is real. In fact, 
(5-4) 
If T(G(O)) :f. 0, applying this transformation, T, to T(G(X)) gives 
T2(G(X)) = TfT(G(X))] where deg. T2 (G(X)) < deg.· T(G(X)), .;Continu;i.ng, we 
obtain a sequence of polynomials 
T(G(X)), T2(G(X)), T3(G(X)), •.• , TK(G(X)) (5-5) 
where 
Ti(G(X)) = T[Ti-l(G(X))], i = 2, ••. ,K. 
Let deg, Ti(G(X)) = d .• 
1. 
Then N > d1 > d2 > ••• > dK .::_ 0 since, from 
above, it was shown that T reduces the degree of the polynomial by at 
least one. 
The polynomial Ti+l(G(X)) is obtained from Ti(G(X)) as follows. 
Let T1 (G(X)) be denoted by 
Then 
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i T applied to T (G(X)) gives 
Since deg. P(X) = N is finite, then in a finite number of steps (at 
most N+l) a polynomial TK(G(X)) is obtained such that 'I'K(G(O)) =_O. 
This is due to the following reasoning. Ti(G(O)) is the constant, real 
term of Ti(G(X)). i If T (G(O)) = 0, we are done. If Ti(G(O)) 1 0, then 
K-1 in at most N steps, we obtain a polynomial T (G(X)) of degree O; 
K-1 K - -that is, T (G(X)) = c (constant). Then T (G(X)) = cc - cc= O. 
Hence TK(G(O)) = O. 
Finally, the question, "Does the polynomial G(X) have a zero in-
side the unit circler?" can be answered by the following two 
theorems. 
Theorem 5,2, Let G(X) ha:ve no roots on the unit circler. Suppose 
G(O) 1 0. If for some h > 0, Th (G(O)) < 0, then G(X), has at least one 
zero insider. If, instead, Ti(G(O)) > 0 for 1· .::_ i <Kand TK-l(G(X)) 
is a constant, then no roots of G(X) lie insider. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in [4, PP. 154-156]. The 
Cauchy Integral Formula, Rouche's Theorem, and the Argument Principle 
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from complex analysis are used in the proof of Theorem 5,2, Statements 
and proofs of these theorems can be found in IB, PP, 293-295], 
[9, P. 145], and [9, PP. 142-143], respectively. 
Theorem 5.3. Theorem 5·,2 remaj.ns true if we weaken its hypothesis by 
deleting its first sentence. Let G(X) be a polynomial with G(O) ~ 0, 
If for some h > O, Th(G(O)) < O, then G(X) has at least one zero in-
side the unit circler. If, instead, Ti(G(O)) > 0 for 1 < i <Kand 
TK-l(G(X)) is a constant, then G(X) has no roots insider. 
This theorem is proved in [4, PP. 156-157], 
It may accidentally happen in certain specially made polynomials 
with integer coefficients that TK-l(G(X)) of Theorem 5.2 is not a 
constant. For example, consider the polynomial 
G(X) = 6X4 - 35X3 + 62X2 - 35X + 6. 
* In this case G (X) = G(X) so. that T(G(X)) vanishes irlenti.cally. When 
this happens, it is .better to ask the basic question on a concentric 
circle of radius larger than the present one by a factor such as~. 
This also is good practice in case the value Ti(G(O)) is so small in 
magnitude that the sign is uncertain due to roundoff error, or when 
G(O) = 0, 
To illustrate this algorithm, consider the following example. Let 
G(X) be the polynomial 
G(X) = (1 + i)X2 + 2X + (2 + 2i). 
Then 
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c*(x) = (2 - 2i)x2 + 2x + (1 - i) 
* T(G(X)) = (2 - 21) G(X) - (1 + i) ~ (X) 
= (2 - 2i)[(l + i)X2 + 2X + 2 + 2i] 
- (1 + i)[(2 - 2i)X2 + 2X + (1 - i)] 
= [(2 - 2i)(1 + i) - (1 + i)(2 - 2i)]X2 
+ [(2 - 21)2 - (1 + i)2]X 
+ [(2 - 2i)(2 + 21) - (1 + i)(l - i)] 
= (2 - 6i)X + 6 
Thus, T(G(O)) = 6 
* T (G(X)) = 6X + (2 + 61) 
T2(G(X)) = T[T(G(X))] 
* = 6T(G(X)) - (2 - 6i) T (G(X)) 
= 6[(2 - 6i)X + 6) - (2 - 6i)[6X + (2 + 6i)] 
= [6(2 - 6i) - (2 - 6i)6]X + 36 - (2 - 6i)(2 + 6i) 
= 36 - (4 + 36) 
= 36 - 40 
= -4 
Thus, T2(G(O)) = -4. 
Therefore, by Theorem 5.3, G(X) has at least one root insider. 
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2. Convergence of Lehmer's Method 
Convergence of this searching technique is somewhat slower than 
other methods but is somewhat that of the geometric progression of 
ratio. f2 • It has been shown that after completion of step K, a circle 
of radius less than 2R(i2)K is obtained containing a root. Twenty-
seven steps give a radius of length less than R · 10-10 . Hence, for 
K large enough, the center of the circle is a good approximation to 
the zero. If the value of P(X) at the center is sufficiently near 
zero, then convergence is obtained. 
3. Determining Multiplicities 
Multiplicities of the zeros are determined as described in 
Chapter II, § 5. 
4. Procedure for Lehmer's Method 
The basic steps performed by Lehmer's method are listed seq~en-
tially as follows: 
1. Use Theorem 5.3 to determine if P(X) has a zero inside 
the unit circle with center at the origin. 
a. If the answer is yes, halve the radius until a 
circle of radius R is found such that P(X) has 
a zero inside the circle JxJ = 2R but none inside 
Jxl = R. 
b. If the answer is no, double the radius until 
such an R is found. 
2. Beginning with K = 0, translate the origin to the 
+ i Sin(TIK)) using the 4 
• 5R ITK point c = (~)(Cos("t;") 
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radius p = (6)R. Call the resulting polynomial G(X). 
3. Using Theorem 5.3 determine if G(X) has a zero inside 
this circle. 
a. If it does, go to step 4. 
b. If it does not, increase K by 1 and go to step 
2 with R replaced by p. 
c. If Theorem 5.3 cannot be applied, replace R by 
(2.)R and return to step 2. 2 
4. Save this center as the next approximation to the zero 
and halve the radius until a circle of radius R1 is 
found such that G(X) has a zero inside ]x - cj = 2R1 
but none in Jx - c) = R. 
5. Test for convergence. Is P(c) sufficiently near zero 
to be called a root? If it is not, return to step 2. 
If convergence is obtained, then 
a. Save latest center as the approximation to 
the zero. 
b. Deflate P(X) using (X - c), resulting in P1 (X). 
C, Replace P(X) by pl (X). 
d. Return to step 1. 
M M-1 Given the polynomial F(X) = f 1X + f 2X + •.• + fMX + fM+l' the 
sequence of steps to determine if F(X) has a zero inside a circle of 
radius p and center c is listed in the order performed below. 
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Theorem 5.3 consists of steps 2 - 8. 
1. Calculate G(X) = F(pX + c) where p is the radi"Us of the 
circle and c is its center. 
the. given circle with the unit circle r. Theorem 5, 3 
is applied to this G(X). Set j = 1. 




If G(O) ~ O, proceed to step 3, 
* - S - S-1 Calculate G (X) = g8~1x + g8X + ... + g2X + ~1. 






If Tj (G(O)) is too small to determine sign, 
replace p by (f)P and return to step 1. 
If Tj(G(O)) < O, go to step 6, 
If Tj(G(O)) = O, go to st~p 7. 
If Tj (G(O)) > 0, go to step 8. 
6. G(X) has a root insider. 
7. If Tj-l(G(X)) is a constant, G(X) has no root insider. 
Tj-l (G(X)) p by 3 and . If is not a constant, replace (-)p 2 
return to step 1. 
by Tj (G(X)), I 8. Replace G(X) increase j by 1 and return 
to step 2. 
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5. Conclusion of the Method 
K In applying the transformation T, the coefficients of T (G(X)) may 
become very large or very small in absolute value. For example, the 
constant term of T(G(X)) is computed by equation (5-3), If the 
magnitude of the constant term of G(X) is large compared to that of 
the leading co~fficient, then repeated application of the transformation 
i+l 
results in the constant term of T (G(X)) of sequence (5-5) having 
magnitude approximately double that of the constant term of Ti(G(X)). 
This prob,lem was encountered when the program was run on the IBM S/360 
-77 77 
which permits magnitudes between 10 and 10 • The program could not 




1. Derivation of the Algorithm 
The quotient-difference (Q-D) method in [3, PP. 162-179] is an 
iterative procedure producing simultaneous approximations to all zeros 
of a polynomial with real or complex coefficients. This method has the 
particular advantage that no initial approximations to the zeros are 
required, since no information is needed other than the degree of the 
polynomial and its coefficients, Due to roundoff error and slow con-
vergence, the Q-D method is recommended only for the purpose of giving 
initial approximations to the zeros. These initial approximations are 
then used with another method, such as Newton's 1J1iethod, for obtaining 
final results, 
Let P(X) be a polynomial of degree N given by 
(6-1) 
where a1 ~ 0 ~ aN+l and the coefficients are complex numbers. The 
quotient-difference algorithm consists of constructing, row after row, 
a two dimensional array of numbers called the Q-D scheme arranged as 
indicated below for the case of N = 4, The notation here is chosen to 
eliminate zero subscripts and does not agree with the notation in [3], 




















(1) (2) (3) (4) 
q2 q2 q2~ q2 
(1) (2) (3)/ + (4) (5) 
e2 e2 e2~ /e2 e2 
(lv ~- (2) + (3) (4) 
q3 q3 q q3 
~<2V 
3, 
(1) (3) (4) (5) 
e3 e3 , e3 e3 e3 
Figure 3.1. The Q-D Scheme 












(K = 1,2,,,. ,N) 
(K = 2 , 3 , • • • , N+ 1) • 
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(6-2) 
where n = 1,2,3, •.... As shown in the above diagram, these rules can 
be remembered as follows: 
1. In a rhombus configuration with an e-element on top, 
the product of the northeast pair is equal to the 
product of the southwest pair. 
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2, In a rhombus configuration with a q-element on top, the 
sum of the northeast pair is equal to the sum of the 
southwest pair, 
It is helpful to observe the following facts concerning the above 
diagram: 
1. There are 2N+l columns, 
2, The superscripts in each column are constant. 
3. The subscripts in each row are constant, 
Since each of the rhombus rules involves four adjacent elements, namely 
the vertices of a rhombus in the array, then the first two rows, the 
first column, and the last column must be known before the rules can be 
applied to generate, row after row, the remainder of the array. The 
first two rows are determined from the coefficients of the polynomial 
as follows: 
(1) 
ql = -a/ a1 
(K) 
ql = 0 (K = 2,3,,,. ,N) 
(K) 
el = aK+/aK (K = 2,3, ... ,N). 
Here it is assumed that the coefficients are non-zero. The case in 
which some coefficients are zero will be treated later. The first and 
last column consists entirely of zeros: 
e(l) e(N+l) = 0 
n n 
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The array now appears as follows for 
P(X) 
(1) (1) (2) (2) (3) (3) (4) q (4) (5) e qn e. ~ e qn e e n n n n n n 
a2 




a3 a4 a5 
0 -.-


















0 (2) e3. (3) e3 (4) e3 0 
Figure 3.2. Starting the Q-D Scheme 
The rhombus rules can be obtained as in [11, PP, 36-38]. This is 
accomplished as follows, keeping in mind that the notation is different 
from that in [11], Let P(X) be a polynomial of degree_ N given by 
equation (6-1), Assume for the present that the zeros x1 ,x2 , •.• ,~ 
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are all simple and satisfy !x1] > ]x2 ] > ••• > JxNJ > O. Assume further 
that the coefficients are non-zero. P(X) can be expressed in the form 
or 
N 
-P(X) = a1 II (X- Xi) 
i=l 
l l 
P(X) = N 
-
al 11 (X - X.) l. . 
i=l 
1 Then P(X) can be expressed as a sum of partial fractions: 
+ · ... (6-~) 
To verify that this is true, it is only necessary to show that there 
exists unique A1 ,A2, ••. ,AN such that equation (6-3) holds. This is 
done as follows. Combining terms in (6-3) results in 
N N N-1 
Al 11 (X - Xi) + ... +A. 11 (X - X.) + ... + AN 11 (X - X.) . J . l. l. 
i=2 i=l i=l 
1 iy:. 
P(X) = N 
11 (X - X.) l. 
i=l 
(6-4) 
Substituting into the left hand side of equation (6-4) gives 
1 
= N 
al II (X - Xi) 
i=l 











~ Xi)) 11 (X -
i=l 
i,=j 
(X - X.) 
l-
Consider Las a polynomial of degree N-1 all of whose coefficients 
al 
zero except the constant coefficient..!._, The right hand side is 
al 
are 
also a polynomial of degree N-1 since each of the N terms is the product 
of N-1 linear factors. Equating coefficients of these two polynomials 
gives N simultaneous equations in the N unknowns A1 ,A2,, .. ,AN. Solution 
of this system yields the result. The terms on the right hand side of 
equation (6-3) can be expanded in a geometric serie_s, 
A 
r 
X - X 
r 
= 
= A r 






1 - _.E. 
X 
l :r I < 1. 












i A.X •• 
J J 
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Computing the quotient between two consecutive coefficients gives 
Multiplying both numerator and denominator by 1i+l gives 
AlXl 
. I A Xi+l 
l l 
But j~/x1 j < l for K = 2,3, ... ,N. Thus, as i +~the numerator 
l 











By combining terms in the numerator, combining like terms, and 




,i X Ii, I I i I A2 x2 
1 
x2 A3 
-1 1 x3 + ~ XN 1 -~i -- +- ... + A -Al xl xl Al xl xl 1 x1 xl 
--
(~H+~:(~f + ... +~(~n J 
-
I 11 I i 
A2 
1 
x2 A3 x3 x3 
+ ... +·'\i (~ 1 ~. -- +-
- 1 -- --Al xl Al x2 xl Al Xi xl 
A r2r '\i (~r 1 + 2 Al xl + •.• + Al xl 
-




= X 1 (6-5) 
Similarly, replacing i by i+l: 
limit 
i~ 
.. limit x1 i+oo 
= limit x1 i+oo 
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1 - A (X )i+l 2 2 
1 + Alx;:- . + 
...- -A2 'x2)i+l AN 1~1i+l A2 x2'i+2_ - AN (~i+2 l + A X +. ' .+ A X - l - -A X '' ' A X 
1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 
(
X. 2)i ( A2 (x2)i+l AN (~)i+l) X l + A X +.'.+A X 
1 1 1 1 1 








2 + :3 (:3 l :3 + ... + ~N(~ l _ ~ 
= limit X u------__,.,...... __ _.__ __ 1____ 2...__....._ __ l....._ ___ 1____ 2_._ _____ l,_, 
i~~ 1 A (X )i+l A (~)i+l 
1 + A 2 / i + ... + AN X. 








qi+l - qi 
= 























Eliminating x1 we have 
But 




qi+2 - qi+l 












xl - X 2 
x2 
(Xl - X2) Xl 








(2) ei+l (1) 
qi+l = (2) qi+l 
e. 
1 




Then as before 
Thus 




= limit (2) qi+l i+oo qi 
(3) 
e,+l x3 
1 . . 1 1m1t (3f = x 




ei+l (2) (3) 









Continuing by induction, the following results are established: 




(K+l) _ e(K)) + (K) 










(K = 2,3, •.• ,N+l) 
where n = 1,2,3, ... , 
(K) 
limit qn = ~· 
n+oo 
2. Existence of the Q-D Scheme 
The Q-D scheme described previously may fail to exist if one or 
more of the divisors q~!~l) of .the rhombus rules above is zero. It 
appears to be difficult to give explicit necessary and sufficient 
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conditions for existence of the scheme in terms of the polynomial P(X). 
One sufficient condition in terms of the zeros of P(X), given in 
[3, P. 165], is that the zeros x1 ,x2 , ••• ,~ are simple and have distinct 
absolute values such that 
3. Convergence Properties 
Let the zeros x1 ,x2,,., ,XN of P (X) be numbered in decreasing 
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magnitude; that is, 
Then [10, P, 571) gives the following theorems. 
Theorem 6.1. For every K such that 1~_1 ] > J~I > 1~+1 1, 
that is, th th. the K column of the array converges to the K zero of P(X). 
The proof of this theorem has already been established in the derivation 
of the' algorithm. 




e = 0. 
n 
Proof: From the rhombus rules for K = 1 we obtain 
(1) = e (2) (1) + (1) qn+l - e qn ·n n 
limit e (2) = limit (1) qn+l - limit (1) qn + limit n 
n-+oo n-+oo n-+oo n+oo 
But e(l) = 
n 
0 for all n and l_imi t q~K) = 
n.--1-<>0 
XK implies that 
limit e!2) = x1 - x1 + O = o. n-+oo 





To this point, the existence of the scheme and convergence 
properties have been established for the case where the coefficients 
are non-~ero and the zeros are simple and satisfy 
The following observations should be noted: 
1. The e-columns which approach zero (O) as a limit 
divide the Q-D scheme into subtables. 
2. All zeros whose subscripts agree with the superscripts 
of the q-columns in a subtable have the same modulus. 
Thus, if zero~ is the only zero of its modulus, then 
limit e (K) = 0 , 
n 
limit e(K+l) = 0, 
n 
n-+<x> 
limit q~K) = ~.' 
n-+co 
4. Zeros of Equal Magnitude 
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Consider the case where M zeros, ~+l '~+2 , ••• '~+M' have the s.ame 
modulus; that is, 
As noted above, the q-columns q(K+l), q(K+2) , .•. ,q(K+M) will be in the 
n n n 
. (K+2) 
same subtable and thee-columns within that subtable, e , ... , 
n 
e~K+M), will not tend to zero. The zeros ~+!'~+2 , •.. '~+Mare then 
obtained from the following theorem given in [3, P. 167], A proof of 
this result can be found in [12, PP. 42-43]. 
Theorem 6.3. Suppose P(X) ha~ M zeros of equal moduli ~atisfying 
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(.) 
Construct sequences of polynomials PnJ (X), j = K,K+l, ••. ,K+M by means 
of the following recurrance relations: 
P(K)(X) = 1, 
n 
n = .1,2,3, .· .. 
p (i) (X) 
n 
(" 1) (i) (" 1) 
= X p 1- (X) - qn p 1- (X) 
ntl n i = K+l, •.. ,K+M 
n = 1,2, .... 
Then limit P ~K+M) (X) = (X - ~+l) (X - ~+2) .... (X - ~+M); that is, ~ (K+M) the coefficients of the polynomials Pn (X) tenq., as n+co, to the 
coefficients of the polynomial with zeros ~+l'~+2 , •.. '~+Mand leading 
coefficient 1. 
These polynomials can be thought of as being arranged in a two 
dimensional scheme, similar to the Q-D scheme as follows, where the 
q(j),s are obtained from the Q-D scheme. 
n 
The practical application of this the.orem is as follows. Construct 
the Q-D scheme for n sufficiently large to determine convergence or 
non-convergence of the q~columns; that is, to divide the Q-D scheme 
into subtables. Convergence of a q-column corresponds to a zero of 
isolated absolute value. Divergence of M adjace.nt q-columns indicates 
that there. are M zeros of equal moduli. Also the· e...,columns which 
converge to zero divide the scheme into subtables. Beginning with the 
fir~t divergent q-column, one constructs the sequences of polynomials 
. . . ' 
p(K+M)(X) . 
n· 












p (~+2) (X) 
1 
p (K+2) (X) 
2 
(K+2) 
(Y+ 1) "'·qn (K+2) 
P '- . (X) ----·-->- P (X) 
n /In 




p (K+M) (X) 
2 
p (K+M) (X) 
n 
Figure 3.3. Scheme for the Polynomials of Theorem 6.3 
5. Zero Coefficients of the Polynomial P(X) 
Finally consider the case in which some of the coefficients 
* a2,a 3, ... ,aN of P(X) are zero. Let X = X - a, a~ O, for some 
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suitably chosen a (usually a= 1). Construct the polynomial of degree 
N·.>.f ; .. (,~.'-·· .. ). , 
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* * * P (X) = P(a + X) 
P
1 (a) * P 11 (a) *2 
= P (a) + l ! X + 2 ! X + 
p(N)(a) *N 
+ N! X 
whose coefficients are calculated by .the following theorem, given in 
[3, PP. 54-56 J, which. repeatedly uses Horner' s method to obtain the 
coefficients of the Taylor series expansion of P(X) about the point 
X = a-. 
(1) (1) (1) Theorem 6.4. Given the finite sequence of numbers b1 ,b 2 , ... ,bN+l' 
and the number a, generate the sequences {b(K)} for K = 2,3, ... ,N+2 
. n 
recursively by: 
b (_ K-1) + (K) = ab. 1 , J J- j = 2,3,,,, ,N+3-K. 
Let Pn(X) = bi1)xn + b~1)xn-l + ••. + b~1)x + b~!i (n = 0,1, ... ,N). 
Then the numbers b(K) determined above satisfy 
n 
where P(O)(a) = P(a), 
__ l_ p (K-2) ( ) 
(K-2) ! j+K-3 a ' j = 2, .. , ,N+ 3rK 
K = 2,,,, ,N+2 










































Figure 3.4. Scheme for Removing Zero Coefficients 
* * The coefficients of the new polynomial P (X) are the diagonal elements 
underlined in the scheme above; that is, 
* * p (X ) 
where 
P(X) 
The coefficients of p*(x*) will all be non-zero for sufficiently small 
values of a, since if a is not a zero of P(X) then the first N deriv-
atives of P(X) exist and are not zero at X = a, Once the zeros, 
* 4 * * 4 {~}K=l' of P (X ) have been computed, the zeros, {~} K=l ~ of P (X) are 
~~ 
found from the formula~=~+ a. As an example of the above theorem, 
let 
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P(X) = 12X4 - 3X3 + 7X + 10. 
The coefficient of the x2 term is O, so the Q-D scheme cannot be 
started, With a= 1 we have for the above scheme 
12 -3 0 7 10 
·~-_......--.-~~-~--~w--~,-~,,,.,..~~~..--7<-'<-~·~ 
12 9 9 16 26 
12 21 30 46 




* * p (X ) + 46X + 26. 
* * * * * * Let the zeros of P (X) be x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 . Then the zeros of P(X) are 
* X. = X. + 1, i = 1,2,3,4. This concludes the example. 
l 1 
All necessary cases have thus been considered, They are: 
1. distinct zeros 
2. zeros of equal magnitude 
3. zero coefficients of the polynomial P(X). 
Hence, the Quotient-Difference method can now be applied to the polyno-
N N-1 
mial P(X) = a1x + a2x + ... + aNX + aN+l where a1 f Of aN+l' 
6. Procedure for the Q-D Method 
The sequence of basic steps performed by this method are as 
follows: 
1. Given coefficients a1 ,a2 , ••• ,aN+l of the Nth degree 
polynomial, P(X), such that a1 ~ 0 j aN+l· 
2. Determine if any of the coefficients in step 1 are 
equal to zero. If not, proceed to step 3, If one or 
more are zero, use Theorem 6.4 to construct a polynomial 
whose coefficients are all non-zero, 
3. Begin the Q-D scheme by constructing the first .two rows 
with the formulas: 
(1) 
ql = -a2/al 
(K) 
ql = 0 (K = 2, 3, , •. , N) 
(K) 
el = aK+l/aK (K = 2,3, ••• ,N.). 
Set the first and last columns to zero with 
(1) (N+l) 
e = e = O. 
n n 





{.en(K+ 1) (K)) + (K) 










(K = 2, 3, • , • , N) • 
5. Test for convergence of thee-columns. Either of the 
following tests may be used: 
a. 2]e~K) I/ (lq~K) + q~K+l)J + Jq~~i + q~~11)!) 
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b. -EPS J e~K)] / J ei~)] -EPS where EPS is chosen 
sufficiently small so that the test expression 
will remain positive until the Kth e-column 
has sufficiently converged. n is the number 
of iterations and is an input value. 
6. After the maximum number of iterations, determine which 
e-columns have not converged. Then divide the Q-D 
scheme into subtables. Proceeding from left to right 
in the scheme, do step 7 or step 8 according to the 
number of q-columns in the subtable until all sub-
tables have been considered. 
7. If a subtable has two or more q-columsn in it; use 
Theorem 6.3 to determine the zeros of that subtable, 
8. If a subtable contains only one q-column, then the 
final element in the q-column is the desired approxi-
mation of a zero of the polynomial. 
9. Check the root count. If not all roots have been 
found, divide out the zeros that have been found by 
successively deflating P(X) using synthetic division. 
Shift the variable in the resulting polynomial for 
which no zeros were found by using Theorem 6.4. 
Then return to step 1. See Theorem 2.3 for the 
iteration formulas used to deflate a polynomial. 
10. If it was necessary to use Theorem 6.4 in either 
* N step 2 or 9, the zeros {~}K=l found are the zeros 
* * * of the new polynomial P (X ). Use XK =~+a to 
find the zeros {~};=l of P(X), 
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7. Conclusion of the Method 
As suggested earlier, it was decided to use the Q-D method for the 
purpose of producing good initial approximations to the zeros which 
would then be used with another method to produce final results. The 
following difficulty was encountered. In order to program the Q-D 
method to solve polynomials with maximum degree of twenty five, the 
size of core storage need.ed was considered and found to be. quite large. 
For M roots of equal magnitude, Theorem 6.3 generates M sequences of 
polynomials having degrees 1,2,3, .•• ,M. The number of terms needed in 
each sequence to produce convergence is not known before hand. In 
addition, M terms of the first sequence are necessary to compute the 
th first term of the M sequence since, as ·seen from the. scheme, the 
sequences are generated in a triangular manner. Therefore, in order to 
th get sufficient convergence of the M sequence of polynomials, the 
number of terms in the first few sequences could become quite large. 
For example, suppose in a polynomial of degree 25, 20 roots have equal 
moduli, Then Theorem. 6, 3 calls for 20 sequences of polynomials to be 
generated, the first of degree 1, the second of degree 2, , .• , and the 
th 20 of degree 20. Twenty terms of the first, 19 terms of the second, 
anq. so on, would be necessary to calculate the first term of the 20th 
sequence. Thus, 
21 L I(22·- I) 
I=2 
locations would be needed to store all coefficients. In general, for 
M roots of equal moduli, 
M+l L l(M + .2 - I) 
I=2 
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th locations are needed to compute the first te.rm of the M sequence. An· 
attempt was .made to decrease the number of locations needed for sto;t?g 
the polynomial sequences by computing the terms of each polynomial 
sequence, storing the last polynomial of each sequence and repeating in 
order to continue each sequence using the same storage area for each 
repetition. However, this process of transferring polynomials, storing 
polynomials, bringing in new q-columns from the Q-D scheme, and con-
tinuing the polynomial sequences until convergence was obtained, 
presented a programming problem of greater magnitude than had been 
anticipated, Thus, considering the immediate purpose of this method, 
to give good initial approximations to the zeros, the slow convergence, 
and the lack of time, it was felt unprofitable to complete the pro-
gramming of the Q-D method. Also, storage location requirements for 
the elements of thee-columns and q-columns of the Q-D scheme could 
become quite large unless the scheme is generated a 'few- r:ows aLa 
time. To do this would Jhrther add to the problem of generating the 
polynomial sequences using the q-columns. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
In order to cqmpare Newton's, Muller's, and the greatest common 
divisor (g.c.d.) methods, consider the polynomials as being divided 
into.the following classes: 
1. polynomials with all distinct. roots 
2, polynomials with multiple roots 
3. polynomials with roots clo1:1e together 
By "close together" I mean distinct roots agreeing in at least the first 
three significant digits, These roots. will not be included in class 1. 
The comparisons in the following material, except where specif~ 
ically noted, are results of tests mad~ on the IBM S/360 mod. 50 
computer which has a 32 bit word. The programs were successfully run 
onthe CDC 6600 and the UNIVAC·l108 which have a 60 bit word and a 36 
bit word respectively. It was no.ted that, the UNIVAC 1108 is about 15 
times faster. than the IBM S/360 mod. 50, The CDC 6600 is faster than 
the UNIVAC 1108 but the.difference is not ~k great as that between the 
UNIVAC 1108 and the IBM S/360 mod. 50. 
1. Polynomials With all Distinct Roots 
First consider the class of polynomials having distinct roots. 
Newton's method is particularly suited for this class of polynomials. 
Its quadratic convergence is very fast which can save time and money to 
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the user. The accuracy obtained is excellent. as shown in exh.ibits A 
th (12 sec.) and B (22 sec.) which present the zeros of a 15 degree 
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polynomial in single precision and· 'double precision, respect_i vely, In 
most cases, the method produces. convergence for almost any in.itial -
approximation given, 
Muller's method also produces good results on this class of poly-
nomials, The rate of convergen•ce is, however, somewhat slower, than 
Newton's method. This fact is especially significant when working with 
polynomials of high degree. The accuracy obtained by Muller's method 
is comparable to, .but does not exceed that .of Newton's method. In most 
cases, the accuracy of the two methods does not differ by more than one 
or two decimal places. Exhibits C (17 sec.) and D (28 sec.) show 
results of Muller's method for the polynomial of exhibits A and B. As· 
in Newton's method, convergence is produced for almost any initial 
approximation given. 
The g.c.d. method, whether used with Newton's or Muller's method 
as a supporting method on this class of polynomials, is no better than 
Newton's or Muller's method alone. The reason for this i$ that the 
greatest common divisor of the polynomial, P(X), and its .derivative is 
1. Then H(X) - P(X)/g.c.d. P(X) = P(X); that is, the polynomial 
solved by the supporting method is the same as the original polynomial. 
Thus, the g.c.d; method will require a considerable amount of extra 
time to perform useless cal.culations and wil:J,. not produce better 
results than the supporting method used alone, 
Thus, this class of polynomials presents no difficulty to any of 
these three methods. Newton's '1}ethod, because of its speed, is there-
fore recommended, 
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2. Polynomials With Multiple Roots 
Next consider the class of polynomials containing multiple roots. 
This class presents considerable difficulty for Newton's method, 
especially those polynomials containing roots of high multiplicity or 
containing a considerable number of multiple roots. The iteration 
formula for Newton's method is 
= X - P(X )/P 1 (X ). 
n n n 
I 
If c is a multiple. root then P (c) = P -(c) = 0. Hence, as X + c, 
n 
I 
P (X ) + 0 and p- (X ) + 0 and thE:!. iteration formula may be unstable, 
n n 
resulting in no convergence or bad accuracy. As _the number of multiple 
roots.increases, the polynomial becom~s more ill-conditioned, conver-
gence.becomes more difficult, and accuracy is lost. Thus, the possi-
bility of convergence decreases. This also holds true if_ the multi:-
plic,ities of the roots are increased. The rate of convergence of 
Newton's method is much slower.for multiple roots than for distinct 
roots. Exhibits ·E (38 sec.) and F (34 sec.) show a polynomial con-
taining two multiple roots solved.in single precision and double 
precision, respectively. Note the following from exhibit F: 
1. Roots 112 and 113 are greatly improved by iterating on 
2. 
the'original polynomial; ·nistinct roots,are usually 
improved.in this manner. 
th The time taken to solve this 6 degree equation with 
multiple roots is greater than the time taken by the 
same program to solve a 15th degree polynomial with 
all distinct -roots--(exhibit B). 
3. Root 112 did not pass the convergence test after 200 
iterations even though it was improved. This is 
probably due to the fact that the polynomial from 
which root·2 was extracted had only one multiple root 
but the original polynomial from which it was extracted, 
the se.cond time had two multiple roots; that is, the 
original polynomial is more·ill-conditioned. 
4. The accuracy of the roots before.the attempt to improve 
accruacy is very poor. Root 112 is accurate to only. 
three decimal places as compared to the 15 decimal 
places in exhibit B for distinct roots .. Root .113 is 
especially bad, the imaginary part begin accurate to 
only one decimal place. 
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As seen from these exhibits, single precision calculations .do not 
produce good results when multiple roots.are·involved. The time for 
exhibit E was 38 seconds. Compare this with exhibit A for the 15th 
degree polynomial. Exhibit G (14 sec.) is a polynomial containing two 
multiple roots. Note the poor results· obtained before the attempt to 
improve accuracy .and the improvement afterward. 
In most cases involving rootsof high multiplicity or several 
multiple roots, Newton's method fails to determine the correct multi-
plicity of many of the roots even though all the roots have been 
ab,tained, 
In many cases, Newton's method fails to converge.altogether. The 
polynomial with roots (the number in parentheses indicates multiplicity) 
2 + 2i (3), 1 + _2i (2), -1 + .5t (3) could not be solved using Newton's 
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method with a maximum number of 200 iterations and a convergence 
-10 
requirement of 10 • This polynomial is given as number 25 in exhibit 
H using Muller's method. Observe that thia polynomial is. polynomial /153 
of exhibit F with the multiplicity of root -1 + .Si increased from 1 to 
3. 
Muller's method also encounters difficulty, although to a lesser 
degree than Newton's method, on .this class of polynomials. In most 
cases, Muller's method produces convergence even when Newton's method 
completely fails; · Newton'- s method completely failed for polynomial 1125 
but convergence was obtained using Muller's method as shown in exhibit. 
H (40 sec.). The accuracy obtained by Muller's method is not good but 
usually better·than Newton's method using the same convergence require-
ment. Compare exhibit J (15 sec.) with exhibit G. The rate of conver-
gence of Muller "s method is considerably slower for multiple roots than 
for distinct roots. However, for multiple ro_ots, Muller's method is as 
fast or faster than Newton's. Newton's metho.d appears to determine 
multiplicities·more correctly than Muller's method. Note the following 
from exhibit J: 
1. Roots .//3, 114, and J/5 are greatly improved by iterating 
ort·the original polynomial, especially the distinct 
root /14. 
2. The accuracy obta_ined before the attempt to improve 
accruacy is-very poor compared to the accuracy obtained 
with all distinct.roots. The accuracy,is, however, 
better than Newton's method (exhibit G). · 
3. The multiplicitie$ of the roots are not determined 
correctly. 
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Polynomial· 1146 ·in single precision is given in exhibit I. Similarly 
as with Newton·'s ·method, an increase in the number of multiple roots or 
their multiplicities causes the polynomial to become more ill-condi-
tioned, As a result, accuracy is lost •. 
The g. c.d. method is. perfectly suited for polynomials with multiple. 
roots. All mu! tip le roots .are removed leaving only a polynomial of 
class 1 (all distinct roots) to .be solved. This indicates that best · 
results should be obta.ined by using Newton's method as the supporting 
method, since Newton's method enjoys the advantage of speed over 
Muller's method for distinct roots. This has indeed proved to be true. 
The accuracy of the roots obtained decreases, somewhat, when the number 
of multiple roots·is increased, This is due.to accuracy lost in 
computing the•g;c.d. and the quotient polynomial and not as a result 
of the supporting method. The accuracy obtained using each supporting 
method is about·the same. 
Multiplicities are determined with excellent acGuracy. The g.c.d. 
method is not as sensitive to roots of high multiplicity or polynomials 
containing a large .number of multiple .roots as are both New.ton's and 
Muller's.·· The·g.c,d, method is faster than either Newton's or Muller's 
because multiple roots greatly.slow the rate of convergenceof the 
latter two. Exhibits K (2 sec.) and L (3 sec.) show polynomial 1125 for 
which Newton's method gave no convergence and Muller's method gave poor 
convergence. Note_ that the execution time for double precision is con-
siderably less than for Muller's method alone (exhibit H), The multi-
plicities are correct. Exhibit M (3 sec.) is a polynomial containing 
two roots each of multiplicity 6. Newton's method used alone did not 
produce convergence to any·root·of this polynomial and Muller's method 
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gave bad accuracy.. Note . the accuracy and speed of the g. c.d. method on 
this polynomiaL Exhibit N (12 sec.) contains 6 multiple roots,. 
Observe that the·accuracy is not quite as good as in the preceding two 
exhibits becasue the:re are more multiple roots. Note also that there. 
is not much improvement.in the roots after the at~empt-to improve 
accruacy. This is characteristic of Newton's.and Muller's accuracy on 
dist.inct roots; ·and further supports the conclusion that the loss of 
accuracy is a res.ult of computing the g. c. d. polynomial. Again the 
multiplicities 0 are all correct. 
The accuracy·of multiple roots ·obtained by the CDC 6600 is .consid:e,rr 
ably better thart the IBM S/360 mod. 50 while that obtained by the UNIVAC 
1108 is only a·little better than the IBM S/360 mod. 50, 
Therefore, for polynomials with multiple roots, the order in which 
the three methods are recommended, beginning with the best is: g.c.d. 
with Newton's; Muller's, Newton's. 
Since multiple roots.are obtained with less accuracy than distinct 
roots, lowering·the convergence requirement produced convergence in 
many cases where the higher convergence requirement fails to produce 
convergence. ·The accuracy is usually .fair -for a polynomial with few 
multiple roots and decreases as the number of multiple roots increases. 
In most.cases;"the accuracy is sufficient to give a good approximation 
of the roots, Exhibit O shows polynomial 1125 as a result of using the 
. ' f 10-s convergence _re·quirement o · The roots after the attempt to 
improve accuracy"are. accurate to at least 4 decimal places with some 
gaining accuracy to 6 or 7 de~imal places. Recall that the convergence 
-10 
requirement of 10 produced no convergence; 
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3. Polynomials With Roots Close Together 
Polynomials with distinct roots close together present considerable 
difficulty for all three methods, Ability to converge and the accuracy 
obtained depends on the number of these roots involved and their close-
ness. If care is not taken in choosing the multiplic~ty requirement, 
roots very close together may not be separated and, as .a result, will 
be obtained as multiple roots. Exhibit P (5 sec.) shows what happens 
when the multiplicity requirement is too small. Note the following 
from this exhibit: 
1. Robt .103 + .103i was not obtained. 
2. Rodt i/2 has ptultiplicity 2 which is incorrect. 
3. Root·//3, before the attempt to improve accuracy, is 
entirely incorrect. This is the result of deflating 
by an incorrect root. The correct root was obtained 
by iterating on. the original polynomial, · This empha-
sizes the.necessity of observing the results both 
before and after the attempt to improve accuracy. 
When the results indicate that roots close together are present, the 
multiplicity requirement should be sufficiently increased to separate 
the roots. This·was,done,on the above polynomial and the results and 
are indicated in exhibit Q ( 5 sec.). Note the reasonable accuracy of 
these roots all of .which agree in the first two significant digits but 
differ in the third. Newton's method failed to converge to any·root on 
polynomial /133 with roots; 1.010 + l.020i, 1.011 + 1.021i, 
1.012 + l.022i, 1.013 + l.023i within 200 iterations and using a 
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convergence requirement of 10-10 • Note that these roots agree in the 
first three·s:tgnificant digits but differ in the fourth. 
Polynomial 1133 was solved with excellent accuracy by the CDC 6600. 
-14 The test for convergence was ·10 and the test for multiplicities was 
10-8• The roots, as found, were 
Root (1) = l;OlOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO + 1.02ooooooooooooooo+oo I 
Root (2) 1.011ooooooooooooon+oo + 1.021ooooooooooooon+oo 1 
Root (3) = 1.0l30000000000000D+OO + l.0230000000000000D+OO I 
Root (4) = 1.012oooooooooooooo+oo 1.022ooooooooooooon+oo 1 
This polynomial was also solved by the UNIVAC 1108 using a test for con-:-
vergence of 10-8 and a test .for multiplicities of 10-6 • The results 
were 
Root (1) = .1010000000884303+001 + .1019999999482552+001 I 
Root (2) = .1011000000380731+001 + .1020999998517433+001 I 
Root (3) = .1012999998246209+Q01 + .1022999998494446+001 I 
Root (4) = .1012000001356113+001 + .1021999999747005+001 I 
Compare these results with exhibit. V. 
Muller's method is recommended for this class of polynomials 
because it produces convergence in most cases where Newton's method 
fails. When both methods produce convergence, the acc1:1racy obtained by 
Muller's method is as good or bett.er than that obtained by Newton's. 
Compare exhibits R (26-sec.) and Q. Again, a mulUplicity requirement 
chosen too small-produces incorrect results as in Newton's method. 
Exhibit S gives polynomial 1133 solved by Muller's method, Observe that 
roots 112 and 114 obtained before the attempt to improve accuracy 
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converged to ·the same root during the attempt to improve accuracy. 
Recall that :Newton's method failed to converge to any root of this 
polynomial. 
The g.c;d, method, as in the case of all distinct roots, is no 
better than the supporting method used. In many cases where very close 
roots are involved, the incorrect greatest common divisor may be 
obtained by treating these as multiple roots. Thus, incorrect results 
will be obtained, This occurs when the requirement check for zero 
given to the GCD routine is too low. This requirement can be increased 
to correct the ~rror. However, if this requirement is made too high 
when multiple roots are involved, an incorrect g.c.d, may be obtained, 
Also, a multiplicity requirement too low will produce incorrect results. 
Exhibit T shows the result of both the epsilon check for zero in sub-
routine GCD and the epsilon check for multiplicities being too low. 
Both the root and the multiplicity are incorrect. These requirements 
were increased and the result given as exhibit U (7 sec.). Correct 
results were obtained. Thus, as a result-of having to carefully choose 
both the epsilon·check in subroutine GCD and the multiplicity require-
ment, this method is not recommended for t}J.is class of polynomials. 
As in the·case of multiple roots, the convergence requirement may 
be lowered to·obtain·convergence in most cases where a high convergence 
requirement·causes failure to converge. Convergence was obtained for 
polynomial #33 (exhibit V (4 sec.)) by lowering the convergence require-
ment from 10-lO to 10-8 . 
Another technique for obtaining convergence on ill-conditioned 
polynomials is to add some distinct roots which are not close together. 
This is accomplished by multi plying the polynomial by several linear 
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factors, As an example of this technique, consider polynomial 1133 on 
which Newton's ·method failed to converge, · After multiplying the poly-
nomial by the factors (X.""" 4 + 2i) and (X - 3 - 5i), convergence was· 
obtained as.indicated in exhibit W (24 sec,), The number of distinct 
roots-added to obtain convergence depends on how bad the polynomial is 
ill-conditioned.· 
For polynomials containing a combination of these three types of 
roots, the method used to obtain best accuracy depends on the number of 
each type involved. The g.c.d. method is usually best because distinct 
and multiple roots are obtai~ed with good accuracy. Those roots 
obtained with poor accuracy are probably roots very close together. 
Increasing·the-test. for zero in subroutine GCD may separate these close 
roots but multiple roots may not-be obtained with good accuracy. If 
roots close together are present, another method may be used to separate 
these roots~ · ·Exhibit X (6 sec,) gives a polynomial with two multiple 
roots, two distinct roots not close together, and two distinct roots 
close together~ ·This polynomial was first solved using the g. c.d. 
method with Newton's method as the supporting method. Note that all 
roots except ·the·roots. close together are reasonably accurate and the;i.r 
multiplicities·correct. Using the results after the attempt to improve 
accuracy as initial approximations, this polynomial was solved by 
Muller's method as indicated in exhibit Y (39 sec.), The multiplicity 
requirement·wasincreased considerably-above normal to prevent any 
root, especially roots very close together, from being obtained as 
multiple roots;· This tends to separate the roots close together, Note 
the following : 
1, The two roots close together were obtained very 
accurately before the attempt to improve accuracy 
but both converged to the same root later. 
2. The accuracy of all roots is good. 
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Exhibit Z (18 sec.) presents the results of solving this polynomial by 
Muller's method but. letting the program generate its own initial 
approximations~ Note that the accuracy is not as good as that obtained 
using the initial approximations close to the roots. 
Thus, each method is particularly suited for a different type of 
polynomial. Newton's is best for polynomials with distinct roots nqt 
too close together. The g.c.d. method is superior for polynomials 
having multiple roots, while Muller's method is recommended for 
extracting roots very close together. 
NEWTONS METHOD ·TO FIND ZEROS ·OF POLYNOMIALS 
POLY NOH I AL ·NUKBER 7 OF DEGRE.E 15 
n+E COEFFICIENTS OF p·.(XJ' ARE 
Pl 11 0.3000000E 01 + 0.00000001: 00 I 
Pl 21 -O .• l 789999E 02 + o.oooooooe 00 I 
Pl 3) o.2010001E 02 + -o. b575999E 02 I 
P( 4) O.l 745000E 03 + 0.2S43b79E 03 I 
Pl 51 -0.7594199E 03 • 0.311801111: 03 I 
Pl bl = O.B2743bOE 03 + -0.30b9040E 04 I 
Pl 71 0.1329084E 04 + 0.4710b25E 04 I 
Pl Bl -0. 5bll 859E 04 + ·-o. lb 7 45 7bE 04 I 
P( 9'1 0.7224758E 04 + -O. l548288E 04 I 
PllO) -0.227b992E 04 + 0.304b320E 04 I 
Pill I -o. U41472E 04 + -0. 4091281E 04 I 
Pll21 = 0.5402801E 04 + O.l2b34BBE -04 I 
Pll31 -O.b4b833bE 04 + O. l23b480E 04 I 
Pl 141 = O. l4b745bE 04 + o.2212000E 02 I 
Pl151 -O.l077120E 03 + -0.5475840E 03 I 
P11bl 0.345bOOOE 02 • O.l2b7200E 03 I 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXI HUI'! NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ·CONVERGENCE. 
GIV.EN. 0 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START· SEARCH. 






BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY• THE ZEROS. OF POI ARE 
ZEROS OF PIXI HULTiPLICITIES 
ROOT( ii= 0.3000001E 00 + o. b29lb82E-08 I l 
ROOT( 21 O. 2000000E 00 + -o.2000002E oo I l 
ROOTI 31 -o.2000002E oo + o.2000002E oo I 1 
ROOT( 41 0.1789849E-Ob + o.1000000E 01 I l 
ROOT( 51 -o.1000000E 01 + -0.3287970E-Ob I l 
ROOT( bJ -o.1000000E 01 + -o.1000002E 01 I 1 
ROOT( 71 = -0. 2310.5BOE-Ob + -o.1000000E 01 I 1 
RDOTI 81 -O.l999997E 01 + -0.3000000E 01 I l 
ROOT( 91 O. 9999008E 00 + -0.24958191:-03 I 1 
ROOT 1101 o.200004bE 01 + -0.1000127E 01 I l 
ROOT 11 ll 0.2000 l43E 01 + 0.3578b51E-03 I .l 
ROOT 1121 0.2999989E 01 + -o. 52 77b49E-04 I 1 
RDOTl131 O. 399999lE 01 + 0.4000009E 01 I 1 
ROOT (141 0.9999154E 00 + o. lOOOObbE 01 I l 
ROOT( 151 -0.3l33335E 01 ~.-O.lll2bl9E~05 ·1 l 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO ·1HPROVE ACCURACY• THE ZEROS.OF P(XI ARE 
Exhibit A. 
INITIAL A.PPROXIMATION 
0.4829b29E 00 + 0.1294095E 00 
O. 70710b7E 00 + o.1011obBE 00 
0.3882295E 00 + ·0.1448888E 01 
-0.5l7b3b4E 00 + O.l93l851E 01 
-0.17b77b5E 01 + O. l 7b77bBE 01 
-0.2897771,E 01 + 0.77b4b02E 00 
-0.3380741E 01 + "-0.9058b27E 00 
-0.2828430E 01 + -0.2828424E 01 
-O.llb4b91E 01 + -0.434bbb4E 01 
0.1294087E 01 + -0.4829b31E 01 
0.3889081E 01 + -0.3889092E 01 
0.5795551E 01 + -O.l552923E · 01 
O.b278520E 01 + O.lb82312E 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
ZEROS OF PIXI · HULTIPLICJTIES 
ROOTI 11 0.3000001E 00 + -0.9981129E-08 1 . 1 
ROOTI 21 o •. 2ooooooe oo + -o.2ooooooe oo 1 1 
ROOTI 31 • -o.2ooooooe oo + o.2ooooooe oo 1 1 
ROOT! 41 = o.144b7B4E-07 + o.1ooooooe 01 1 1 
ROOTI 51 = -o.1ooooooe· 01 + -o.20&3993E-oe 1 1 
ROOTI bl= -o.1ooooooe 01 + -o.1000000E 01.1 1 
P.OOTI 11 = o.1241104E-Ob + -o.1ooooooe 01 1 1 · 
ROOTI 111 s -o.2ooooooe 01 + -o.3ooooooe 01 1 1 
ROOT! 91 o.1ooooooe 01 .. o.15.B4B21E-Ob 1 1 
ROOTllOI 0.1999998E 01 + -o.1000001e 01 1 l 
R00T1111 o.2oooooee 01 + o.eo557b7E-Ob 1 1 
ROOTl121 Oo2999995E 01 + 0.25309b9E-05 I l 
ROOTl131 s 0.4000000E 01 + 0.4000002E 01 I l 
ROOTl141 o.999999BE oo + o.1000000E 01 1 1 
ROOTl151 z -0.3333334E 01 + 0.4381855E-Ob l l 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
0.48296291: 00 + 0.12940.95E 00 1 
0.70710b7E 00 + 0.70710b8E 00 l 
0.388.2295E 00 + O. l448888E 01 I 
-0.517b3b4E 00 + 0.1931851E 01 I 
-O.l7b77b5E 01·+ 0.17b77bBE 01 I 
-0.289777bE 01 + 0.77b4b02E 00 I 
~o.3380741E 01 + -0.9058b27E 00 1 
-0.2828430E 01 ·+ -o. 2828424E 0·1 I 
-O.llb4b91E 01 + -0.434bbb4E 01 I 
0.1294087E 01 + -0.4829b31E 01 I 
0.3B89081E 01 + -0.3889092E 01 I 
0.5795551E or+ -.0.1552923E. 01 I 
O.b278520E 01 ~ O.lb82312E 01 I 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
Exhibit A. Roots ~re: -1 i, 1 + ~' ~2 3i, 2 - i, 3, 2, i, -i,-
-10/3, .3, -1,- 1, 4 + 4i, -.2 + .2i, .2 - .2i ... 
0 
\J 
NEWTONS METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF POLYNOMiALS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 7 OF QEGREE 15 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PlXI ARE 
Pl 11 0.30000000000000000 01 ·+ o. 00000000000000000 00 
Pl 21 -0.17900000000000000 oz+ -o.00000000000000000 00 
Pl 31 o.20100000000000000 02 + -0.65760000000000010 02 
Pl 41 0.17450000000000000 03 + 0.28436800000000000 03 
Pl 51 -0.75942000000000000 03 + o.311eoeooooooooooo 03 
Pl 61 0.82743600000000000 03 + -0.30690400000000000 04 
Pl 71 0.13290840000000000 04 + 0.47106240000000000 04 
Pl 81 -0.56118600000000000 04 + -0.16745760000000000 04 
Pl 91 0.72247560000000000 04 + -0.15482880000000000 04 
POOi -0.22769920000000000 04 + 0.30463200000000000 04 
Pl 111 -0.12414720000000000 04 + ~0.40972800000000000 04 
Pl 121 o.5402eoooooooooo10 04 + o.12634880000000000 04 
Pl 131 -0.64683360000000010 04 + 0.12364800000000000 04 
Pl 141 0.14674560000000000 04 + · o.22120000000000000 02 
Pll51 -0.10771200000000000 03 + -0.54758400000000000 03 
Pll61 0.34560000000000000 02 + o.12672000000000000 03 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 







TEST .FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO ENO SEARCH. 
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
















0.30000000000000000 00 + 0.16093581151665310-16 I 
o.20000000000000000 00 + -o.20000000000000000 DD I 
-o.20000000000000000 oo + o.20000000000000000 oo 1 
0.24850261096558030-17 + 0.10000000000000000 01 I 
-0.10000000000000000 01 + -0.53219537064599460-16 I 
-0.10000000000000000 01 + -0.99999999999999980 DD I 
-0.3l0o918759280349D-15 + -0.99999999999999940 00 I 
-0.20000000000000000 01 + -0.30000000000000000 01 L 
o.i.ooooooooooooo160 01 + -o.10097649963521000-12 1 
o.20000000000000400 01 + -o.10000000000000320 01 1 
0.19999999999999800 01 + 0.13855078472222020-12 I 
0.30000000000000010 01 + -0.14175491574492190-13 I 
0.39999999999999980 01 + 0.40000000000000030 01 I 
D.99999999999996060 00 + 0.10000000000000050 01 I 
-0.33333333333333340 01 + -0.18503717077085940-15 I 


















0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.1294095284438187D 
o.7D7l067553D46346D DO+ 0.7071068070684595D 
D.38822847926540560 00 + 0.14488887631171930 
-D.51763825519667240 00 + 0.1931851608368755D 
-0.17677671470807010 01 + 0.1767766758852Dl5D 
-0.289777758307499DD 01 + 0.7764567463987070D 
-0.338074D24S33l229D 01 + -0.9D58671940816l6DD 
-0.28284266071078960 01 • -0.28284276423843900 
-0.11646848013998990 01 + -0.43466664598733680 
0.12940963450986450 01 • -0.48296288314530270 
o.3se9oee292919so90 01 + -D.3889086300D72258D 
o.57955553935123030 01 + -0.15529126442689740 
D.62785173577341250 01 + · 0ol6S2325708247752D 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
























HTE• lHE. ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF Pill ARE 
ROOTS OF PIXI MUL ll PLIC ll I ES 
ROOTI II . o. 30000000000000000 00 + o.332e9435371os9130-16 1 
ROOTI 21 . o.20000000000000000 00 + -o.20000000000000000 oo 1 
ROOTI 31 • -o.20000000000000000 oo + o.20000000000000000 oo 1 
ROOT! 41 • -0.11260430437627530-17 + o.10000000000000000 01 1 
ROOll 51 • -o.10000000000000000 01 + -0.18824780305507960-16 1 
ROOTI 61 • -o.10000000000000000 01 • -o.10000000000000000 01 .1 
ROOII 71 . 0.6!318693193791400-16 • -o.10000000000000000 01 l 
ROOTI 81 • -o.20000000000000000 01 + -0.30000000000000000 01 I 
ROOll 91 • o.10000000000000000 01 + 0.72877654808950640-16 l 
ROOTIIOI . o.20000000000000010 01 + -0.99999999999999900 00 I 
ROOTI 111 . o.20000000000000030 ~1 + -0.39680396208113570-14 I 
ROOTIIZ I . 0.29999999999999970 ·01 + 0.28968896304378480-14 I 
ROOT 1131 • 0.40000000000000000 01 + 0.40000000000000010 01 I 
ROOTll41 • 0,99999999999999950 00 + o.10000000000000000 01 l 
ROOlllSI • -0.33333333333333340 01 + -0.89980636705176380-16 1 
Exhibit B. i, 1 + i, -2 """ Roots.Are: -1 
-10/3, .3, -1, l; 4 + 4i, -.2 + 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
0.48296291156562790 00 + o.129409528443a1a10 
Q.70710675530463460 00 + o.1011o&ao106s45950 
0.36822847926540560 00 + Q.14488887631171930 
-0.51763825519667240 00 . Q.19318516083687550 
-0.17677671470807010 01 • 0.17677667~88520150 








SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOO 




























HULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 7 OF DEGREE 15 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE 
Pl 11 0.3000000E 01 + o.oooooooE 00 
Pl 21 -O. l789999E 02 + o.oooooooE 00 
Pl 31 0.2010001E 02 + -o. 6575999E 02 
Pl 41 O.I745000E 03 + O. 28436 79E 03 
Pl 51 -0.7594199E 03 + 0.3118081E 03 
Pl 6-J 0,8274360E 03 + -0.3069040E 04 
P( 71 O.l3290S4E 04 + 0.4710625E 04 
P( 81 -o. 56ll 859E 04 + -0.1674576E 04 
Pl 91 o. 7224758E 04 + -0.1548288E 04 
Pl! 01 -0.2276992E 04 + O. 3046320E 04 
Pill! -0. 12414 72E 04 + -0.40972BlE 04 
Pll2l 0.5402801E 04 + 0.1263488E 04 
Pll31 -0.6468336E 04 + 0.1236480E 04 
Pll4l O.l467456E 04 + 0.2272000E 02 
Pll51 -0.1077120E 03 + -0.5475B40E 03 
P1161 0.3456000E 02 + 0 .12612 OOE 03 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE, 
GIVEN. 0 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RAOIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RAOIUS TO END SEARCH. 






ROOTS OF P(Xl MUL TlPLICITlES 
ROOTI 11 -0.3000001E 00 + 0.262l61BE-08 1 
ROclTI 21 -0.2000000E 00 + 0.2000000E 00 1 
ROOT I 31 0.9999995E 00 + O.lOOOOOOE 01 l 
ROOT! 41 0.9999982E 00 + -0.3130342E-05 1 
ROOT( 51 -O.lOOOOOOE 01 + -0.lOOOOOOE 01 l 
ROOT( 61 -0.3333335E 01 + -0.23374381:-06 l 
ROOT ( 71 -0.1000060E 01 + -0.2979267E-04 1 
ROOT( 81 -0.2000000E 01 + -0.3000000E 01 l 
ROOT! 91 0.2000399E 01 + -0.2037037E-03 l 
ROOT(lOI 0.29998b5E 01 + -0.7479227E-04 l 
ROH( 111 O. l622662E-04 + 0.9999509E 00 l 
ROOT 1121 -0.2123728E-03 + -O.l000231E 01 l 
ROOT 1131 o.3999983E 01 + 0.4000027E 01 1 
ROOT( 141 =- 0~199_9767E 01 + -o.1000011E 01 l 
ROOT (151 0.2002156E 00 + -0.1994236E 00 l 
Exhibit C, 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
0.4829629E 00 + 0.1294095E 00 
o. 7071067E 00 + O. 7071068E 00 
o.3882295E 00 + O.l44S888E 01 
-0.5l763b4E 00 + 0.1931851E 01 
-O. l 767765E 01 + O. l767768E 01 
-0. 2897776E 01 + O. 7764602E 00 
-0.3380741E 01 + -0.9058627E 00 
-0.2828430E 01 + -0.2828424E 01 
-O, ll64691E 01 + -0.4346664E 01 
O. l294087E 01 + -0.4829631E 01 
O. 38890BlE 01 + -0.3889092E 01 
0.5795551E 01 + -0.1552923E 01 
0.627B520E 01 + 0.1682312E 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
>FTER· THE ATTEMPT :TO IMPROVE. ACCURACY 
SOOTS OF Pl i<) OIULTIPLICITIES !NIT IAL APPROXIHA TION 
RnJT( II O. 300000IE 00 + o. 292'S553E-09 0.4B29b29E 00 + 0.1294095E 
ROOT( 21 • -.o.2o<iooooe 00 + 0.2000000E 00 o. 7071067E 00 + O. 707106Rf 
ROOT( 3) = 0.999999bE 00 + o·~ lOOOOOOE 01 O. 3BB2295E 00 + 0.144BBBBE 
R.O)TI ,., . 0.9999995E 00 + -0.452B033f-OB -0.5176364E 00 + 0.1931B51E 
llOOTt 5) • -O.l000002E 01 + .. -0. IOOOOOIE 01 -O. l 7b7765E 01 + C.176776BE 
ROOT( bl -Q.3HH34E Cl~+ Q.1599741 E-06 -,0.2B9777bE 01 + C. 776460ZE 
RODT l 71 • -o.1noooooE 01 + O. BBi 1071E-OB -0~3380741E 01 + -0.905B627E 
ROJT ( BI ~ -o.1qqq9qqe 01 + -0.30000COF 01 -0.28ZB430E 01 + -O.ZB28424F 
ROJTI 91 . 0.2000004E 01 + o. 392 190 l E-ilb -O.ll64691E 01 + -o. 4 340604E 
ROOTl!Ol . 0.2999994E 01 + 0.4597451E-06 0.12940B7E 01 + -0.4829631E 
RnOTI 11 l 0.4l4452BE-07 + O. lOOOOOOE 01 O. 3BB90B1E 01 + -o. 38B9092E 
ROOTtl21 . 0.1B09455E-Cb + -0.1 OOOOOOE 01 0.5795551E 01 + -0.1552923E 
ROOT ti 3 l = 0.399999BE 01 + Q.40C0003E 01 ·o.b27B520E 01 + O. l6B2312E 
ROOTtl4! 0.2000000E 01 + -0.lOOOOOlE 01 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
ROOT 1151 0.200DOOOE 00 + -o.zooooooE 00 SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
Exhibit C. Roots Are: 
-i; -10/3, 
-1 i, 1 + i, -2 - 1i, 2 - i, 3, 
















MULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POL Y·NOMI AL NUMBER 7 OF DEGRH 15 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF l'(XI ARE 
P( 11 0.30000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 I 
Pl 2) -0.17900000000000000 02 + -o.00000000000000000 00 l 
Pl 31 o.20100000000000000 02 + -0.65760000000000010 02 I 
P( 4) 0.17450000000000000 03 + 0.28436BOOOOOOOOOOD 03 l 
P( 51 -0.75942000000000000 03 + 0.31180800000000000 03 I 
Pl bl 0.82743600000000000 03 + -0.30690400000000000 04 I 
Pl 71 0.1329084bOOOOOOOOO 04 + 0.47106240000000000 04 l 
P( BJ -0.56118600000000000 04 + -0.16745760000000000 04. I 
Pl 9) 0.72247560000000000 04 + -0.154828B0000000000 04 I 
P(lOl -0.22769920000000000 04 + 0.30463200000000000 04 J 
P( 111 -0.12414720000000000 04 + -0.40972BOOOOOOOOOOD 04 I 
P!l2l 0.54028000000000010 04 + 0.126348BOOOOOOOOOO 04 J 
P( 13 l -0.646B3360000000010 04 + 0.12364800000000000 04 l 
P(l4l 0.14674560000000000 04 + o.22120000000000000 02 I 
P115 l -0.10771200000000000 03 + -0.5475B400000000000 03 I 
Pl lbl 0.34560000000000000 02 + 0.12672000000000000 03 l 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXlMATlONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 







TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF PIX) 
ROJTI ll 
ROOT I 2) 
ROOT! 3 l 
ROOT! 4) 
ROJTI 51 
ROOT! 6 l 
ROOT( 71 
ROOT ( 8 l 
ROOT I 9) 




ROOT I 14) 
ROOT! 151 
0.30000000600000000 00 + 0.33839987517518660-16 
0.2000000000000000D 00 + -0.20000000000000000 00 
0.99999999999999950 00 + 0.99999999999999970 00 
-o.2309oe24os3133s20-16 + o.10000000000000000 01 
-o.1oooooooooooonooo 01 + o.25316292776176400-15 
-0.33333333333333340 01 + -0.21447226690877370-15 
-o.1ooooooooooooooso 01 + -0.99999999999996610 oo 
-o.20000000000000010 01 + -o.30000000000000000 01 
-o.11388167309366500-12 + -o.10000000000001090 01 
0.19999999999998790 01 + -0.99999999999999540 00 
Q.29999999999999460 01 + 0.192!8912044391240-14 
o.20000000000001220 01 + -o.2254t548795so1100-12 
0.39999999999999990 01 + 0.4D00000000000005D 01 
o.10000000000002000 01 + o.22974446419373370-12 
·-o.20000000000003660 oo + o.20000000000005950 oo 


















0.48296291156562790 00 + Q.12940952844381870 00 
0.70710675530463460 00 + 0.707i068070684595D 00 
Q.38822847926540560 co+ 0.14488887631171930 01 
-Q.51763825519667240 00 + 0.19318516083687550 01 
-0.17677671470807010 01 + 0.17677667588520150 01 
-0.28977775830749900 01 + o.77645674639870700 00 
-0.33807402483312290 01 + -0.90586719408161600 00 . 
-0.28284266071078960 01 + -0.282842 76423843900 or 1 
-0.11646848013998990 01 + -0.43466664598733680 01 I 
0.12940963450986450 01 + -0.48296288314530270 01 I 
.Q.38890882929795090 Cl + -0.38890863000722580 01 I 
0.57955553935123030 01 + -0.15529126442689740 01 l 
0.62785173577341250 Cl+ 0.16823257082477520 01 I 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED RV DIRECT METHOD 
AHER THE .. ATTEMPT TU IMPROVE ACCURAC'I' 
ROOTS OF PIX! MULTIPLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
ROOT( ll . 0.30000000000000000 00 + o. 3376 7394620832440-16 
ROOT I 2 I . 0.200000000000JOOOO 00 
ROOT{ 31 • o,99qqqqq99qqqqqq50 oo 
ROOT t 4) . 0.11537757751536680-!6 
ROOT! 51 -n.10000000000000000 01 
ROOT{ 6) -0~33333333333333340 01 
tlQ(.lT( 7) -o.1oooooooooocooooo 01 
RO!)!{ 81 -o.20000000000000000 01 
ROOT{ q) o.55zq135233e211240-1b 
ROOT I IC l o.2ooooooooooooco20 01 
ROOTIII) o.29q9qqqqqqqqqqq60 01 
ROOTl12l . 0.200000000.00000020 Cl 
ROOT 1131 • 0.40000000000000000 01 
ROOT I 14) z 0.10000000000000000 DI 
ROOTl15). • -0.20000000000000000 DO 
Exhibit D, Roots Are: 
1, 4 + 4i, 
+ -o.20000000000000000 oo 
. o.1ooocooooooocoooo 01 
+ o.10000000000000000 01 
+ -0.99356260300168480-17 
• -c.1q1q1253q7153b640-15 
+ -0.99999999.999999980 00 
+ -0.3DOOOOOCOOOOOOOOO 01 
+ -o. 1ocoooooooooooooo 01 
+ -0.99999999999999860 00 r 
+ 0.24394773729111440-14'1 
+ -0.41020504qQQl6657D-14 I 
+ 0.40000000000000010 01 I 
~ 0.76824382838570700-16 I 







-2 - Ji, 
.2L 
0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952844381870 
o. 101106 75530463460 00 + 0.707!06807068459SQ 
0.38R22847qZb540560 00 + O.l448RA87631!71930 
-0.5!763S255!9667240 00 + 0.!93!85!6083687550 
-0.!7b77671470807010 0 I • O,l7677b675BS52015D 
-0.28977775830749900 01 + 0.77b45b74b3q870700 
-0.33807402483117290 01 + -0.905Ab7lq408!6lb00 
-0.282842 6b0710789bD 01 + -0.28?A427b423843900 
-O.ll64bR48013qq9q90 01 + -0.434b6bb459B733bB0 
0.129409b34509Bb450 01 + -o.,02qb28831453027D 
o.3R0qo0e2q7q7q5oqo 01 + -0.388908630007225RD 
o.51q55553q35123030 01 + -0.!552912b44268q74D 
O.b278517357734!25D 01 + 0.!6823257082477520 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 















NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 53 OF DEGREE 6 








o.1000000E 01 + o.oooooooE oo 
-0.7000000E 01 + -0.1050000E 02 
-0.2800000E 02 + 0.5BOOOOOE 02 
0.1710000E 03 + 0.1500000E 01 
-0.7300000E 02 + -0.2510000E 03 
-o.22sooooE 03 + o.1040000E 03 
0.7200000E 02 + 0.1040000E 03 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~AXIMUH NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 







BEFORE THE ATTEMPT ·10 IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF P(XI ARE 
ZEROS OF P(XI HUL TIPLICITIES 
ROOT( 11 O. 9940745E 00 .. 0.2009475E 01 2 
ROOT( 2) O. l814509E 01 + O.l7BS034E 01 l 
ROOT( 3) 0.2229694E 01 + O.l93S903E 01 l 
ROOT( 41 0.1968lllE 01 + 0.2254501E 01 l 
ROOT( 51 -0.1000464E 01 + 0.4996119E 00 l 
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT! 21 0.1814509E 01 + 
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW. 
IN THE ATTE~PT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTI 31: 0.2229694E Ol + 
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW. 
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT! 41 : D.l968lllE 01 + 
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW. 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) All:E 
ZEROS OF P(XI MULTIPLICITIES 
ROOT( l) 0.9940745E 00 + 0.2009475E 01 2 
ROOT( 2) 0.2049402E 01 + 0.2042129E 01 l 
ROOT( 31 O. !937237E 01 + O. 2044566E 01 1 
ROOT( 41 0. l 94193 lE 01 + O. 203063 lE 01 l 
ROOT( 5) -0.9999999E 00 + 0,4999999E 00 1 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
0.4B29629E 00 + 0.1294095E 00 
0.707l067E 00 + O. 707l068E 00 
0.38B2295E 00 + O.l448S88E 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT MET HOO 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
O.l7S8034E 01 DID N.OT CONVERGE. 
O.l938903E 01 DID NOT CONVERGE. 
0.2254501E 01 DID NOT CONVERGE. 
INITIAL APPROX !HAT ION 
0.4829629E 00 + 0.!294095E 00 
0.7071067E 00 + O. 7071068E 00 
0.3BB2295E 00 + O.l4488B8E 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
Exhibit E. Roots Are: 2 + 2i (3), 1 + 2i (2), -1 + .Si (1). 
NEWTONS METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF 'POLY.NOMIA(S ·_ 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 53 OF DEGREE 6 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 s o.10000000000000000 01 + o.ooo.00000000000000 
Pl 21 -o. 70000000000000010 01 + -0.10 500000000000000 
Pl 31 -o.2eooooooooooooooo 02 + o.5800.0000000000010 
Pl 41 0.17100000000000000 03 
Pl 51 -0.73000000000000000 02 
Pl 61 -o.22eoooooooooooooo 03 
Pl 71 o.12000000000000010 02 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FDR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TD START SEARCH. 



















BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY,· THE- Z-EROS OF p·cx1. ARE 




Q.99999988361250190 00 + 
Q.19967378102574860 ·01 + 
-0.9902131979974624D 00 + 
0.20000000521382840 01 I 
0,19952538211436840 01 I 






o .• 48296291156562790 oo + 
0.70710675530463460 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT "E_THOD 
0.129409528443Bl87D 00 
0.7071068070684595D 00 
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( 21 = 0,19967378102574860 01 + 0.1995253821143684D 01 I DID NOT CONVERGE, 
THE PRESENT APPROXIMAT.ION AFTER 200 ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW. 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
ROOTS OF PIXI 
R!lOT( 11 
ROOT( 21 ·= 
ROOT! 31 
0.99999988361250190 00 + 
o.·19999929015033090 01 + 









Q.48296291156562790 00 + 
0.70710675530463460 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT HETHOO 
0.12940952844381870 00 
0.70710680706845950 00 
Exhibit F. Roots Are: 2 + 2i (3), 1 + 2i (2), -1 + .Si (1). 
NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 46 OF DEGREE 8 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(XI ARE 
Pl 11 o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 
Pl 21 o.00000000000000000 00 + -0.30000000000000000 
Pl 31 -o.12000000000000000 02 + -o.20000000000000000 
Pl 41 0.40000000000000000 01 + o.2sooooooooooooooo 
Pl 51 0.600000·00000000010 02 + o.00000000000000000 
Pl 61 = -0.16000000000000000 02 + -.0.11600000000000000 
Pl 71 = -o.12soooooooooooooo 03 + o.soooooooooooooooo 
Pl 81 o.00000000000000000 DO+ o.14400000000000000 
Pl 91 0.64000000000000010 02 + -0.32000000000000000 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 





O. DOD 00 
0.000 00 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 










BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 






0.99990801329395150 OD + 0.999905026.60325820 00 I 
-0.18569703148872750 01 + 0.28612498141841280-0l I 
-0.20484437822356510 01 + -0.131937642998763,.D 00 I 
0.19998086330772030 01 + -0.99985752682256860 00 I 
-0.20940265891300820 01 + 0.10356256526645750 00 .I 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS Of PIXI ARE 











Q.9998985119617,.000 00 + 0.99992133713001680 00 
-0.19999615579531570 01 + 0.786236247912918,.D-05 
-o.20000019s692B054D 01 • -o.2s79153403652409D-o4 
o.20000000000000410 01 + -o.99999999999999s20 oo 














0.4S296291156562790 00 + 
0.70710675530,.63460 00 + 
0.3SS22S47926540560 00 + 
SOLVED SY DIRECT METHOD 





0.48296291156562790 00 + 
o.10110675530463460 oo + 
o.3ss22s4792654056D oo + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 




Exhibit G, Roots Are: 1 + i (4), -2 (3), 2 - i (1). 
. PIUL1.FRS 'METMOO FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POLYNOMIAL NUPIBER 25 OF DEGREE 6 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(XI ARE 
P( 11 o.10000000000000000 0 l + o.00000000000000000 
P( 21 -0.50000000000000010 01 + -0.!1500000000000000 
P( 31 -0.51750000000000010 02 + 0.43000000000000010 
P( 41 0.15725000000000000 03 + 0.144b2500000000000 
PC 51 0.30750000000000000 03 + -0.34750000000000000 
Pl bl -0.49525000000000000 03 + -0.49467500000000000 
P( 71 -0.56575000000000010 03 + 0.42475000000000010 
P( 61 o.1s100000000000000 03 + 0.44200000000000010 
Pl 91 0.15600000000000000 03 + o.boooooooooooooo10 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
M4XIMUPI NUPIBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
GIVEN. 0 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 













































AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
.ROOTS OF PIXI 
ROOT( 11 o.2000042115as9591D 01 + o.200002s150113a950 01 
RDDTI 21 D.lOOOOD0023lb5255D 01 + 0.19999998057777000 01 
ROOT( 31 -o.1ooooob594122314D 01 + 0.499995282112b0520 00 
RDDTI 41 = -o.10000009125716b5D 01 + 0.500008417572bb51D 00 
ROOT! 51 0.9999999lb8409400D 00 + o.2000000100132b59D 01 
ROOT I bl -0.99999257381295510 00 + 0.49999b2S183377030 00 
















0.4S29b29ll5b5b279D 00 + 
0.707lOb755304b34bD 00 + 
0.38822S4792b5405b0 00 + 
-0.517b3825519bb724D 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 






0.4S29b29ll5b5b279D 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 
0.7071Db755304b34bD 00 + 0.70710b8070b845950 00 
0.3BS2284792b5405b0 00 + Ool4488687b31171~3D 01 
-0.517b38255l966724D 00 + 0.193185lb083b87550 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLV!'D .BY .DIRECT MET.HOD 
2 + 2i (3), 1 + 2i (2), -1 + .Si (3). 
HULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 46 OF DEGREE B 










o.1000000E 01 + o.oooooooE oo 
o.oooooooE oo + -o.3ooooooE 01 
-o.1200000E 02 + -o.2000000E 01 
o.4ooooooE 01 + o.2aoooooE 02 
o.6ooooooE 02 + o.oooooooE oo 
-0.1600000E 02 + -O.ll60000E 03 
-o.12aooooE 03 + O.BOOOOOOE 01 
o.oooooooE oo + o.l440oooE 03 
C.6400000E 02 + -0.3200000E 02 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 







TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO ENO SEARCH. 
BEFORE ATTEMPT TD IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF P(XI 
ROOT( l) 
ROOT I 2) 




ROOT I 7) 
0.1023019E 01 + O.l016063E 01 
0.100015BE 01 + Q.9504023E 00 
0.953B472E 00 + O.l017488E 01 
-0.1973325E 01 + -0.2449ClBE-Ol 
-0.2033645E 01 + -O.l09B356E-Ol 
0.1999992E 01 + -0.9999957E 00 
-O.l993066E 01 + 0.3545329E-Ol 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF P(X) 
ROOT! 11 
ROOT I 2 I 
ROOT I 3) 




0.1023855E 01 + 0.1017007E 01 
0.1004420E 01 + 0.975736BE 00 
0.9693815E 00 + 0.1017069E 01 
-O.l988549E Cl+ -0.1451340E-02 
-0.2006490E 01 + -0.9744499E-02 
c.zoooccoE 01 + -0.1000000£ 01 


















0.4B29629E 00 + 
o. 707l067E 00 + 
0.3BB2295E 00 + 
-0.5176364E 00 + 
-0.1767765E 01 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT 
SOLV.EO BY DIRECT 
0.1294095E 00 







0.4B29629E 00 + 
0.7071067E 00 + 
0.3882295£ 00 + 
-0.5176364E 00 + 
-O.l767765E 01 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT 








Exhibit I. Roots Are: 1 + i (4), -2 (3), 2 - i (1). I-C 
C 
HULLERS "f'IETHOD FOR FI"ND!NG T"HE HROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 4b OF DEGREE 8 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 o.10000000000000000 01 + 0.0000000000000000D 
P( 21 o.00000000000000000 00 + -0.3000000000000000D 
Pl 31 -o.12000000000000000 oz + -o.20000000000000000 
Pl 41 0.40000000000000000 01 + o.2eooooooooooooooo 
P( 51 o.&0000000000000010 02 + 0.0000000000000000D 
P( bl -0.IbOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD 02 + -0.11600000000000000 
Pl 71 -0.1280000000000000D 03 + o.soooooooooooooooo 
Pl Bl o.00000000000000000 00 + O. l44"0000000000000D 
Pl 91 0.64000000000000010 02 + -0.32000000000000000 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATlONS 
~AXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 







TEST FOR MULTlPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TD START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TD END SEARCH. 
BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 















0.99993B53bl44l768D 00 + 0.9999014841207B9BD 00 
O.lOOClB43b7790518D 01 + 0.10002954722197980 01 
-0.19955088b924922BD 01 + 0.25978790&49949830-02 
0.1999994bl7928b09D 01 + -0.1000018753040&070 01 
-0.200897b855b53202D 01 + -0.517b929671550l60D-02 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF P ( XI 





o.10001791949571450 01 +" o.10002670711953240 01 
0.10001521455&23120 01 + 0.1000254437829&500 01 
-O.I9999B43b9889545D 01 + -0.39328590752563540-04 
o.20000000000000000 01 + -o.99999999999999990 oo 














"0.4B29b29ll5b56Z79D 00 + 
0.70710b755304b34bD 00 + 
0.388228479265405&0 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 





0.4829b29115b56279D 00 + 
"0.70710675530463460 00 + 
0.38822S4792b5405b0 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 




Exhibit J. Roots Are: 1 + i (4), -2 (3), 2 - i (1). 
GREATEST COMMON OIVISOR METHOO USEC WITH NEWTONS METHOO TO FINO ·ZEROS OF POLYNOMULS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 25 OF DEGREE 8 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF Pill ARE 
Pl II • o.1000000E 01 + o.oooooooE 00 
Pl 21 • -0.5000000F. 01 + -0.1150000E 02 
Pl 31 • -0.5175000E 02 + 0.4300~00E 02 
Pl 4) • 0.1572500E 03 + O, l446250E 03 
Pl 51 • 0,3075000E 03 + -o. 3475000E 03 
Pl bl • -o.4q52sooE 03 + -o.4q4e750E 03 
Pl 71 • -0.5857500f 03 + 0.4247500E 03 
P( 81 • o.1s10000E 03 + 0,4420000E 03 
Pt q1 . O, l 580000E 03 + 0.6000000E 01 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
•Axl•UM NUMBER Of ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCO 








TEST FOR MULTl~LJCITIES, 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
••01us TO ENO SEARCH. 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF HIXI. PIXI/G.c.o. ARE 
HI 11 • o.1000000E 01 + o.oooooooE oo 
HI 21 • -o.2ooooosE 01 + -o.44qqeeoe 01 
HI 3) • -0.7000046E 01 + 0,3500016E 01 
Hf 41 • 0.999~270E 00 + O.b999649E 01· 
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE 
ZEROS OF Pill 
ROOT( II• o.qqq4e11E 00 + 
RJOTI 21 • 0.2000473E 01 + 





AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF Pill A•E 
ROOTS OF Pill 
~DOTI 11 • o.qqq•sl4E 00 + O.l990988E 01 
~OOT( 2) • 0.2000475E 01 + o.1g99g10E 01 
ROOT! 31 • -o.q9995J5E 00 • 0,4999818E 00 
MUL TJPLICITJES 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
o.4s2qt,2qe oo + 0.1294095E oo 1 
SOLVED RY DIRECT METHOO 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
0,4B2qo29E 00 + 0.1294095E 00 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOL VEO SY OIRECT METHOO 
Exhibit K. Roots Are: 2 + 2i (3), l + 2i (2), -1 + .Si (3). 
C•E.lTEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH ·NEWTONS.METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF .P-0LYNOMl.lLS 
. POLYNO~l.lL NUMBER 25 OF OEGOEE 8 
THE COHFIC IENTS Of PUI ARE 
Pl II • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 
Pl 2 I • -0.50000000000000010 .01 • -0.11500000000000000 
Pl 31 • -0.51~50000000000010 02 + 0.43000000000000010 
Pl ., . 0.15725000000000000 03 + 0.14462500000000000 
Pl 51 . o.J075000DOOOOOOODD 03 + -0.34750000000000000 
Pl bl • .-o. 4952 500 0000000000 03 + -0.49487500000000000 
Pl 71 • -0.58575000000000010 03 + 0.42475000000000010 
Pl Bl . o.1e100000000000000 03 + 0.44200000000000010 
Pl 91 • o.15eoooooooooooooo 03 + 0.60000000000000010 
NU~8ER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~AllMUH NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ZERO IN SU8ROUTINE GCO 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
GIVEN. 0 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 

















HI 11 • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 oo 
Hl Zl • -0.20000000000002730 01 + -0.4500COOOOOOOC2750 01 
Hl 31 • -0.70000000000009350 01 + Q.35000000000004720 01 
Hl 41 • 0099999999999939250 00 +. 0. 70000000000005080 01 
BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF_ PCXI ARE 
ROOTS OF PIXI 
ROOT! -11 • 0.99999999999954140 OD + 0.19999999999997670 01 
ROJTf 21 • 0.2000000000000&110 01 + -o.zoocooooooooo5300 01 
ROOT( 31 • -0.99999999999994020 00 + 0.49999999999997800 00 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PCXI ARE 
ROOTS OF Pill 
·RO~Tt ll ~ 0.9Q99Q999999954lb0 00 + 0.19999999999997&70 01 
•oor1 21 o.zooooooocoooo,110 01 + o.zooocoooooooo5310 01 
ROOT, 3) :c -0.99999999999994t030 00 +. 0.4t9999999999997800 00 






0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
INITIAL APPROl lMAT ION 
0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952844381870 00 I 
SOLVED SY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
Exhibit L. Roots Are: 2 + 2i (3), 1 + 2i. (2), -1 + .Si (3). I-C l;. 
GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND Z"EROS OF POLYNOMIALS 
POL YNOMI Al NUMBER 9 Of DEG~EE 12 
THE COEFFICIENTS Of PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 • 0.1000000000000000D 01 • 0.0000000000000000D 
PC 21 • -o.1200000000000000D 02 • -o.ooooooooooooooooD 
PC 31 • o.,2ooooooocooooo1D CZ• 0.0000000000000000D 
P( 
"' 
• -o.2eoooooooooooocoD 03 • -o.00000000000000000 
P( 51 • 0.7800000000000000D 03 • o.ooooocooooooooooo 
P( bl • -C.lb32000000000000D 04 • -o.00000000000000000 
PC 71 • 0.2624000000COOOOOD 04 • 0.0000000000000000D 
P( 81 •.-0.3264000000000000D 04 • -o.ooooooooocooooooo 
PC 91 • 0.31ZOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 04 • 0.0000000000000000D 
PllOI • -0.22400000000000000 04 • -o.ooooooooooooooooo 
Pl 111 . c.11s2oooocoooooooo 04 • 0.0000000000000000D 
PC 121 • -0.38400000000000000 03 • -o.ooooooooooooooooD 
PIDI • O.b4000000000C0001D oz • O.DOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 
NUMBER Of INITIAL APPROXIMATrDNS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER Of ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD 






o. 000 00 
0.000 00 
TEST FOR •uL TIPLICITIES. 
RAOIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO END SEARCH. 














HI 11 • o.1ooooooooooooooco 01 + 
HI 21.•-0.ZOCOOOOOOOC00015D 01 • 




ZEROS OF PIX! 
ROOT< 11 •. o.1ooooooocoooooo,o 01 • o.9999999999999011oD oo 
ROOT I 21 .• 0.1000000000000007D O 1 • -0. 9999999999999074D 00 
HUL TIPLICI TIES 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHCIO' 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHdd 




GOEATEST COMMON o,vrsoR METHOD ·USED 'WITH "ULLERS !<ETHOO TO FINO z'ERos OF POLYNOMIALS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 12 OF DEGREE 15 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF Pl<I ARE 
Pl II . 0.48000000000000000 02 + o.00600000000000000 
Pl 21 . D.2557!200D00000000 03 + -0. 3B4COC00000000.000 
Pl 31 • -0.73535508000000000 02 + -C.2189b9bOOOOOOOOOO 
Pl 41 .._ -(I. 3A5556569&C>C'OOOOD 04 + -0.69468514560000010 
Pl 51 = -0.17333664648000000 05 + -O.l420b25972B00000D 
., bl -0.49679892704000010 05 + -O.l7b58574b40000000 
Pl 7) • -C.10223945721300000 06 + -O.b030bb423200000ID 
•t 81 -O.lb427422005bCOOOO 06 + 0.41373bb230400000D 
P( 91 -0.203b625BB84200000 Ob + O.I093B99227b700000 
Pl 101 -C.IB7!2557B0C1CCOOD Ob+ Q.19298654403300000 
P( 11 l -0.12749972995900000 06 + 0.21713412274200000 
P(l2) 
-0.28l46027lb80000CO 05 + 0.19284897279600000 
PI I 31 ~.1329434434~00CCOO 05 • 0.10381302205500000 
Pl14) 0.30539007747000000 05 + 0.2998969!413000000 
P( 15) 
-0.!835S99C20CCOC000 03 + -0.1B27632lb00000000 
Pl lb} = 0.2J5562COOOOOOOOOO 00 + 0. 27550200000000000 
NU~~FR OF INITJAL APPROX1~ATIO~S 
~A~l~U~ NU~~ER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ZE•·O IN SUBROUTINE GCO 








TEST FnR MULTIPLICITIES. 
R~OIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO ENO SEAR.CH. 
THE COEFFICIENTS Of HIKJ: P(XI/G.c.o. ARE 
H( II 0.4BOOODOOODOCOOODD 02 + o.oooooooooooocoooo 
H( 21 C.15985599999590830 03 + -0.!44COODOOOO!B•630 
Ht 31 0.2b75l999998b62S70 03 + -0.527518D0000&B23AO 
HI 41 0.3271Q599997819040 03 + -0.9144lb0000075q420 
H( 51 C.230t5Q99960445l30 02 + -o.15212s200000l7osn 
H( bl -C.720720COC47995570 02 + -o.1327,279q999bo61~ 
HI 71 -0.7557840C005414ll0 03 + -0.75200400003331570 
HI 81 o.22oscco1335456s4D 01 + o.22o799q925B97489D 
8EFORE ATTEMPT TO l~PROVE ACCURACY 

























~OOTt ll 0.3000000038&885740-02 + -0.13700603048406570-0q 




0.~8296291156562790 00 • 0.1294C952844~81670 00 




ROOTC 31 • -O.H,253B10614B4'1380-09 • 0.141111111199'19B070650 -01. -1 
ROOT! 41 • 0.11404100544591550-09 • o.30000000000539460 01 I -
ROOT! 51 • -0.2333333333340B850 01 • 0.42BH64124730616D-11 I 
ROOT! 61 • -0.11672736B51172280-10 • -0.150000000000676BO 01 I 






·o.'38B22847926540560 00 • 
-0.51763B25519667240 00 • 
-0.17677671470B07010 01 • 
SOLVED B• DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( II• Oo300000003B68B5740-02 + -0.1370060304840657D-09 
DID OIOT CONVERGE AFTER 200 ITERATIONS -
THE PRESENT A_PPROXl"ATION IS 0.3.003000000103452D-02 • -0.13714303475065150-0II I 




~OOTS OF PIXI IUL Tl PLI Cl Tl ES INITIAL APPROXl"ATION 
RO~T( II• Ool46536908419111B0-09 • 0.10000000003025310 01 
ROnT( 21 • -0.16253794026730670-09 • o.14991199999B07065D 01 
ROOTI 3-1 ·• O.ll40410BC425371100-09 • o.300000000005311460 01-
ROOTI 41 • -0.23333333333406B5D 01 • 0.42676650757297920-ll 
ROOT( 51 .-~D;11672102272686BOD-10 • -0.1500000000006767D 01 




18.25 SEC,_EXECUTION TUIE• 
0.011 SEC,EXECUTION TIME•· 
11.78 SEC,OBJECT CODE• 







o.10110675530463460 oo • 
0.3BB22B47926540560 00 • 
-0.51763B25511166724D 00 •. 
-0.17677671470B07010 01 ·-
SOLVEO BY DIRECT "ETHOD 





35720 BYTES,ARRAY AREA• 10440 BYTES,UNUSED• 23840 BYTES 
35720 8YTES,ARRAY.AREA2 10440 B•TES,UNUSEO• 23840 BYTES 
Exhibit N. Roots Are: -2.33 (1), .003 (2), i (2), 




NEWTONS METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF· POLYNOMIALS 
POLY NOMI AL NUMBER 25 OF DEGREE 8 
THE COEFFICIE.NTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pi II • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 
Pl 21 • -0.50000000000000010 01 • -o.11500000000000000 
Pl 31 • -0.51750000000000010 02 • 0.43000000000000010 
Pl 41 . 0.15725000000000000 03 + 0.14462500000000000 
Pl 51 . 0.30750000000000000 03 + -0.34750000000000000 
Pl 61 • -0.49525000000000000 03 • -0.49487500000000000 
Pl 11 • -0.58575000000000010 03 + 0.42475000000000010 
Pl Bl • o.1e100000000000000 03 + o. 4420000000000.0010 
Pl 91 . o.15eoooooooooooooo 03 + o.60000000000000010 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIHATlONS 
MlXlMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 







TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 










BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO !~PROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
ROOTS OF PIX I 
RJOTI II • 0.9999939598018~3BO 00 + 0.199998769733Bl040 01 
ROOTI 21 -o. 98425374559631380 DO+ o.5o5490746503&476o 00 
ROJTI 31 . o.200093111a1421920 01 + 0.19774929769036070 01 
ROOT! 41 • -0.[0107747992624520 01 + 0.53828182384544560 00 
RJOTI 51 . o.199B96233364449eo 01 + 0.20446779366249800 01 
ROOT! 61 • -0.[0057852646749430 01 • o. 456 58814454229950 00 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
ROOTS· OF PIXI 
·RJJ.T I II . 0.99999098109077980 00 + 0.[9999938490897910 01 
ROOT( 21 • -0.99998441512125260 00 • 0.50000531974058520 00 
ROOT( 31 o.20000001156277770 01 + 0.19999403726270780 01 
ROOT( 4) • -o.100000421247592eo 01 + Oo 5000 I 7bHb[ 045580 00 
ROOT( 51 0.19999441804788020 01 + 0.20000119831885490 01 







MUL Tl PLIC IT IES 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
0.48296291156562790 00 + 
0. 707106155 30463460 00 + 
o.3eB22e47926540560 oo + 
-0.51763825519667240 00 + 
SOLVEO BY DIRECT METHOO 






0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.[294095284438[870 00 
o. 70710~7553046 3460 00 + o.1011ooao100e45950 00 
0.38822847926540560 00 • o.144eeee1031111930 01 
-0.5[763825519667240 00 • Ool931B5[6C83687550 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED SY DIRECT METHOD 
Exhibit O. Roots Are: 2 + 2i (3), 1 + 2i (2), -1 + .Si (3). 
NEWTONS NETHDD TO FIND ZEROS Of POLYNOMIALS 
POLYNOMIAL NUNBER 27 OF .DEGREE 4 . 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 oo 
Pl 21 • -0.41000000000000000 00 + -0.41000000000000000 00 
Pl 31. ~o.00000000000000000 oo + o.12601000000000000 oo 
PC 41 • 0.86140999999999980-02 + -0.86140999999999980-02 
PC 51 -0.44142009600000000-03 + -0.00000000000000000 OD 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXINATIDNS 
NAXINUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FOR KULT IPLic·.n !ES. 
RADIUS TD START SEARCH. 







BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TD IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS Of PCXI ARE 
ROOTS OF PIXI 
RDDTC II • 
ROOTI 21 • 
ROOT! 31 • 
0.10199999996271430 00 + 
a.10399999qqe699890 oo + 




AFTER THE ATTEMPT TD IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
ROOT! II • 
ROOT I 21 • 
-R)~TC 31 • 




0.10399999998566560 00 I 
o.10099999999679110 oo 1 









0.4829629fl 56562790 DO + 
0.70710675530463460 00 + 
SOL YEO BY· OIRECT NET HOO 
o.129409528443e1e10 oo 1-
o.101106eo106H4595D oo 1 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
o.48296291156562790 oo + o.1294095284438Ie10 oo 
o.10110675530463460 oo •· o.701106eo106e4595D oo 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
Exhibit P. Roots Are: .101 + .lOlii .102 + .102i, .103 + .103i, .104 + .104i. 
NEWTONS NETHDD TD FIND ZEROS OF PDLYNO"IALS 
POL YNDMU.L NU .. BER 27 Of OEGRE.E 4 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
PC 11 • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.000000000000000.oo oo 
Pl 21 • -0.41000000000000000 00 + -0.41000000000000000 00 
Pl 31 • -0.00000000000000000 00 + 0.12607000000000000 00 
Pl 4.1 • 0.86140999999999960-02 + -0.86140999999999960-02 
Pl 51 • -0.4"142009b00000000-03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 
NUIIBER OF INITIAL .t.PPROXI .. ATIDNS 
MAXIMUM NU .. BER OF ITERATIONS. 







TEST FOR "ULTIPLICITIES. 
~ADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
t.t.OIUS TO END SEARCH. 
BEFORE THE ATTE .. PT TD l"PROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
ROOTS OF PIXI 
ROOTI 1) • 
ROOTI 2) • 
ROOTI 3., • 
ROOT I 4) ~ 
0.10199999996271430 00 + 
0.10399999998699690 00 + 
0.10300000003813700 DO+ 





AFTER THE ATTENPT TD IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
1100TS Of PIXI 
ROOT! 11 • 
ROOT ( 2) s 
ROOTI 31 • 
ROOTt ',) .,. 
0~10199999997118460 00 • 













INITIAL APPROXI .. ATIDN 
0.48296291156562790 00 • 
0.70710675530463400 00 + 
SOLVED BY OIRECT METHOD 




0.48296291156562790 00 + 
o. 70it0675530463460 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED SY DIRECT METHOD 
Oo\2940952844381870 00 
0.70710660706845950 00 




HULLfRS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 27 OF DEGREE 4 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIJO ARE 
P( II• o.10000000000000000 DI+ o.00000000000000000 00 
P( 21 • -0.41000000000000000 00 + -D.41000000000000000 00 
P< 31 • -o.00000000000000000 oo + o.12601000000000000 oo· 
i>< 41 • 0.86140999999999980-0Z + -0.86140999999999980-0Z 
P( 51 • -0.44!42009600000000-03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 
NUHBfR OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~AIIHUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
GIVEN. 0 






RADIUS TO START SEARCH~ 
RAOIUS TO ENO SEARCH. 
BEFORE ·ATTEMn TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF P(II 
ROOT( 11 • 
ROOT( 2) • 
ROOT( 3) • 
ROOT( 41 • 
0.10399999998692660 00 + 
0.!0300000003827130 DO• 
0.10199999996Z66ZB0 00 + 
0.10100000001213920 DO+ 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF PIii 
ROOT( l) • 
RJn( 21 • 
ROOT( 3J • 
ROOT( 4) ., 
0.10399999990692950 00 + 
o.101oooooooz449030 oo + 
0.10199999998291680 0~ + 





0.!0399999990746730 00 J 
O.l03C000000151ZZID 00 l 
o.10199999997173300 00 I 




0.4BZ96Z9ll56562790 00 • 
o. 70710675530463460 00 ·+ 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 




0.4B296Z.91 l5656Z790 00 + 
o.10110675530463460 oo • 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY OIRECT METHOD 
o.lZ94095Z8443BlB7D oo 
o. 70710600706045950 00 




MULLERS METHOO FOR Fll<OING. THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 33 OF DEGREE 4 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE 
Pl 11 • o.10000000000000000 01 • o.00000000000000000 oo 
Pl 21 • -o.,0,60000000000~00 01 • -o.,oe6·ooooooooooooo 01 
Pl 31 • -0.12198000000000000 00 + Q.!2398962000000000 02 
Pl 41 • O.B5259414920000000 01 + -O.B2779582520000000 01 
Pl 51 • -0.42699758771600000 01 + -O.B4023564719999990-0l 
~UMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~AXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
GIVEN. 0 





o. 000 00 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 
RADIUS TO ENO SEARCH. 
BEFORE ATTEMPt TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF PIO 
ROOT ( 11 • 
ROOT ( 2) s 
ROOT( 3) E= 
RO!:lT I 41 • 
o.101ooooon6•1•220 01 • 
O.I01099995900B22iO 01 + 
O.I0129999B62904570 01 + 
0.10120000•10599000 01 + 
.AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY 
ROOTS OF PIX! 
RO:JTl l l ~ 
RGJT C 2 J • 
ROOT( 31 • 
RoiJT l 41 • 
o.10109999390306150 01 • 
0.1011999992•5•6350 01 • 
0.10129999947770020 01 + 





o.10210000,e9919360 01 ~ 
o.1022ocoo106•6505D 01 1 
0.1022999994537B290 Ol I 
C.10220C00436170030 Ol I 
MULTI Pl !CITIES 
MUL UPL [CITIES 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
Q.46296291156562790 00 + 
0.70710675530463460 00 + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 




0.4B29629l15656279D 00 + D.l29409528443B1B7D CO 
0.70710675530463460 CO+ 0.707106B0706R4595D DO 
SOLVED SY OIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED SY DIRECT ~ETHOO 
Exhibit S. 1.010 + l.020i, 1.011 + l.02li, 
1. 013 + 1. 023i. 
Roots Are: 




GP.EATEST COMMON 'DIVISOR 'METHOD USED ·wlTH NEWTONS-i4E'THOD ro·-nND 'ZEROS"'OF l'OLYNOMIALS 
POlVNOMI AL NUMBER 27 OF DEGREE 4 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl II • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 
Pl 21 •.-0.41000000000000000 00 • -0.41000000000000000 00 
Pl 31 • -0.00000000000000000 00 • 0.12607000000000000 00 
"' 41 • 0.86140999999999980-02 • -0.86!40999999999980-02 
Pl 51 • -0.44142009600000000-03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMB~R OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCO 
TEST FOa CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TD START SEARCH. 








THE COEFFICIENTS OF HIXI. PIXI/G.c.o. ARE 
HI· II• o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 I 
HI 21 • -0.10250000000000000 00 + -0.10250000000000000 00 l 
ZEROS Of PIX I 
RODTI II • 0.10250000000000000 00 + 0.10250000000000000 00 I 
MULTIPLICITIES 
SOLVED BV DIRE_CT METHOD 
Exhibit T . Roots Are: ,101 + .lOli, .102 + ,102i, 




GREATEST co••ON OIHSOI< •ETHOO USED WITH NEWTONS METHOD TO HNO ZEROS OF· POlYNOMIALS 
POLYNO~JAL' NU•BER 27 OF DEGREE ,. 
THE COEFFICIENTS·OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 . O.lQOOOOOODOOOOOOOO en + o.00000000000000000 oo 
Pl 21 • -0.41000000000000000 00 + ~~.4100000000000000D 00 
Pl 31 • -o.00000000000000_000 oo + 0.12607000000000000 00 
+ -0.86140999999999980-02 Pl ,., . 0.86140999999999980-02 
Pl 51 • -0.44142009600000000-03 + -0. OOOOOOOODOOOOOOOD DO 
GIVEN. NUM9FR OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~~X!MU~ NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GtO 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 







THE COEFFICIENTS OF HIXI. PIXIIG.c.o. ARE 
HI II• 0.1000000000000000D 01· + o.oooooooooooooDOOD 00 
HI 21 • -D.4\0000000000DOOOD 00 + -0.4\00000000000000D 00 
HI 3) • -O.OOOOOODOOOOODOOOO 00 + 0.1260700000000000D OD 
HI 4) • 0.86\409999999999BD-02 + -0.861,.09999999999BD-02 
HI 51 • -0.44\4200960000000D-03 + -0.00000000000000000 00 
BEFOP.E THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXI ARE 
•oars OF 1>1x1 -
ROOT ( l) E 
ROOT ( 2 l "' 
ROOT( 3) ._ 
RDOTt 41 s 
0.1019999999627143D 00 + 
0.10399999998699890 00 + 
0.103D000000381370D 00 + 
O.IOl000000012l49B0 00 + 
0.1019999999599340D 00 
0 .10 39999999 8594790 00 
0.1030000000411039D 00 
o.10100000001301,.2D oo 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE 
_RO~TS OF PIX I 
ROOT( il ·.-: 
OOOTL~L.=...: 
ROOT( 3l • 
~ODT"I 4) • 
O.I0\99999997U8460 00 • 
o.103999q999s12e120 oo + 
0.10300DOOOOIB2317D DO+ 








0.48296291156562790 00 + 
o.10110675530•6346D oo + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 





0.7071067553046346D 00 • 
SOLVED BY DIRECT MElHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
0.1294095284438157D OC 
O. 7C-7l06B.!ll.C.bB4595D 00 
Exhibit U, Roots Are: .101 + olOli, .102 + .102i, .103 + ,103i, .104 + .104i. I-I-
C 
NEWTONS METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS 
POLYN[)'41AL NUMBER 33 OF DEGREE 4 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 • O. l 0000000000000000 01 • O. 00000000000000000 00 
Pl ZI • ~0.40.600000QOOOOOOO 01 • -0.40860000000000000 01 
Pl 31 • -0.12198000000000000 00 • O.l239896ZOOOOOOOOO 02 
Pl 41 • 0.85259414920000000 01 + -0.82779582520000000 01 
Pl 51 • -0 .42699 758771600000 0 l + -o. 84023564719999990-0l 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~AXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FOR MULTIPLlCITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 







BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROH ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIX) ARE 
ROOTS OF PIXI 
ROOT( 11 • 
RJOfC 2) a 
ROOT( 31 • 
ROOTC It) ~ 
0.10100000202•2•100 01 + 
0.!0109999391999520 01 + 
0.10129999796825210 01 + 





AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE. ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PUI ARE 
ROOTS OF P(XJ 
ROOT[ ll • 
ROOfC 2) • 
ROOT( 3) • 
ROOT( It) 'e 
o.10100000133016660 01 + o.10200000011950400 01 
0.1010999960033530D 01 + 0.10209999783697350.0l 
o.101z9999s66Zt4230 01 • .o.10229999921s1s630 01 
.. o.1012000040D1>23•4.0 01-+ o •. u1.2.!99~966l969s20 01 







0.48296291156562790 00 + 
o.1011ob7553046346D oo + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 




.0.48296291156562790 00 + 
o.10110675530463460 oo + 
SOLVED BY DIRECT-METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
0.12'l4095284438l870 00 
o. 707106807068459.50 00 
Exhibit V. Roots Are: 1.010 + l.020i, 1.011 + l,02li, 
1.012 + l.022i~ 1.013 + l.023i. 
NEWTOfi'S METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF POLYNOH·I.ALS 
POL Yt>iiJf11 Al NU149ER 37 OF DEGRE£ b 
Tl'IE COEFFICIENTS OF PtO.ARE 
P( 11 = 0 .. 10000"000000000000 01 • 0.00000000000000000 00 
Pl 2): -0 • .llOlibQOOO"OOOOOOOO 02 • -0.708b00000000000l0 01 
Pr 3> c o~'H'fli20Zo.ooooooc,oo 02 .. o.b113aqb200000001n 02 
Pl 4J "" o.H7bSbS71i<noooooo 02 • ~0.2·'-l24D7s2zs200000 03 
P( SJ • -0.2b505t,,libqQ77lbOOO 03 • Q. 30.33533(1372327990 03 
Pl bl o.·333oq9ssa197q5qqo c-3 .. -o.~q353soeo1141qq70 02 
Pt 7) : -0.921b313939l't.3q9-50 02 • -O.blb26180704080000 02 
ffU"'BER OF INITIAL APPROXlHAT[ONS 
11iU.IMUM !>il..lMBER OF lTERATlO~S. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST fOR ~ULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO ST ART SEARCH. 
RAOI US 10 ENO SEARCl'I. 




a. coo oo 
a .coo co 
NO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXl"'IATIONS l.fTER 200 IT·ERATJONS. 
o.4ezqb29115b5b21qo oo • a .. 12q4oqs2 e.c.t..3s1e10· oo 
-o.4S29b2q11sbSb27qo oo .. -o.1zq4oqs2e4,43s1e10 oo 
JNJT I Al APPROXIMATION 
AL TERE{) 11PPR0XIHAT10N 
BEFnRE THE ATTE"4PT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY., "THE ZEROS OF ·P·(X) ARE 
ROOTS OF PU) 
A.DOT C U 
RJJT( 2J 
ROOT( 3) "' 
RtlOTI 41 
~oott st E 
R:JOT( b) : 
Oa-1 ooqqq93qbq8 l44 70 01 ~ O. I.Cl qqqqqSl Sbl 5020 01 
o.1011·00161-5?~1 BBBO 01 + o.10210001452244170 01 
O .. l(lll9<;iB1BOb.i.30B1D 01 + Q.l02lqqq553333bZ80 01 
o.1013ooob07ll3-58bO 01 • c.102300004qea0457D 01 
o.3qqq999q9qqq9gqqo 01 • -o.20000000000000010 01 
o._30000000000000010 01 .. o."9qq9q99q99qqqqso 01 
.\FTE:R THE ATT[HPT To· 1PI.PR~VE ACCURACY. THE .Z.EROS OF Pl X) ".ARE .. 
ROOTS OF Pt XI 
RJJT( JI 0.1 oc9q,c;i939bqs1-1o"' 10 01 . a. 1019qqq9s1 ':>bl so20 01 
RO~H( Z> 0.1011001 SHH7'i-"t2~ .JI . a. 1021 oco3qe 1 qs 1200 01 
ROQf ( 31 . 0.1 Oll qq~C'b240b2 l S'.) 01 . o" 1 021 "q9s121"33120 01 
ROOT C 
'' 
C.101 3COC b2b41:H 52.Sl1 :H . 0 .102 lOOC085343q89D Ol 
ROOT( ·5) . Oo40000COrC006COC 10 Ol. . -:0.2000COGOOCQOO'J;)lO 01 
ROOT t bl . O. 3 0000000000.:>00000 01 . o .. soooocoooocoooo 10 a 1 
~UL Tl PLI CI TIES lNITl&.l APPROXIKATJON 
0.129't094930884bBbD 00 + 
Q. 70710b755304b34bD 00 + 
o. 3b~22e"' 7q2b5405bO oa • 
-0.517b3625519bb7240 DO • 
SOLVED av DIRECT PllETHOD 
SUL\'._EO av DJRECT PllETl'IOO 
a .4·82962921 D390b44D co 
O. 7071068070b84595D 00 
O.l4488B87b3ll7l93D 01 
O.l93la5lb083b67550 01 
MULTI°PLtCITIES JNITJAL APPROX1MAT10"4 
_o .. 1z94oq493oea4bBbD co ,$- o • .r.e29b29210390b.r..r.o oo 
.. 0.707l0b75530-'tb3·H,U 00 + 0•707l0b8070bB45,q50 00 
D.3M822847=12b5405b0 00 • 0 .. 144886876311,71930 01 
-o.~l76.3t12ss1966724D oo • o .. 1q31es1boe3ba1sso 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOL.VEO 8Y DIRECT RETHOO 
Exhibit W, Roots Are: LOlO + l.020i, LOll + 1.02li, 1.012 + L022i, 
1.013 + l,023i, 4 2i, 3 + Si, 
GPEATfSl C0'4'40N DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH NEWTO~S 14:ETHOO TO FIN:D ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS 
POLYN0'41AL P\lU""6ER 1j5 'JF OEGO:EE 9 
THE COffFICtHHS OF PtX) ARE 
P! 11 C.] ODOOOCOCOOOC\0000 01 
Pf ,, < C'.l '32C?3DOC10COC'0')00 02 
Pl 
" 
('. 5Sb:?5t>95'3CC'C0001 0 02 
Pl 41 ('I. 44 50453 S9000CCD 10 C2 
Pl SI c -o..: 3230724C6160Qocr·~ ('3 
Pl •I -C'. l 34S2 M;:, 779280C!OD0 04 
Pl 71 .,. -0.267S658554260C0CO 04 
Pf 8) ..,. -0.221?91 Rc:i598'5-000COO 04 
Pl ., -0.412433 8b80000COOD 03 
Pt 10) ("l.12s 1 64000 cooorooo 01 
''fU"IBER OF INITIAL APPROn'tATIONS 
1'1.1Xl"'UM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR ncio IN SU!H::ouTJ'I/E GCO 
TEST FOP. CONVERGENCE. 
TFST FOR MULTJPL1CITtES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCt1. 
R AOI US TO END SE ARCt1. 
. o. 00000000000000000 






• -0.1646687451 BODOl'JCO 
. 0. 2 622 2 eC'0'-51JODCl00!) 
+ 0.42661345 l 00000010 
+ o. 43 5072 70000000010 





o. 000 00 
0.000 00 
THE COEFFlCJENTS OF 1-1(0 ~ PfXJ/G.c.o. ARE. 
"f 11 . O. lC'OOOOOOOOOOl'JCOOD 01 .. o .. 00000000000000000 
HI 2) . O.'- l0l l4999428Bl 20:l 01 + -0.2120l4999b474(1BD 
HI 3) = -0.98'3570001579P.032D 01 + -0.13682899969470170 
HI 41 -=- -o. 37573449887b37470 02 • -0.~1134499415088150 
"' 
5) -c.5414099c;72C729t,90 C2 . 0 .. 53 6C?949985430 6000 

















BEFORE THE ATTEfl!Pi TO JJo\PROVE ACCUj:tA(Y,. THE ZEROS OF P(X1 ARE 
ROOTS OF PU) 
RO~Tf J) "'-O.l0ll49<;)923S94657D CO,..· 0.12014999513506210 00 
ciOJT[ 21 -O.l4Fl86l43908794770-0S + 0.20000000002308530 01 
ROf'Tt 31 ... -o.2ooooocc•o:i26'-Bi&I') 01 • -0.99999999S93403730 oo 
A.OIJl ( 4} 0.;?9999q990977:,4550 Dl • Q.99999999998985'340 00 
ROOT( 'Sl "' -0.4Q999999999l5633D 01 • 0.5226084t631B.90647D-10 
A~TER THE ATTEJll(PT TO l~PROVE Atcui.acv .. TME ZEROS OF P(X) ARE 
R.OOTS OF PO) 
R:J'.'JT ( 11 e -o.1011 "99qz3s9.r.657D 00 . 0.1201'-999513506210 00 
POCIT( 2) . -0. l "- Pi Std 4 ! 75951514:l-OS + O. 2N' C001'JO 00 2308 5 30 01 
'1:11.)T ( 3) ":'0 .. 2000N'OC'00264flt.10 Dl + -0.99999999S93io0374' 00 
P"JJTt ., o .. 2q99qeyc,,c:; 9 Q 7704 5">0 Ol + 0.9999999999A995460 00 
J..JaTt 51 ~ -o.49999909c;.99156'3.!oO 01 . 0 .. 522!lC'3900l 58S336D-l0 
Exhibit X, Roots Are: -2 -
-0,1011 + ,120li, 
MUL TJPL ICITIES 
MULTJPLtCITIES 
tNITlAL APPR0Xt1'1AT10N 
0.48296291156562790 00 • 0.12940952844381870 DC 
0.70710675530463460 00 .. ci.7071C68070681t595D 00 
D.188228479 26540560 00 • 0. l 448 B88 7631 J7 l 930 01 
SOLVE:O BY DIRECT ?1ETH00 
SOLVED BY DIRECT "'ETHOO 
(NlTIAL APPROXJM.ATJOS 
0."8296?91156562790 00 + 0,.1294CC'/'S2A'-43A1B70 00 
0.1Cl71:)i&755304b34bi:I 00 .. 0.7071066070684'S95!J OD 
o.3S82284792654n560 Q{l + ').,]4'-8888'?'63117193D 01 I 
SOLVED ev OJRECT MElH'.JI') 
SOLVED a.v DIRfCT .METHOD 
i (3), -5 (2), 3 + i, 
-,1012 + ,1202i. 
2i, 
"1.UllF.RS 'ME"THbD FOR., FINDH,G THE ZEA.OS OF A POLYN0"4UL 
POL"YN::l~f4L t,iu~e·fQ 55 OF DEGREE q 
Tt-tE COE:FFJCJENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl II . 0.10000000000000000 01 + o. 00000000000000000 00 
., 21 . o. l 32C'230 cooooooooo oz • -0.24030000000000000 00 
., 31 . Cl. 55b:?5695)0CCI00010 oz + -0.12148206340000000 oz 
Pl . , . C .4450.t..53B900000Gl D oz 4- -0.12Ml725B242000000 03 
., 51 : -0.323(17240616000000 03 + -O • .t..B655B-793720C0000 03 
Pl . , -O. l 348266771il2BOCIDOO o• + -o. 66943 74 0184000010 03 
P{ 71 1:. -0.26786585542600000 o• + -0.16-486874518000000 03 
., RI w. ·-0 .221illill 885985 oocooo o• • o. 26222BOD45 0000000 03 
P< ., 1:. -C.4l24'BB680COOCOOO 03 
Pt 10 I 0.12 81 64000CC·CIOOOOO 01 
"WM:~€R OF IPHTI Al APPROXJ·114ATt0lfi 
"IAXIMU"I. NU"I.BER OF ITERATIONS,. 
TFST FOFI CONV[RGfNCE. 
TE<;T FOR U:UllIPLICITIES .. 
P.AOtus TO STAP.T SEAR.CH. 











· ~fFORE ATTEHPT TO IIIIPROVE ACCURACY. 
ROOTS- OF PU) 
RO Cl rt 11 . -0.1011991il9t;llilt;l998180 00 + o.12020000000001160 
~OJT ( 21 :c -o.1011oooooooro1 e20 00 + o.12ooq9t;19q9999as40 
Rn::JTt 31 a -0.275455'i59'.07907t!D-15 + O. 20CIOCOCOOOC-OOOCIO D 
ol:!1,T I 41 .,. -o .. 2r:,ooooo12460551S0 01 + -o.9999999638'>101410 
R0:1T ( 51 . - 0~ l 9 q 9999 953 794 5 360 Cl • -o.1000000161s91es"o 







RnlT{ 71 . 0 .. 3000000C-0000000(10 01 + o.1oocooooooooooooo c1 
RQ!"'JT ( 81 -0.4QQQQQQ964'575~ 740 01 . o. 100681121 74QQ438D-06 
R:lJT I •.I a- -o. 5000000035424b330 01 + -0.10068ll2.t..'553256Q0-06 
MULTJ"PLICITIES INITIAL APPROXIHATION 
~o.1e114qqqz3aq46570 oo + o .. 12014qqt;1513sob210 oo 
-0 .. 1Clll491illil23Blil46510 00 4- Ool20l&.91illil513506110 OC-
1 -0.!4BB6143751il51514D-os oa-- o.20000000C'o23oa53r, 01 
l -0.20CI000000016.t..861D 01 + -o.qqqqqqqqaQ3403740 00 
1 -o.2ooooeoooo2648610 01 • -o.qqqqqqqq':lq340314r, oc 
1 -o.2onoocoooo264B61D ct + -o.q9qqqqqq9q3.r.0374D oo 
1 o.zqqqqqqqqq7704550 01 + o .. qqqqqqqqqqs11s546D OCI 
l SOLVED BY DIPECT MHt-tOD 
1· SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
I~ Tl-if" ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY. ROOTt 71 "" o.3000000000.0000000 01 .,. o.10000000000000000 01 I 
DID "JOT CONVERGE AFTER 200 LTER.ITIO~S 
THE PRESENT .APPROXIMATJON IS 0.30021il~Q9bl37bl900 01 + O.l0001i199981125397D 01 I 
Al='t·ER Tt-tE 'ATTEMPT T.O IMPROVE ACCURACY 
QOOTS OF ~(ltJ 
Rnnr1 11 . -o. 1011qqqt;1qqq9q7250 OD • 0.12020000000000430 00 
R!1~)T l z l -=· -0~1c11qqqqi;qqqq7qbo eo . c.12020000000000460 00 
R~JT & 'I . -0.1lil51126~b J 7952270-15 . o. 2oreeoeco 00000~00 o 1 
onrii: 1 41 . -0.2000000125 "ll Q42 4'.") 01 o -fl .. qqqqqqQf,}41178420 00 
Cl(OTi- 51 . -0. l q q qqqqq55q.r. 3 85 dO Cl ')- -o.1ocoooc162709o5rio 01 
~'j)l l b I . -0. 2CCIOOCI0011061il~ 1 c;o 01 + -o.qqq~QQB2B50l1i17650 00 
llO:JT ( 71 -0.49QQQQf;llilb4 lf:.bO 740 01 . 0 .. 10056936797'31 ! lilbD-C-6 
~nnT t 01 ir:. -0.-50000000356163050 01 + -0 .. _10057125626638130-06 
;it.UL11PLICtTIES lNITIAL APPP.OKJll"IAT ION 
-O.l0ll-491illil2389&.657D 00 '" 0.1201&.QQ9'5B506210 00 
-o.tOll491illil238946570 oo o o .. 1201-<.lillillil5l35062l0 Oo 
-Do l48Bbl4375Cl51514D-08 -6 0.20000000()023Gl:l530 01 
-o.2cooncooro26486ID 01 • ~o .. qqqqqqq9aq3~03HD co 
-o.2ooooo=iooou,-<.1Jf':>ID 01 4- -o.99qq999qaq34031.!.o oo 
-o. 2oooocoeoo264 B6 l n 01 dj- -o .. qqqqqq9qsq3403 7.l;.0 oo 
SOL VE:0 BY DIRECT HETHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT !>IETHOD 
Exhibit Y, -2 - i (3), -5 Roots Are: 
-,1011 + ,120li9 




lilULLFR.S, METMOO FOR. FlNOINC', THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL 
P:JL'fNO~IAL NU"18FR 55 OF DEGREE o 
JHE COEH I( IENTS UF Ptx) AR.E 
Pl II . 0.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 oo 
P{ 2l . C. l '32023COOOOOOOOOO 02 + -0.24030000000000000 00 
Pl 31 . C. 55b25bq5'3000C'OO l 0 02 • -o.121402ob3'-0·ooooo'.l 02 
P{ 4} o. 4.C.504538Q00000010 02 + -0.12b872582.t,2000000 03 
Pf 5} . -C". 32307240b lbCOOOOO 0"3 + -0.48655879372000000 
P{ bl z -C.l3"82bb7792800C00 04 • -O.bb~437"0184000010 
Pf 71 "' -n.2b78b5'85542bOOCOO 04 + -O. lb48b87"518000000 
'P( ., "' -c. 22991 se59,q5ooocoo 04 + 0.2b222B0045 OCCOOO".> 
P{ ., "' -0.412.,..]38b600000000 03 4 0.426bl 345100000010 
Pf 1(1) . Cc 1:2 Bl b40000000COOO 01 + 0.435872 7000000C010 
NU"'IP.fR OF TP-£111 Al AP PR.OX IIIAl·tONS 
"'IA.XTMUl"I NUM9ER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR (ONVERC',FNCE. 
GIVEN. 0 
TEST Fr!R "'IULTIPLICtTIES. 
P AOJUS lO START SEARCH. 
~AOlUS 'TO END SEARCH. 
13FFORE ATTEMPT TO JlilPROVE ACCURACY 












Rn)T( ll . -o.10110000000002030 00 • o.12010000000000030 
QOOT f 21 = -0.10119999999997970 00 • C. 120l 99999999999SO 




R'11T ( 4 l . -0.200C'007154743b8RO 01 + -(l.99999280b54370140 00 
~nr,,-, 5} -o • 4 99 99999'>55 5 b9450 Ol . o. 112730 75327520090-0b 
Et'.'l]T I ., i:: -0.199998153320279b0 Cl .. -o.10000024004715540 01 
Cl:~~T { 7 I . -0.2(1000 113120535080 01 • -o .. 10000141929s41410 01 
RQQT { RI . a. Jooooooooooocoooo 01 . o. 9999999999q99c;,s90_ oo 
RO.'.ll t .. • -O ... lli0000000444430b40 01 • -:O. l 1273075bl 7435070-0b 
MULTIPLJ"CITIES 1NITUL APPROXIMATION 
O. 4B29b29l l 5b5b2790 00 . 0.12940952 8443 8187D 
o. 707l0b75530463~60 00 . 0. 7071 Ob8070bR45950 
o .. 38 82 2 84 792 b5405b0 00 + O. l 4488BB7b31171930 
-0.5 l 7b38211i5l 9bb 7:?40 00 • 0. 1931 8 51 b0B3bS755D 
-O. l 7b 776 714 7080701 n 01 . O.l 7b77b675S8520150 
-0.28977775 830749900 01 . o. 11b'i 5b 74b'398 70700 
-0.33BC7-4C'24S3312290 01 + -0.9058b719408lblb00 
Sat VEO BY OJi:tECT METHOD 
SOLVED 8Y DIRECT MEi"HOO 
t~ THE ATJEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT( 4t :1: -o.20000011547436880 01 + -o.99qq9zeo654370140 co I 
01-0 NOT CONVERGE AFTER. 200 lTER.ATIONS 
l~f P"RESENl APPR.OXT!II.AlJO~ IS -o.2oooqosb602613240 01 + -o.qq9983875-48751470 00 I 
A.F-TER THE .t.TTEJltPT ro l~PR.OVE ACCURACY 
~nors. or:: .PU:l 
R,XlTl 11 = -o .. 1011999099~9qa2,o 00 
RLl]T f 21 • -o .. 1011qqqc:,9~9qqao;,o co 
~::nr t 31 z -0 .. 23bA9"-81830847740-15 
~Q:JT" { 
'' 
= -Q,.4Q999qqq5b7S89b49 01 
CU"llT ( S> -0. 1999952 7814 7G{'H, 7:) Cl 
Cl:f"'.JT \ bl -o. 2 080:JO 703b g 753 5 70 Cl 
R:))T I 71 O .. 3 C'CC'OOCCC10C'CJ:'.'OOD Cl 
R.OOT l BI . -o·. 5oooooori440525 l 99 Cl 
Exhibit Z. 
o. 1202000000000 l 7b0 00 
. o,, 1201 9<;q99qQqQ9q50 00 
. o .. 2ocooooooo:;,r:ioooon 01 
. - O ~ 11? 990Lo 90 3C'959 89 0-0b 
. 
- o. 99t;ic;>9bC-S9 l 5 8 29 719 00 
. -0 .. lOCCOl 5S8CS46282D 01 
. 0 .. 1 COOOOC'OCOC'OOO!:l::JO 01 
+ -C.,ll317:Ht..223022b4D-06 
Roots Are: -2 -
-,1011 + ,120.li, 
'11ULTJPLICJT1ES l NIT l AL APPRO:KlMAt ION 
0.4B2'9629l l 5b562790 00 
0. 7071 Ob 75530463460 M 
o. 3 882 2 84 792 b540'5b0 00 
-0 .. 17b 77 6 714 7080 7010 01 
-o • 2 897 77 75 8 30 749900 01 
-0.33S07 4C24B33l229n 01 
SOLVED BY t)JPECT HETHOD 
SOL VEO .BY O?P.t;CT 
i (3). ,..5 
-.1012 + 




. 0 .. 1294(1952 844 3 Bl 8 70 
. O. 7071C68070b6459SO 
. O .. !.&~88887b31l7193D 
. O. 17b77b6 75 8852015D 
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SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMS 
Several special features; have be~n provided in each program as an 
aid to the user and to improve accuracy of the results, These are 
explained and illustrated below, 1 
1. Generating Approximations 
If the user does not have initial approximations available, sub-
th 
routine GENAPP 'Can systematically generate, for an N degree poly-
nomial, N initial approximations of i~creasing magnitude, beginning 
with the magnitude specified by XS TART. If XSTART is O. , XS TART is 
automatically initialized to 0,5 to avoid the approximation 0. + O.i, 
The approximations are generated according to the formula: 
~ = (XSTART + 0.5K) (Cos f3 + i Sin S) 
where 
IT IT S = 12 + K 6 , K = 0, 1, 2,, , , 
To accomplish this, the user defined the number of initial approxima-
tions to be read (NIAP) on the control card to be zero (0) or these 
1These illustrations are representative .of Newton's method in 
double precision. Control cards for single precision and other methods 
should be prepared accordingly. 
120 
121 
columns.· (7-8) may be left blank. If XSTART is left blank, it is inter-
preted as O. 
For example, a portion of a control card which generates initial 
approximations beginning at the origin for a seventh degree polynomial 
is shown in example 1. 
Variable Name 
[ Card Columns 
1 2 4 5 7 8 \ \ 6 7 7 7 8 4 0 2 8 0 
N ) 0 N 









The approximations are generated in a spiral configuration as illustrated 
in figure 4. Exhibit B of Chapter VII is an example of output resulting 
from generated approximations. 
Example 2 shows a portion of a control card which generated initial 
approximations beginning at a magnitude of 25.0 for a sixth degree 
polynomial. 
122 
1 2 4 5 7 8 \ 6 7 7 7 8 4 0 2 8 0 
N 
0 N 






I 2.5D + 01 
Example 2 
Note that if the approximations are generated beginning at the 
origin, the order in which the roots· are found will probably be of 
increasing ·magnitude. Roots obtained in this way are usually more 
accurate. 
2. Altering Approximations 
If an initial approximation, x0 , does not produce convergence to 
a root within the maximum number of iterations, it is systematically 
altered a maximum of five times until convergence is possibly obtained 
according to the following formulas: 
If the number of the alteration is odd: (j = 1,3) 
Xj+l = Jx0 J (Cos S + i Sin S) where 
-1 Im XO II 
S = Tan + K -Re x0 3 
K = 1 if j = 1, 2 if j 3. 




Each altered approximation is then taken as a starting approximation. 
Each initial or altered approximation which does not produce convergence 
is printed as in Exhibit AA. If none of the six starting approximations 
produce convergence, the next initial approximation is taken, and the 
process repeated. The six approximations are spaced 60 degrees apart 
on a circle of radius jx0 j centered at the origin as illustrated in 
figure 5. 
3. Searching the Complex Plane 
By use of initial approximations and the altering technique, any 
region of the complex plane in the form of an annulus centered at the 
origin can be searched for roots. This procedure can be accomplished 
in two ways. 
The first,way is more versatile but requires more effort on the 
part of the user, Specifically .selected initial approximations can be 
used to define particular regions to be searched. For example, if the 
roots of a particular polynomial are known to have magnitudes between 
20 and 40, an annulus of inne.r radius 20 and outer radius 40 could be 
searched by using the initial approximations 20. + i, 23. + i, 26. + i, 
29. + i, 32. +·i, 35. + i, 38. + i, 40. + i. 
By generating initial approximations internally, the program can 
search an annulus centered at the origin of inner radius .XSTART and 
outer radius XEND. Values for XSTART and XEND are supplied on the 
control card by the user. Example 3 shows a portion of a control card 
to search the above annulus of inner radius 20.0 and outer radius 40.0. 
124 
1 2 4 5 7 8 \ \ 6 7 7 7 8 4 0 2 8 0 
N 
0 N 




1 7 2,0D + 01 4.0D + 01 
Example 3 
Note that since not less than N initial approximations can be 
generated at one time, the outer radius of the annulus actually 
searched may be greater than XENb but not greater than XEND + .SN. 
Example 4 shows a control card to search a circle of radius 15. 
1 2 4 5 7 8 \ 6 7 7 7 8 4 0 2 8 0 
N 
0 N 




2 7 I 1.5D + OJ 
Example 4 
Figure 6 shows the distribution of initial and altered approxima-
tions for an annulus of width 2 and inner radius a. 
125 
4, Improving Zeros Found 
After the zeros of a polynomial are found, they are printed under 
the heading "Before the Attempt to Improve,Accuracy." They are then 
used as initial approximations with Newton's (Muller's) method applied 
each time to the full .(undeflated) polynomial, In most cases, zeros 
that have lost accuracy due to roundoff error in the deflation process 
are improved. The improved zeros are then-printed under the heading 
"After the Attempt to Improve Accuracy." Since each root _is used as an 
approximation to the original (undeflated) polynomial, it is possible 
that the root may converge to an entirely different root, As an example, 
see exhibit S of Chapter VII. This is especially true where several 
zeros are clos·e:together, Therefore, the user should check both lists 
of zeros to determine whether or not this has occurred, An example of 
improved roots ts given in exhibit G of Chapter VII, 
5. Solving Quadratic Polynomial 
After ·N-2 "'l"·oots of an Nth degree polynomial have been extract_ed, 
2 the, remaining quadratic, aX + bX + c, is solved using the q1,1adratic_ 
formula 
-b ±Jb2 - _4ac 
--<X .,. ____ .....,.._2_a __  _ 
for the two remaining roots. These are indicated by the words "Solved 
By Direct Method" in the in,itial approximation column, If only a poly-
nomial of degree 1 is to be solved, the solution is fo_und directly as 
(X - C) = 0 implies X = C. 
126 
6. Missing Roots 
If not ·all·N roots of an Nth degree polynomial are found, the 
coefficients ·of. the remaining deflated polynomh.l are printed under. 
the heading "Co~fficients of Deflated Polynomial For Which No Zeros 
Were Found," The user may then work with this polynomial in an attempt 
to find the remaining roots. The coefficient of the highest degree 
term will be printed first (exhibit BB). 
7. Miscellaneous 
By using various. combinations. of values for NIAP, XSTART, and 
XEND, the user has several options available as illustrated below. 
Example 5 shows .the control card for a seventh degree polynomial. 
Three initial approximations are supplied by the user. At most three 
distinct roots ·will be found and the remaining deflated polynomial will 
be printed (e~ibit BB), 
1 2 4 5 7 8 \ \ 6 7 7 7 8 4 0 2 8 0 
N J 0 N p ,N I 0 A XS TART XEND 
L p 
y 
1 7 3 
Example 5 
127 
Note that if several roots are known tq the user, they may be 
"divided ·out'' ·of the original polynomial by using this procedure. 
Example 6 indicates that 2 initial, approximations are supplied by 
th the user to a 7 ·· · degree polynomial. After these approximations are 
used the circle or radius 15 will be searched for the remaining roots, 
1 2 4 5 7 8 \ 6 7 7 7 4 0 2 8 
N 
0 N 




1 7 2 I 1.5D + 01 
Example 6 
By defining XSTART between O. and 15, an annulus instead of the 
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NEWTONS METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF POLYNDHIAL·S 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER 2 OF DEGREE 3 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 • 0.10000000000000000 01 + 0.00.000000000000000. 00 
Pl 21 • o •. 20000000000000000 01 + o •. 00000000000000000 oo 
Pl 31 • -o.10000000000000000 01 + -o.00000000000000000 oo 
Pl 41 • -o.20000000000000000 01 + -o.ooo.oci.000000000000 oo 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATrDNS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RAOIUS TO START SEARCH. 
~AOIUS TO ENO SEARCH. 
GIVEN. 0 
3 




NO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AFTER 3 .ITERATIONS. 
0.48296291156562790 00 + 0.12940952 8443 81870 00 INITIAL APPROX IHATION 
-0.46296291156562790 00 + -0.1294095284',3Bl87D 00 ALTERED APPROXIMATION 
0.12940949308846860 00 + 0.48296292103906440 00 .ALTERED APPROXIMATION 
-0.12940949308846860 00 + _:0.48296292103906""0 00 Al TEREil APPROXIMATION 
-o·. 35355342941614020 00 + o. 35355335177040300 00· Al TEREO. APPROX I HAT.ION 
o. 35355342941614020 00 + -0.35355335177040300 00 ALTERED APPROXIMATION 
0.7071067553046346D 00 + o.101106eo106e4595o oo l INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
-o. 70710675530"63460 00 + -0.70710680706845950 00 ·l Al TE RED APPROXIMATION 
-0.25881912759833590 00 + 0.96592580'-18437740 00 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION 
O. 258B 1912759 833590 00 + -0.96592580418437740 00 l Al TERED APPROXIMATION 
-0.96592586102499680 00 + o.25881891546623570 oo I ALTERED APPROX IHATION 
0.96592 58&102499680 00 + -o •. 25881891546623570 .oo l Al TERED APPROXIMATION 
O. 38822 B4792 6540560 00 + O.L4488887631171930 ·Di 1 INIT l&l APPROX I HA Tl ON 
-0. 3882284 792 6540560 00 + -0.14488887&31171930 01 l Al TE RED APPROXIMATION 
-0.10&066028824842 ID 01 + O.IQ60&600553112090 01 I Al TERED APPROX IHATION 
0.10606602882484210 01 + -0.10606600553112090 01 l ALTERED A PPROll HAT I ON 
-0.14488886?78562400 01 + -0.38822879746355020 00 I ALTERED APPROXIMATION 
0.1448888677·8562400 01 + 0~38822879746355020 00 I ·Al TERED AP1'ROX IMATIDN 
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH ·NO ZEROS-IIER~·FOUNO. 
-DI• 11 • 





01 41 • -o~.20000000000000000 
0 I + 0.00000000000000000 00 ·I 
01.+ 0.00000000000000000 DO I 
01 + -o.00000000000000000.oo 1 





NEWTONS METHOD TO FINO Z-EROS OF P-OLYNOHIALS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER l OF OEGREE 7 
THE COEFFICIENTS Of P-UJ . .IRE 
Pl II • o.10000000000000000 DI + o.00000000000000000 
Pl 21 • -0.10000000000000000 01 + o.11000000000000000 
Pl 31 • -0.59000000000000010 02 + -0.29000000000000000 
Pl 41 • 0.19500000000000000 03 + -O.lb900DOOOODOODDDD 
Pl 51 • o.10000000000000010 oz • o.12300000000000000 
Pl bl • -D.16240000000000000 04 + -0.69600000000000010 
Pl 71. 0.1922000000000~000 04 + -0. ! 8320000000000000 
Pl 81 • o.159booooooooooooo 04 • o.1692 000000000·0000 
NUH8FR OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 






o· •. ooD oo 
TEST FDR MULTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS ~O START SEARCH. 









BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIKI ARE 
ROOTS OF p-i XI 
RODTI II • ~o.29999999999999970 01" + -o.30000000000000020 01 
· RO!lTI 21 • ·o.2000-0000000000000 01 + o.20000000000000000 01 
ROOTI 31 • -0. 99999999999999620 00 + -0-.39999999999999940 01 
AFTER THE ATTEMPT TO "JH_PROYE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PUI ARE 
ROOTS OF Pl XI 
ROOT! II • -D.29999999999999960 01· + -0.30000000000000010 0·1 I 
"ROOT! 21 -. o.20000000000000000 01 + o.20000000000000000 01-1 
ROOT_! 31.• -0.99999999999999740 00 + -o. 39999999999999960 01 I 
COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLY_NOHUL FOR WHICH NO ZEROS WERE FOUND 
01 11 • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 
01 21 • -0.29999999999999930 01 • 0.60000000000000050 01 
01 · 31 • -0.20000000~00000050 oz + -0.!8999999999999990 02 
Ol 4) . 0.4!000000000000030 02 . -o.22oooooooooooooso 02 
DI -51 • 0.23000000000000000 02 + o. 41000000000000090" oz 
MULTI PUC IT I E_S INITIAL A'PPROXIMATION 
-0.35000000000000000 01 + -0.35000000000000000 01 
o.25000000000000000 01 + o.2sooooooooooooooo 01 
-o.15000000000000000 01 • -0.45000000000000010 01 




.-0.35000000000000000 01 + -0.35000000000000000 01 
o.25000000000000000 01 + o.25oooooooocoooooo 01 
-o.15000000000000000 01 •_-0.45000000000000010 01 
Exhibit BB, Roots Are: -1 ~ 4i, -2 - 3i, -3 - 3i, -1 - i, 2 + 2i, 4 - i, 2 - i. 
NEWTONS METHOD TD FIND ZEROS o• POUNOMULS 
POLYNOMIAL NUMBER l Of DEGREE T 
THE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE 
Pl 11 • o.10000000000000000 01 •· o.00000000000000000 oo 1 
Pl 21. -o.10000000000000000 01 • o.11000000000000000.oz 1 
Pl 31 • -0.59000000000000010 D2 • -0.29000000000000000 OZ I 
Pl 41 • 0.195000000000DODDD 03 • -O.l69000000DDDOOODD 03 I 
Pl 51 • Q. To·ooOOOOOOOOOOOlD 02 • O. 72300000000000000 03 I 
Pl 6.1 • -0.16240000000000000 04 • -0.69600000000000010 03 I 
Pl Tl• 0.19220000000000000 04 • -0.!8320000000000000 04 I 
Pl Bl c. O.l596000DOOODOOOOD 04 • Q.16.920000000000000 04 I 
NUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS 
~AllMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
TEST FOR CONVERGENCE. 
TEST. FDR MUlTIPLICITIES. 
RADIUS TO START SEARCH. 







BEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS OF PIXi ARE 
ROOTS OF l'IXI 
ROOT! 11 • -0.29999999999999970 DI+ -0.30000000000000020 01 
ROOT! 21 • o.20000000000000000 01 • o.20000000000000000 01 
ROOT( 31 • 0.40000000000000010 ,1 • -0.10000000000000010 01 
ROOT( 41 • 0.19999999999999970 01 • -0 .999999999999997.60 00 
ROOT! 51 • -0.999999999999999BO 00 • -0.10000000000000040 01 
ROOT! 61 • -0.99999999999999760 OD• ~0.39999999999999950 01 
ROOT! Tl .• -0.20000000.000000040 01 • -o. 30000000000000010 01 
AFHR ·THE. ATTEMPT ·To IMPROVE ACCUOCY., THE ZEROS OF PIXI ·ARE 
. ROOTS OF Pl ll 
ROOT( II• -0.29999999999999960 01 • -0.30000000000000010 01 
ROOT! 21 o.20000000000000000 01 • o.20000000000000000 01 
ROOT! 31.• 0.400000000DOODOD!O DI• -0.10000000000000010 01 
ROOT! 41 • 0.100000000QOCOOOOO 01 • -0.99999999999999980 00 
RDOTI 51 • -o.·999999"99999999970 00 • -o.10000000000000000 01 
RODTI 6 .. • -0. 99999999999999820 00 • -0. 40000000 000000000 0 l 
ROOT( T .. • -0.20000000000000030 01 • -0.30000000000000070 01 









COMPILE TIME• 14.39 SEC,EXECUTJON TIME• 103.TT SEC,OBJECT CODE• 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION 
-0.35000000000000000 01 • -0.35000000000000000 01 
o.2sooooooooooooooo 01 ~ o.25oooooocioooooooo 01 
0.67614807619187910 01 • O.IBIIT3339B2134620 01 
o.53o·noo664TBH60D 01 • o.53ono10530l344TO 01 
0.2DT05518B941549TO 01 • 0.77274067366250320 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION. 
-0.35000000000000000 01 • -0.35000000000000000 01 
o.25000000000000000 01 • o.25000000000000000 01 
0.6T6l4BOT6l9187910 01 • 0.J8lll333982l34620 01 
o.5303300664TB4T600 01 • o.530330l0530l344TO 01 
o.20T055l8894l549TO 01 • o.77274067366250320 01 
SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD 
SOLVED BY· DIRECT METHOD 
3400 BYTES,UNUSEO• 4TT20 BYTES 
Exhibit CC. Roots Are: 
-1 -·41, -2 - Ji, -3 - Ji, -1 - i, 2 + 21, 4 - i, 2 - i. 
APPENDIX B 
NEWTON' .S METHOD 
1, Use of the Programs 
Two programs using Newton's method are presented here. The first 
is the single precision program. The second program is in double pre-
cision and is designed to perform double precision complex arithmetic. 
These programs are written for use on any computer using FORTRAN IV 
language. They ·have been tested on the IBM S/360 mod, . 50 computer 
which has a 32 bit word. However, it may be necessary to change the 
system functions as described ~elow. The single precisie>n pregram may 
be changed to ·double precision as described below. 
After selecting the.desired program, the input data should be 
prepared as described in section 2. 
Each program in designed to solve pelynomials of degree 25 or less. 
Both the coefficient of the ·highest degree term and the constant 
coefficient should be non-zero, In order to solve polynomials of 
degree N, where N > 25, certain array dimensions must be changed. 
These. are listed in Table I for the .main program and subprograms in 


























PROGRAM CHANGES FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIALS 
OF .DEGREE GREATER THAN 25 






























Certain computers may require that the following system functions 
in the single precision and double precision programs be changed: A "c" 
denotes .,,;:l, ,co:qip],e~ J:lllmb!=r. and, an "r" denotes a real number, 
' . ' •.. '·'~)_,.,. ::·;,, \ ., "\ .,., •••. :. ,, ' 1' l:L:- 1 i1}·,.:-.1_::,• ' : 1 : : 
TABLE II 











- obtain absolute value - DABS(r) 
- obtain cosine of acygle - DCOS(r) 
obtain sine of angle - DSIN(r) 
- express two real numbers in complex form 
- obtain imaginary part 
- obtain real part 
- arctangent of r 1 /r2 -




When used on the IBM S/360 with the WATFOR complier for FORTRAN IV, 
the system functions in Table II-A must be typed in a declaration state-
ment. These also appear in the program listing. For use without the 
WATFOR compiler or on other computers, these system functions might 
have to be removed. A "c" denotes a complex·riumber and an "r" denotes 
a real number, 
The single precision program may be converted to double precision 
for use on machines equipped to perform double precision complex 
arithmetic provided the following changes or their equivalent are made 
and the system functions of Table III are used and typed in a declara-
tion statement where necessary~-- The changes presented below are those 
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required for the IBM S/360 . A "c" denotes a complex number and an "r" 
denotes a real nlllnber. The format statements should be changed from 
E-type to D-type. 
In the main program and each subprogram change COMPLEX c1 ,c2, ... to 
COMPLEX*l6 c1 ,c2, .• . and add IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z), 
TABLE II-A 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS IN NEWTON ' S METHOD TO BE TYPED 
WHEN THE WAT'F(')'R CfJMPILER IS USED 
Single Precision Double Precision 
CSQRT(c) 
Main Program and Subroutines 
NEWTON, CHECK, and BETTER 
square root - DSQRT(r) 
Subroutine GENAPP 
- express in complex form 
cosine of angle - DCOS(r) 
sine of angle - DSIN(r) 
Subroutine ALTER 
- express in complex form 
cosine of angle - DCOS(r) 
sine of angle - DSIN(r) 
arctangent of r 1/r2 - DATAN2(r1 ,r2) 
square root - DSQRT(r) 
Subroutine QUAD 








' •' . l,;' 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS !<'OR CONVERTING SINGLE. PRECISION 
, '· NEWT,oN:' 9. J1ETHOJ) ';r,ff .bO,UBL,E .. PRECISION:,; ,: . '·.·, . ' 





CMPLX(r 1 ,r 2) 
changed to Double Precision 
Main Pr~grarn and Subroutines NEWTON, 
CHECK, BETTER, ALTER, and QUAD 
- absolute value - CDABS (c) 
Subroutine GENAPP 
- cosine of angle -
- sine of angle -




- DCMPLX(r1 ,r2) 
Add COMPLEX*8 SXOLD 
- express in complex~orm - DCMPLX(r1,r2) 
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CMPLX(q,r 2) AIMAG(c) 
REAL(c) 
ATAN2(r1 ,r2) COS (r) 
SIN(r) 
- obtain imaginary part - AIMAG(c)(single precision) 
- obtain real part - REAL (c) (single precisi,on) 
- arctangent of r 1/r2 - DATAN2(r1 ,r2) 
- cosine of angle - DCOS(r) 
- sine of angle - DSIN(r) 
Subroutine QUAD 
CSQRT (c) - square root - CDSQRT(c) 
2. Input Data for Newton's Method 
The input data for Newton's method is grouped into polynomial data 
sets. Each polynomial data set consists of the data for one and only 
one polynomial. As many polynomials as the user desires may be solved 
by.placing the polynomial data sets one behind the other. Each poly-
nomial data set consists of three kinds of information placed in the 
following order: 
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1, Control information 
2, Coefficients of the polynomial 
3. Initial approximations, These may be omitted as 
described in Appendix A, § 1, 
An end card follows the entire collection of data sets. It indicates 
that there-is no more data to follow and terminates execution of the 
program. This-information is displayed in Figure 7 and described below. 
For single precision data, the E-type specification should be used; 
while for double-precision data, the D-type specification should be 
used. All data should be right justified. The recommendations given 
in Table IV are those found to give best results on the IBM S/360 mod. 
50 computer which has a 32 bit word. The entry in parentheses is the 
double precision equivalent. 
Control Information 
The control card is the first card of the polynomial data set and 










Number of the polynomial. 
Integer. 
Right justified. 





















C, C, 72-78 
C,C, 80 
Description 
Number of initial approxi-
mations to be read, 
Int~ger. 
If no approximations are 
given, this should be left 
blank. 
Maximum number of iteratims. 
Int,eger. 
Right justified. 




l,E-05 (l.D-10) is 
recommended. 
Tolerance check for zero 
(0) in subroutine QUAD. 
Real, 
Right justify. 





l,E-01 (l.D-02) is 
recommended, 





This is a special feature 
of the program and may be 
omitted. 
Magnitude at which to end 




This is a special feature 
of the program and may be 
omitted, 
This should be left blank. 
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Coefficients of the P·olynomial 
The coefficient: cards follow the control card, th For an N degree 
polynomial, N+l coefficients must be entered one per card. The 
coefficient of the highest degree term is entered first, For example, 
if the polynomial x5 + 3X4 + 2X + 5 were to be solved, the order in 
which the coefficients would be entered is: 1, 3, O, O, 2, 5. Each 
real or complex coefficient is entered, one per card, as described in 
Table V and illustrated in Figure 9, 
TABLE V 
COEFFICIENT DATA FOR NEWTON'S METHOD 
Variable Name Card Columns 
A (RA) c.c, 1-30 
A (VA) C,C, 31-60 
Initial Approximations 
Description 




If none, leave blank or 
enter O.OEOO (O,ODOO), 




If none, leave blank or 
enter O.OEOO (O,ODOO). 
The initial approximation cards follow the set of coefficient 
cards. The number of initial approximations read must be the number 
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specified on the control card and are entered, one per card, as given 
in Table VI and illustrated in Figure 10. 
TABLE VI 
INITIAL APPROXIMATION DATA FOR NEWTON'S METHOD 
Variable Name Card Columns 
XZERO (RXZERO) C,C, 1-30 
XZERO (VXZERO) C,C, 31-60 
End Card 
Description 
Real part of complex number, 
Real, 
Right justify. 
If none, leave blank or 
enter O.OEOO (O,ODOO). 




If none, leave blank or 
enter O.OEOO (O,ODOO). 
The end card is the last card of the input data to the program. It 
indicates that there is no more data to be read. When this card is 
read, program execution is terminated. This card is described in 
Table VII and illustrated in Figure lL 
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T;\BLE VII 
Variable Name Card Columns Description 
KCHECK C,C, 80 Must contain the number 1. 
Integer. 
3. Variables Used in Newton's Method 
The definitions at the major variables used in Newton's method are 
given in Table VIII. The symbols used to indicate type are: 
R - real variable 
I - integer variable 
C - complex variable 
L - logical variable 
A - alphanumeric variable 
When two variables are listed, the one on the left is the real part of 
the corresponding single precision variable; the one on the right is 
the imaginary part. The symbols used to indicate disposition are: 
E - entered 
R - returned 
ECR - entered, changed, and returned 





Figure 7. Sequence of Input Data for Newton's Method 
-------Variable Name 
r--Card Columns 
L~.100 PO 000111111111122~2222222333333B~3344q444444q55555555556666666666777777777,8 
12B451€78901234567E90l~3456789012345~789012~4567890l2345678901234567890~~345678 P 
··~ . I\ l\ 
· .. O I 




-- 1 7 7 200 l.D-10 l.D-20 l.D-02 
1. E-05 1. E-10 tl. E-OJ 
~Example for Double Precision 










00000000011111111112222222222: 333333333444444444455555555556 66666666677777777778 
123456789012345678901234567890 123456789012345678901234567890 12345678901234567890 
. 
A (RA) A (VA)· 
0.621735D+Ol -0.132714D-02 
0.621735E+Ol -0.132714E-02 
Figure 9. Coefficient Card for Newton's Method 
000000000111111111122222222223 ~33333333444444444455555555556 666666666 7777777777E 
123456789012345678901234567890 123456789012345678901234567890 112345678901234567890 
XZERO (RXZERO) XZERO (VXZERO) 
0.15D+Ol -0.25D-00 
0,15E+Ol -0.25E-00 


































































































VARIABLES USED IN NEWTON'S METHOD 
Disposition 
of Ar gum en t Description 
Main Program 
Number of the polynomial 
Degree of the polynomial 
Number of initial approximations to be read 
Maximum number of iterations to be performed 
Tolerance check for convergence 
Tolerance check for multiplicities 
Tolerance check for zero in subroutine QUAD 
Magnitude from which to begin the search for zeros 
Magnitude to end the search for zeros 
Program Control. When KCHECK = 1, program will 
terminate execution. 
Number of coefficients or original polynomial 
Array containing the coefficients of original 
polynomial P(X) 
Degree of current deflated polynomial 
Counter for number of initial approximations used 
Counter for number of iterations 
Counter for number of roots found (counting 
multiplicities) 
Counter for number of alterations of each initial 
approximation 
Program control 
Counter for number of distinct roots found 
Program control & number of coefficient of deflated 





























































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Disposition 
of Argument Description 
Current approximation (Xn) to root 
Working array containing coefficients of current 
deflated polynomial 
Derivative of P(X) at some value X 
Value of P(X) at some point X 
Array containing the initial approximations 
New approximation <Xn+1) obtained from old approximation 
(Xu) by Newton's Algorithm 
KANS= 1 implies convergence, KANS= 0 implies no 
convergence 
Array containing the number of multiplicities of each 
root. 
Array containing the zeros of P(X) 
Array containing the initial or altered approximations 
which produced convergence to each root 
Number of coefficients of current deflated polynomial 
Array containing the coefficients of newly deflated 
polynomial 
Number of distinct roots found by Newton's method, i.e. 
not solved for directly by subroutine QUAD 
Array containing the coefficients of deflated polynomial 
for which no zeros were found 
Unit number of input device 
Unit number of output device 
Array containing sequence of values leading to the 
derivative 










































































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Disposition 



















Array of coefficients of polynomial 
Array of coefficients of deflated polynomial 
Degree of polynomial 
Number of coefficients of polynomial 
Point (Xu) at which to evaluate the polynomial and its 
derivative. Also current approximation (Xn+l) used 
to deflate the polynomial 
Value of polynomial at Xn 
Value of the derivative of polynomial at Xu 
Array of containing sequence of values leading to the 
derivative 
Subroutine NEWTON 
Value of polynomial at Xu 
Derivative of polynomial at Xn 
Current approximation (Xu) to root 
New approximation (Xn+l) to root 
Subroutine CHECK 
Tolerance for convergence or multiplicity check 
Value of P(X) at Xn 
Derivative of P(X) at Xn 
Current approximations (Xn+l) to root 
Unit number of output device 










































































TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Disposition 
















Unit number of output device 
Array of approximations 
Array of roots 
Coefficients of original (undeflated) polynomial, P(X) 
Working array for coefficients of polynomial 
Number of coefficients of original polynomial 
Current approximation (Xu) to root 
Derivative of P(X) at Xn 
Value of P(X) at Xn 
KANS= 1 implies convergence; KANS= 0 implies no 
convergence 
Counter for number of iterations 
New approximation (Xn+l) to root 
Degree of polynomial 
Array containing the sequence of values leading to the 
derivative 
Number of distinct roots of P(X) found 
Degree of polynomial P(X) 
Array of coefficients of deflated polynomial 
Maximum number of iterations permitted 
Tolerance for checking convergence 
Subroutine GENAPP 
Array containing initial approximations 





























































UROOT, VROOT R 
NROOT I 





Magnitude at which to begin generating approximations; 
also magnitude of the approximation being generated 
Argument of the complex approximation being generated 
Real part of complex approximation 











Old approximation to be altered to new approximation 
Number of alterations performed on an initial 
approximation 
Program control 
Maximum number of iterations permitted 
Imaginary part of original initial approximation 
(unaltered) 
Real part of original unaltered initial approximation 
Magnitude of original unaltered initial approximation 
Argument of new approximation 
Real part of new approximation 
Imaginary part of new approximation 
Unit number of output device 
Subroutine QUAD 
Coefficients of polynomial to be solved 
Degree of polynomial 
Array of roots of P(X) (original polynomial) 

























Array containing multiplicities of each root 
Tolerance check for the number zero 




Complex number for which the square root is desired 
Square root of the complex number 
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4. Description of Program Output 
The output from Newton's method programs consist of the following 
information, 
The number and degree of the polynomial are printed in the heading " 
(exhibit B, Chapter VII). 
The coefficients are printed under the heading "THE COEFFICIENTS 
OF P (X) ARE," The coefficient of the highest degree term is listed 
first (exhibit B, Chapter VII). 
As an aid to ensure the control information is correct, the number 
of initial approximations given, maximum number of iterations, test for 
convergence, test for multiplicities, radius to start search, and radius 
to end search are printed as read from the control card (exhibit B, 
Chapter VII) , 
The zeros found before and after the attempt to improve accuracy 
are printed. See Apepndix A, § 4 for further explanation (exhibit B, 
Chapter VII), 
If not all zeros of the polynomial are found, the coefficients of 
the remaining unsolved polynomial will be printed, with coefficient of 
highest degree term first, under the heading "COEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED 
POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO ZEROS WERE FOUND," See Appendix A, § 6, This, 
is illustrated in exhibit BB of Appendix A. 
The multiplicity of each zero is given under the title "MULTIPLI-
CITIESI' (exhibit B, Chapter VII), 
The initial approximation producing convergence to a root is 
printed to the right of the corresponding root and headed by "INITIAL 
APPROXIMATION." The initial approximations may be those supplied by the 
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user, or generated by the program, or a combination of both (exhibit CC, 
Appendix A), See Appendix.A, § 1 and§ 2 for discussion of approxima-
tions. The message "SOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD" indicates that the 
corresponding root or roots was obtained by Subroutine QUAD. See 
Appendix A, § 5. 
If an approximation does not produce convergence within the maxi-
mum number of iterations, it is printed under the heading "NO CONVER-
GENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AFTER XXX ITERATIONS." XXX is 
replaced by the maximum number of iterations. The type of the approxi-
mation, that is, initial approximation or altered approximations is 
given (exhibit AA, Appendix A), See Appendix A, § 1 and§ 2 for 
discussion of approximations. 
5. Informative and Error Messages 
The output may contain informative or error messages. These are 
intended as an aid to the user and are described as follows: 
"IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT(X) = YYY DID NOT CONVERGE, 
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER ZZZ ITERATIONS IS PRINTED BELOW." Xis 
the number of the zero, YYY is the value of the zero before the attempt 
to improve accuracy, ZZZ is the maximum number of iterations. This 
message indicates that a zero found before attempting to improve 
accuracy did not converge sufficiently when being used as an initial 
approximation on the full (undeflated) polynomial, The current approxi-
mation is printed in the list of improved zeros, In many cases, this 
failure to converge is a result of an ill-conditioned polynomial and 
this current approximation of the root may be better than its approxi-
mation before the attempt to imprqve accuracy.· In most cases, the 
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polynomial from which this root was first extracted had fewer multiple 
roots, due to deflations, than the original poly~omial, 
"THE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE AT XO= XXX IS ZERO," 
This message is printed as a result. of the value of the derivative 
of the original polynomial at an approximation, XXX, being zero (0). 
It"-ccurred in the attempt to improve the accuracy of a zero. The 
... ,.:",1.t> 
previous message is then printed. 
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IOLO .... R• co, l BHA) 
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• SINGLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR NEWTON'S METHOD • 
• • 
• • 
• NEWTONS METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A • 
• POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25 BY COMPUTING A SEQUENCE OF APPROX~ • 
• IHATIONS CONVERGING TO A ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL USING THE HERATION .• 
• FORMULA . . • 
• 
• 
XIN-tll = XINl~PIXINII/P 1 1XINII. 
. ' . 
• 
• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX A,XZERO,B,COEF,X,XINJT,C,O,PX,DPX,XNEW~XO 


















IFINJAP.NE.01 GO TO 3 
NIAP=N 
CALL GENAPPIXZERO,NIAP,XSTARTI 
GO TO 4 











DO 5 l=l,NA 
5 COEFI Il=AII I 
10 CALL HORNERICOEF,B,PX,DPX,NDEF,XO,CI 
ABPX=CABSIPXI 
ABDPX=CABSIDPXI 
IFIABDPX.NE.0.01 GO TO 20 
IFIABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 70 
GO TO 110 














































































TABLE VIII-A (Continued) 
EPSCHK=EPSCNV 
CALL CHECK(PX 1 0PX 1 XO,KANS1 
IFIKANS.EQ.11 GO TO 70 
IFIITER.GE.HAXI GO TO 40 
GO TO 10 
40 CALL ALTERIXZEROILl,IALTER,ITIHEI' 
IFIIALTER.GT.5) GO TO 110 
XO=XZERO(LI 
ITER=O 
GO TO 10 
60 ND=NDEF+l 
DO 65 J=l ,ND 
65 DIJl=COEF(JI 







80 IFINROOT.GE.NI GO TO 147 
NDEF=NDEF-1 
NUM=NDEHl 
00 105 I=l,NUH 
105 COEFlll=BIII 
CALL HORNER I COEF, B, PX, DPX, NDEF, XO,C I 
ABPX=CABSIPXI 
ABDPX=CABSIDPXI 
IFIABDPX.NE.OoOI GO TO 107 
IFIABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 130 




IFIKANS.EQ.11 GO TO 130 
110 IFINDEF.GT.21 GO TO 113 
IROOT=K 
CALL QUADICOEF,NDEF,X,K,MULT,EPSQI 
GO TO 150 
113 IFIL.LT.NIAPI GO TO 115 
IFIXEND.EQ.O.OI GO TO 60· 








GO TO 10 
130 MULTIKl=MULTIKl+l 
NROOT=NROOT+l 
GO TO 80 
140 IFIK.EQ.01 GO TO 160 
147 IROOT=K 
150 WRITEII02,10251 
WRITE I !02 1 10501 
WRITEI !02 1 10601 11,XI 11,MUL Tl 11,Xll'HTI 11, 1=1, IROOJI' 
KKK=I ROOT+l ·' · · .. ·· · .. ·. · ·. 























































TABLE VIII-A (Continued) 
EPSCHK=EPSCNV 
CALL SETTERIK,XZERO,X,NA,A,COEF,N,C,81 





IFIIROOT.L,T.KI WRITEII02 1 l0621 1!,Xlll,MULTlll,l=KKK,KI 
170 IFINO.EQ.01 GO TO l 
WR lTE I I02, 1070 I 
WRITE! I02,10751 IJ,OIJl,J=l,NOI 
GO TO l 
1000 FORMATl3112,lXl,9X,13,8X,3(E6.0,lXl,13X,21E7.0,lXl,111 
1010 FORMATl2EiO.OI 
1030 FO~MATl1Hl,8X~43HNEWTONS METHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF PDLYNOMIALS/9X 1 18 
lHPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12,llH OF DEGREE ,12,////1X,28HTHE COEFFICIENT 
2S OF PIXI ARE/ I 
1040.FORMATl3X,2HPl,12,4HI • ,E14.7,3H • ,E14.7,2H II 
2000 FORMATl1X,41HNUM8ER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121 
20l0 FORMATl1X,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,llX,131 
.2020 FORMATl1X,21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE,,13X,E9.21 
2030 FORMATl1X,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES.,10X,E9.21 
2040 FORMATl1X,23HRADJUS TO START SEARCH.,llX,E9.2I 
2050 FORMAT! 1X,21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH. ,13X,E9.21 
2060 FORMATl//lXI 
1020 FORMATl2E30.0I 
1025 FORMATl///1X,61H8EFDRE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF PIXI AREi 
1050 FORMATl///1X,13HZEROS OF PIXl,3BX,14HMULTIPLICITIES,11X,21HINITIAL 
l APPROXIMATION/I 
1060 FORMATl3X,5HRDOTl,12,4HI ,El4.7,3H • ,El4.7,2H 1 1 9X,12,12X,El4.7 
1,3H • ,El4.7,2H II 
1062 FORMATl3X,5HROOTl,I2,4HI ,E14.7,3H • ,El4.7,2H 1,9X,12,l3X,23HS0 
lLVED BY DIRECT METHOOI 
1065 FORMATl///lX,6lHAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF Pl XI AREi 
1070 FORMATl///1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO Z 
lEROS WERE FOUND/I 
















































• HORNER 1 S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF A POLYNOMIAL PIX! AT A POINT D AND* 
* ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE 
* 
• • POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE FACTOR (X-D). 
• * 




DO 10 1=2,NUM 524 
10 B(ll=Alll+B(l-ll•XO 528 
PX•BINUMI 532 
Clll=B(ll 540 
IF(NDEF.LT.21 GO TO 25 
00 20 J•2,NDEF 544 




SUBROUTINE NEWTON(PX,DPX,XO,XNEW) 600 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• THIS SUBPOUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLD APPROX- * 
• IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA * 
• X(N+ll = XCN)-P(XINII/P'IXINII• • 
• • 





























TABLE VIII-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE CHECKIPX,DPX,XO,KANS! 
**************************************************************************** 
* * THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX-







* ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IPIXCNII/P 1 1XINIII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+ll. 
* WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. 
* 
**************************************************************************** 
COMPLEX PX,DPX,XO . 748 
COMMON EPSLON,MAX,102 
IFCCABSIXOI.EQ.O.) GO TO 25 
DDD=CABSIDPXI 
IFIDDD.EQ.O.OI GO. TO 25 
IFICABSIPX/DPXI/CABSIXOI.LT.EPSLONI GO TO 10 
KANS=O 160 
RETURN 764 
















































TABLE VIII-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE BETTERIK,XZERO,X,NA,A 1 COEF,N 1 C,BI 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. ·• 
* SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY Of THE ZEROS FOUND * 
• BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH NEWTON'S METHOD APPLIED TO * 
• THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL. * 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX XZERO,X,A,COEF,C,B,XD,PX,DPX,XNEW 804 
DIMENSION ~ZER0(25!,X(25!,A(2~t.coEF1261,C(261,B(26! 
COMMON EPSCHK,MAX,102 
DO 10 1•1,K 012 
10 XZEROll l=X( 11 815 
DO 20 l=l,NA 820 
20 COEFIIl=AIII 824 




30 CALL HORNER(COEF,B,PX 1 0PX,NN,XO,CI 
ABPX=.CABS I PX) 
ABDPX=CABSIDPX! 
IFIABDPX.NE.0.01 GO TO 33 
IF(ABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 40 
GO TO 34 




IFIKANS.EQ.11 GO TO 40 844 
IF(ITER.GE.MAXI GO TO 35 
GO TO 30 864 
34 WRITEII02,lll21 XO 
35 WRITE(I02,lOOI J,XZEROIJI 
WRITEII02,2001 MAX 
40 XIJl=XO 868 
50 CONTINUE 872 
RETURN 876 
1112 FORMATC1H0,36HTHE VALUE Of THE DERIVATIVE AT XO= ,El4.7,3H + ,El4 
l • 7 , 2 H I , l OH I S l E RO. ) , 1 
100 FORMATl42HOIN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,12,4HI ~ ,E14 
l.7,3H + ,El4,7,2H 1,18H DID NOY CONVERGE.I 
200 FORMAT(33H THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER. ,13,29H ITERATI6NS ISP 
lR I NTED BELOW. J 
END 880 
169 
TABLE VIII-A (Continued) 
208 SUBROUTINE GENAPPIAPP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
C ************************************************************************$*** 
C * * C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROX!MATIONS, MHERE N IS THE * 
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. * 
C * * 
C **************************************************************************** 
209 COMPLEX APP 
210 COMPLEX CMPLX 
211 DIMENSION APPl251 
212 COMMON DUMMY,MAX,102 
213 IF!XSTART.EQ.0.01 XSTART=0.5 
214 BETA=0,2617994 














































* SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROX!MATlONS WHICH PRODUCE NO * 






IFIITIME.NE.01 GO TO 5 
ITIME=l 
WRITE(I02,10101 MAX 
5 IFINALTER.EQ,01 GO TO 10 
WRITEII02,10001 XOLO 








GO TO 130,40,30,40,30),NALTER 
30 XOLD=-XOLD 






1000 FORMATl1X,El4.7,3H ~ ,E14,7,2H 1,10X,2AHALTERED APPROXIMATION) 
1010 FORMATl///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AF 
lTER ,13,12H ITERATIONS,//! 







































TABLE VIII-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE QUAOIA,NA,ROOT,NROOT,MULTl 9 EPSTI 
**************************************************************************** 
* • 
* SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS ANO THEIR MULTIPLICITIES * 
* OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE * 





DIMENSION Al261 1 ROOT(25!,MULTil25! 
IF(NA.EQ.21 GO TO 1 








GO TO 50 
1 DISC=A(2l*Al21-(4.0*Alll*Al3ll 
BR8=CARS I DISC I 







































































* * * OOUOLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR NEWTON'S METHOD * 
* * 
* * 
* NEWTONS METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS ANO THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A * 
* POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25 BY COMPUTING A SEQUENCE OF APPROX- * 
* IMATIONS CONVERGING TO A ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL USING THE ITERATION * 
* FORMULA * 
* 
* 




DOUBLE PRECISION RA,VA,RXZERO,VXZERO,RB,VB,RCOEF,VCOEF,RX,VX,RXINI 
lT,VXINIT,RC,VC,RD,VD,RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXNEW,VXNEW,RXO,VXO,EPSCHK, 
2EPSCNV,EPSQ,EPSMUL,XSTART,XEND,ABPX 1 ABDPX 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DI MENS ION RA ( 26 l, VAi 26 I, RB I 26 l, VB( 261 , RC I 261, VC I 26 l, RD! 261 , VD ( 261 , 









READ(I01 1 1010l (RAl!l,VAIIl,I=l,NAl l32 
WRITEII02,103Dl NOPOLY,N 
WRITE I 102, 1040 l ( I ,RA( I I ,VAi I I, I=l ,NAI 







!F!N!AP,NE.Ol GO TO 3 
N!AP=N 
CALL GENAPP(RXZERO,VXZERO,N!AP,XSTARTI 
GO TO 4 










RXO=RXZERDIL l 180 
VXO=VXZERO(Ll 181 
DO 5 I=l,NA 188 
RCOEFIIl=RAl!l 190 
5 VCOEF(ll=VA(II 191 





























































TABLE VIII-'B (Continued) 
A8DPX=DSQRTIRDPX*RDPX+VDPX*\IDl'X I 
If!ABDPX.NE.O.Ol GO TO 20 
IFIABPX.EQ.O.OI GD TO 70 
GO TO 110 






IFIKANS.EQ.11 GO TO 70 
IF!ITER.GE.HAXI GO TO 40 
GO TO 10 
40 CALL ALTERIRXZEROILl,VXZEROILl,IALTER,IT[HE! 




GO iO 10 
60 NO=NOEF+l 
DO 65 J=l,NO 
RDIJl=RCOEFIJI 
65 VD(Jl=VCOEFIJI 










80 IF(NROOT.GE.NI GO TO 147 
NDEF=NDEF-1 
· NUM=NDEF+ 1 
DO 105 I=l,NUM, 
RCOEF I I !=RBI 11' 
105 VCOEF ! 1 l=VBI 11, 




IF(ABDPX.NE.O.OI GO TO 107 
IF!ABPX.EQ.O.OI GD TD 130 




IFIKANS.EQ.11 GO TO 130 
110 !FINDEF.GT.21 GO TO 113 
IROOT=K 
CALL QUAOIRCOEF,VCOEF,NDEF,RX,VX,K,MULT,EPSQI 
GO TD 150 
113 (F(L.LT.NIAPI GO TO 115 
!FIXEND.EQ.0.01 GO TO 60 












































































GO TO 10 
TABLE VIII-B (Continued) 
130 MULT(Kl=MULT(Kl+l 
NROOT=NROOT+l 
GO TO 80 
140 IF(K.EQ.O) GD TO 160 
147 IROOT=K 
150 WRITE{I02,1025l 








160 IF(K.EQ,Ol GO TO 170 
I/RI TE ( !02, 1065 l 
WR! TE( 102, 1050) 
WR IT E ( !02, l 060) ( I, RX ( I l, V X ( I I , MUL Tl I l , RX IN I Tl l l , V XI NIT I 11 , I= l, !RO 
l OT) 
KKK= I ROOT+ l 
lF(IROOT.LT,Kl WRITEIID2,1062) (l,RX(l) 1 VX(Il,MULT(Il,l=KKK,Kl 
170 IF ( NO.EQ,O) GO TO l 
WRITE ( !02, 1070) 
WRITE(l02,1075) IJ,RO(Jl,VD(Jl,J=l,NO) 
GO TO l 
1000 FORMAT(3(12,1Xl,9X,I3,8X,3(06,0,1X),13X,2{D7,0,1Xl,Ill 
1010 FORMAT{2030.0l 
1030 FORMAT(lHl,BX,43HNEWTONS METHOD TO FINO ZEROS OF POLYNDMIALS/9X,l8 
lHPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12,llH OF DEGREE ,12,////1X,28HTHE COEFFICIENT 
25 OF P( X) AREi) 
1040 FORMAT(3X,2HP(,12,4Hl = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.l6,2H !l 
1020 FORMATl2D30.0l 
1025 FORMAT(///lX,6lHBEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lDF P(X) AREi 
1050 FORMAT(///2X,l3HROOTS OF P(X),52X,l4HMULTIPLICITIES,17X,21HINITIAL 
l APPROXIMATION//) 
1060 FORMAT!3X,5HROOT(,12,4Hl ,D23,16,3H + ,D23,l6 1 2H 1,7X,12,7X,D23, 
116,3H + ,D23,l6,2H I) 
1062 FORMAT(3X,5HRDOT(,12,4Hl ,D23,l6,3H + ,D23,16,2H 1 1 7X,12,BX,23HS 
lOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD) 
1065 FORMAT(///lX,6lHAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF P( Xl ARE) 
1070 FORMAT(///1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO Z 
lEROS WERE FOUND/) 
1075 FORMAT(3X,2H0(,12,4Hl = ,D23.l6,3H + ,D23.l6,2H II 
2000 FORMAT(lX,4lHNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. 1121 
2010 FORMAT(lX,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIDNS.,llX,131 
2020 FORMAT(lX,2lHTEST FOR CDNVERGENCE,,13X,D9,2l 
2030 FORMAT(lX,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICJTIES.,lOX,D9,2) 
2040 FORMAT(lX,23HRAOIUS TO START SEARCH.,llX,09,2) 











































































* SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE * 
* DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL, * 
• 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION APPR,APPI,XSTART,OUMMY,BETA 















* SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO * 
* CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT, * 
* . ~ 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION XOLDR,XOLDI,DUMMY,ABXOLO,BETA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DCOS,DSIN,DATAN2 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
COMMON DUMMY,MAX,102 
IFIITIME.NE,01 GO TO 5 
ITIME =l 
WRITEII02,10101 MAX 
5 If!NALTER,EQ.OI GO TO 10 
WRITEII02,lOOOI XOLDR,XOLD! 
GO TO 20 
10 ABXOLD=OSQRTIXOLDR*XOLOR+XOLDl*XOLDII 




GO TO 130,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 XOLOR=-XOLOR 
XOLDl=-XOLDI 





1000 FORMAT 11X,D23, 16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1, 10X,21HALTERED .APPROXIMAT!ONI 
1010 FORMATl///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING A~PROXIMAtlONS AF 
lTER ,13,12H ITERATIONS.I/I . 
























































TABLE VIII-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE QUAO(UA,VA,NA,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSTI 
**************************************************************************** 
* * * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES * 
* OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE * 
* QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UROOT,VROOT,686,UAAA,VAAA,UDISC,VOISC,UOUMM 
lY,VDUMMY,RDUMMY,SDUMMV,EPST,UBBB,VBBB 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DIMENSION UAl261,VAl26l,UROOTl251,VROOTl251,MULTl125! 
lf(NA.EQ.21 GO TO 7 
IF(NA.EQ.ll GO TO 5 
UROOTINROOT+ll=O.O 
VROOT(NROOT+ll=O.O 
MUL T I I NROOT + 1 I= 1 
NROOT=NROOT+l 
GO TO 50 
5 BBB=UAlll*UAll l+VAlll*VAlll 
UROOTINROOT+l)=(-UA12l*UA(ll-VAl2l*VAl111/BBB 
VROOT I NROOT+ 1 )= I-VA( 2) *UA( 11 +UA( 21 *VA 111) /688 
MULTIINROOT+ll=l 
NROOT=NROOT+l 

















MUL Tl I NROOH 11 =l 
MUL T 11 NROOT+2 l= l 
NROOT=NROOT +2 






MUL Tl I NROOT+ l) =2 
NROOT=NROOT+l 








































































DOUBLE PRECISION UX,VX,UY,VY,DUMMY,R,AAA,BBB 







GO TO 100 
20 IFIUX) 40,50,60 
30 UY=AAA 
VY=BBB 




GO ro 100 
50 UY=O,O 
VY=O.O 
GU ro 100 
60 DUMMY=DABSIUXI 
UY=DSQRT IDUMMY I 
VY=O.O 





* HORNER'S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF A POLYNOMIAL PCXI AT A POINT O AND* 
* ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE * 




DOUBLE PRECISION VDPX,RXO,VXO,RB,VB,RC,VC,RPX,VPX,RDPX,RA,VA 
DIMENSION RA(261,VA(261,RB(261,VB(261,RCC261,VCl26l 
RBI ll=RAI 11 516 
VBlll=VAlll 517 
NUM=NDEF+l 520 






VC I l l: VB I 11 541 
IFINDEF.LT.21 GO TO 25 
























































TABLE VIII-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE NEWTONIRPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXO,VXO,RXNEW,VXNEWI 600 
***********************************************************•*~************** 
* * 
* THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLO APPRO·- * 
* IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA * 
* XIN+ll = XIN!-PIXINII/P'!XINII. * 
* 
*******************************************************************········· 
DOUBLE PRECISION RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXO,VXO,RXNEW,VXNEW,ARG 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 










* * * THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX- * 
* IMATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION * 
* ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IPIXINII/P'IXINIII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF X!N+l). * 
* WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. * 
* 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXO,VXO,ABSXO,ABSQUO,RDUMMY,VDU 749 
lMMY,EPS 750 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARG 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DOUBLE PRECISION DDO 
COMMON EPS,MAX,102 
ABSXO=OSQRT(RXO*RXO+VXO*VXOI 
IFIABSXO.EQ.O. I GO TO 25 
ARG=ROPX*RDPX+VDPX*VDPX 
ODO=DSQRT { ARG I 




IFIABSQUO/ABSXO.LT.EPSI GO TO 10 
KANS=O 760 
RETURN ?64 



























































* * * SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACV OF fHE ZEROS FOUND * 
,o, BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPRGX!MATIONS WITH NEWTON'S 14HHOO Al'PUED TO * 
* THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL. * 
* * 
********************************************************************'"******* 
DOUBLE PRECISION RXZERO,VXZERO,RX.VX,RA,VA,RCOEF,VCOEF,RC,VC,RB,VB S05 
1,RXO,VXO,RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXNEW,VXNEW,EPS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
D !MENS ION RXZE RO 12 51 , VXlEROl 251, RX« 251, VXd 251, RA! 26 b, VAi 26 ! , RCOEF I 
1261,VCOEF 1261,RCl261 ,VCI 26 !,RB! 26! ,VB126! 
DOUBLE PRECISION ABPX,ABOPX 
COMMON EPS,MAX,102 
DO 10 1=1,K 812 
R)( ZERO( 1 l=RX I l I 815 
10 VXZERDlll=VX(I! 816 
DO 20 l = 1, NA 
RCOEFlll=RA(II 824 
20 1/COEFl I l=VAI I I 825 
DO 50 J=l,K 828 
RXO=RXZEROIJI 832 
VXO=VXZERO( J! 833 
NN=N 834 
!TER=O 836 
30 CAlL HORNERIRCOEF,VCOEF,RXO,VXO,NN,RB,VB,RC,VC 0 RPX,VPX,RDPX,VOPXD 
ABPX=DSQRTIRPX*RPX+VPX*VPX! 
ABDPX=DSQRT!RDPX*RDPX+VOPX*VDPX! 
IFIABDPX.NE.O.OI GO TO 33 
IFIABPX.EQ.D.01 GO TO 40 
GO TO 34 




CALL CHECK(RPX 1 VPX,RDPX,VOPX,RXO,VXO,KANS1 
IFIKANS.EQ,11 GO TO 40 844 
!Fl!TER.GE.MAXI GO TO 35 
GO TO 30 864 
34 WRITEII02,lll21 RX0 1 VXO 
35 WR!TEII02,100l J,RXZEROIJl,VXZEROIJI 
WRITE(I02,2001 MAX 
40 RX(J!=RXO 070 
VXIJl=VXO 871 
50 CONTINUE 872 
RETURN 876 
1112 FORMATllH0 1 36HTHE VALUE .OF THE DER!VATKVE AT XO• ,023,l6,3H + ,02 
13,16,2H I,lOH IS ZERO.I . 
100 FORMAT!42HOIN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,I2,4HI,• ,D23 
l.A6,3H + ,D23.16,2H I,lBH DID NOT CONVERGE.I 
200 FORMAT!33H THE PRESENT APPROXIMAT!ON AFTER ,i3.29H !TERAT!ONS ISP 





1. Use of the Programs 
Two programs using Muller's method are presented here. The first 
is the single precision program, The second program is in double pre-
cision and is desigend to perform double precision complex arithmetic. 
These programs are written for use on any computer using FORTRAN IV 
language. They have been tested on the IBM S/360 mod. 50 computer 
which has a 32 bit word. However, it may be necessary to change the 
system functions as described below. The single precision program 
may be ·changed to double precision as described below. 
After selecting the desired program, the input data should be 
prepared as described in section 2. 
Each program is designed to solve polynomials of degree 25 or 
less. Both the coefficient of the highest degree term and the constant 
coefficient should be non-zero, In .order to solve polynomials of 
~ 
degree N, where N > 25, certain array dimensions must be changed, 
These are listed in Table IX for the main program and subprograms in 
both single precision and double precision. 
179 
TABLE IX 
PROGRAM CHANGES FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIALS OF 
DEGREE GREATER THAN 25 
BY MULLER'S METHOD 















































Certain computers may require that .the system functions of Table 
X be changed in the single precision and double precision programs, A 
"c" denotes a complex number and an "r" denotes a real number. 
TABLE X 











- obtain absolute value -
obtain imaginary part 
- obtain real part 
- arctangent of r 1/r2 -





- express two real numbers in complex form 
- cosine of angle -
- sine of angle -





When used on the IBM S/360 with the WATFOR complier for FORTRAN IV, 
the system functions in Table X-A must be typed in a declaration state-
ment. These also appear in the program listing. For use without the 
WATFOR compiler or on other machines, these system functions might have 
to be removed. A "c" denotes a complex number and an "r" denotes a 
real number. 
TABLE X-A 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS IN MULLER'S METHOD TO BE TYPED 
WHEN THE WATFOR COMPILER IS USED 
Single Precision Douple Precision 
CSQRT (c) 
Main Program and Subroutine TEST 
square root -
Subroutine CALC 
- express in complex form 
arctangent of r1/r2 -
cosine of angle -
sine of angle -
square root -
Subroutine GENAPP 
- express in complex form 
cosine of angle -
sine of angle -
Subroutine ALTER 
- express in complex form 
cosine of angle -
sin~ of angle -
square root -
arctangent of r 1/r2 -
Subroutine QUAD 


















The single precision program may be converted to double precision 
for use on machines equipped to perform double precision complex arith-
metic provided the following changes or their equivalent are made and 
183 
the system £:unctions of Table XI are used and typed in a declaration 
statement where necessary. The changes presented below are those 
required for the IBM S/360. A "c" denotes a comples number and an "r" 
denote~ a real number. The format statements should be changed from 
E-type to D-type. 
In the main program and each subprogram change COMPLEX c1 ,c2 , .•. 
to COMPLEX*16 c1 ,c2 , •.. and add IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z). 
TABLE XI 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS FOR CONVERTING SINGLE PRECISION 
MULLER'S METHOD TO DOUBLE PRECISION 





ATAN2(r1 ,r2) SQRT(r) 






Main Program and Subroutines TEST and QUAD 
- absolute value -
Subroutine CALC 
Add 
- absolute value -
- obtain imaginary part -
- ob,t't:1'4n real part -
- arct~ngent of r 1 /r2 -
- square root -
- express in complex form -
- cosine of angle -
- sine of angle -
Subroutine GENAPP 
- cosine of angle -
- sine of angle -







DATAN2(r1 ,r2) DSQRT(r) 




DCMPLX(r1 ,r 2) 
Add COMPLEX*8 SX2 
- obtain imaginary part - AIMAG(c)(single precision) 
184 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Single Precision changed to Double Precision 












- absolute value -
- arctangent of r1/r2 -
- cosine of angle -
- sine of angle -
- express in complex form-
Subroutine QUAD 
- square root - CDSQRT(c) 
2. Input Data for Muller's Method 
The input data for Muller's method is identical to the input data 
for Newton's method as described in Appendix B, § 2 except for the 
variable names. The correspondence of input variable names is given 
in Table XII. Only one (not three) initial approximation, x0 , is given 
for each root. The other two required by Muller's method are con-
structed within the program and are .9x0 and l.lx0 . 
3. Variables Used in Muller's Method 
The definitions of the major variables used in Muller's method are 
given in Table XIII. For definitions of variables not listed in this 
table see the definitions of variables for the corresponding subroutine 
in Table VIII of Appendix B, The notation and symbols us.ed here are 
the same as for table VIII and are described in Appendix B, § 3. 
TABLE XII 
CORRESPONDENCE OF NEWTON'S AND MULLER'S 



































KCHECK KC HECK 
4. Description of Program Output 
185 
The output from Muller's method is the same as that for Newton's 
method as described in Appendix B, § 4. Only one initial approximation, 
Z, (not three) is printed for each root. It .is either that supplied by 
the user or-,,tenerated by the program. The other two approximations 
used were 0.9Z and l.lZ. 
186 
5. Infonnative and Error Messages 
The output may contain informative messages printed as an aid to 
the user. These are: 
"NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER XX." 
XX is the number of the polynomial. This message is printed if no roots 
of the polynomial were found. 
"IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOT(X) = YYY· 
DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ZZZ ITERATIONS 
THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION IS AAA" 
Xis the number of the root before the attempt to improve accuracy, YYY 
is the value of the root before .attempt to improve accuracy, ZZZ is the 
maximum number of iterations, and AAA is the current approximation 
after the maximum number of iterations. This message has the same 






























































































VARIABLES USED IN MULLER'S METHOD 
Disposition 
of Argument Description 
Mairi Program 
Degree of polynomial P(X) 
Number of distinct roots found 
Number of roots (counting multiplicities) 
Array containing the roots 
Number of initial approximations to be read in 
Array of initial approximations 
Working array containing coefficients of current 
polynomial 
Array containing coefficients of deflated polynomial 
Array containing coefficients of original polynomial, 
P(X) 
Array of initial or altered approximations for which 
convergence was obtained 
One of three current approximations to a root 
One of three current approximations to a root 
One of three current approximations to a root 
Value of polynomial P(X) at Xl 
Value of polynomial P(X) at X2 
Value of polynomial P(X) at X3 
Newest approximation <Xn+1) to root 
Value of polynomial P(X) at X4 
Array containing the multiplicities of each root found 
Cou~ter for iterations 
Unit number of input device 













































































TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Disposition 
of Argument Description 
Number used in subroutin.e BETTER to generate two 
approximations from the one given 
Number of the polynomial 
Maximum number of iterations 
Tolerance check for convergence 
Tolerance check for zero (O) 
Tole~an~e check for multiplicities 
Program control, KCHECK = 1 stops exei;ution of program 
Magnitude at which to start generating initial 
approximations 
Magnitude at which to end generating initial 
approximations 
Degree of current deflated polynomial whose coefficients 
are in WORK 
Program control 
Number of alterations which have been performed on an 
initial approximation 
Counter for number of initial approximations used 
When CONV is true, convergence has been obtained 
Number of distinct roots solved by Muller's method, i.e. 
not solved directly by subroutine QUAD 
Subroutine HORNER 
E Array of current polynomial coefficients (to be deflated 
or evaluated) 
E Degree of polynomial to be deflated or evaluated 
























































































Array containing the coefficients of the deflated 
polynomial 
Value of the polynomial at X 
















Approximation to Root (old) (Xn) 
New approximation to root <Xn+1) 
CONV = crue implies convergence has been obtained 
Tolerance for convergence test 
Tolerance check for zero (0) 
Magnitude of new approximation, (Xn+l) 
Subroutine BETTER 
Array of multiplicities of each root 
Array of coefficients of original undeflated polynomial 
Degree of original polynomial 
Array.of roots 
Number of roots stored in roOt' 
Array of initial approximations (old roots) 
Number of roots solved by the iterative process (Not 
QUAD) 
Temporary storage for new, (better) roots 
Number of roots found by BETTER 
A small number used to generate two of the three 
approximations when given one 




























UPX2, VPX2 R 












TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Disposition 
of Argument Description 
Array containing coefficients of deflated polynomial 
One of three approximations to the root 
One of three approximations to the root 
One of three approximations to the root 
Value of polynomial (P (X)) at Xl 
Value of polynomial (P (X)) at X2 
Value of polynomial (P (X)) at X3 
CONV = true implies convergence has been obtained 
Newest approximation to root 
Program eontrol·-counts the number of roots used as. 
initial approximations 
C Maximum number of iterations permitted 
C Unit number of output device 
Subroutine ALTER 
ECR One of the three approximations to be altered 
ECR One of the three approximations to be altered 
ECR One of the three approximations to be altered 
Real part of complex approximation 
Imaginary part of complex approximation 
Subroutine QUAD 
E Tolerance check for zero (0) 
Subroutine CALC 
These variables are dummy variables used for temporary storage and thus, are not defined, 
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• SINGLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR HUlLER•S METHOD • 
. ,( . 
• • 
• MULLER•S METHOD EXTRACTS !HE ZEROS AND fHE!R MULTIPL!C!T!ES OF A • 
• POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25. THROUGH THREE GIVEN POIN!S THE • 
• POLYNOMIAL IS APPROXIMATED BY A QUADRATIC. THE ZERO OF THE QUADRAnc • 
• CLOSEST TO THE OLD APPROXIMATION IS TAKEN AS THE NEW APPROXIMATION. • 
• IN THIS MANNER A SEQUENCE IS OBTAINED CONVERGING TO A ZERO. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX PX3.PX2,ROOT,X1,APP,X2,WORK,X3,B 1 X4 1 A1 PX1,RAPP 1 PX4 1 H3,Q4 
DIMENSION ROOTl251,MULTl251 1 APPl25,31,WORK(26l,B!26),A!261,RAPPl25 
1. 31 















IFIKCHECK.EQ.l I STOP 
KKK:NP+l 














GO TO 10 
15 !F(NAPPoNEoOI GO TO 20 
NAPP=NP 
CALL GENAPPIAPP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
GO TO 27 
20 READIIOl,10301 IAPP!l,21,~=l,NAPPI 




DO 30 J:1,KKK 
30 WORK([l:A(II 
198 
TABLE XIII-A (Continued) 
46 NWORK=NP 
47 40 Xl=APPIIAPP,11 
48 X2:APPIIAPP,21 
49 X3•APPIIAPP,3! 
50 CALL HORNERINWORK,WORK,Xl,B,PXll 
51 CALL HORNERINWORK,WORK,X2 1 B,PX21 
52 CALL HORNERINWORK,WORK,X3,B,PX31 
53 50 CALL 'CALCIX1,X2,X3,PXl,PX2,PX3,X4,Q4,H31 
54 55 CALL_ HORNERINWORK,WORK,X4,B,PX41 
55 A8l=CABS1PX31 
56 IFIABl.EQ.O.OI GO TO 60 
57 QQQ•CABSCPX4I/CABS1PX3! 
58 IFCQQQ.LE.10.1 GO 10 60 
59 Q4=0.5*Q4 
60 X4=X3+H3*Q4 
61 GO TO 55 
62 60 CALL TESTIX3,X4,CONVI 
63 IFICONVI GO TO 120 
64 IFIITER.LT.MAXI GO TO llO 
65 CALL ALTERIAPPl!APP,11,APP(!APP,21,APP![APP,3!,NALTER,IT!MEI 
66 IFINALTER.GT.51 GO TO 75 
67 ITER•l , 
68 GO TO 40 
69 75 IFCIAPP.LT,NAPPI GO TO 100 
10 IFIXEND.EQ.O.OI GO TO 70 
71 IFCXSTART.GT.XENDI GO TO 70 
72 NAPP=NP 
73 CALL GENAPPCAPP 1 NAPP,XSTART! 
74 IAPP•O 
75 GO TO 100 
76 70 WRITEII02,10901 
77 KKK=NWORK+ 1 
78 WRITE! 102,10351 IONAME,J,WORKCJ! ,J .. !,KKKI 
79 80 IFCNROOT.EQ.OI GO TO 90 
80 WRITEII02,1060! 
81 IFIIPATH,EQ.11 GO TO 82 
,82 81 IPATH•2 
83 CALL BETTERIA,NP,ROOT,NROOT,RAPP,IROOT,MULTJ 
84 WRITEII02,12001 
85 82 (FINROOT.EQ.OIGO TO 90 
86, IFCIROOT,EQ.01 GO TO 85 
87 WRITEII02,10801 
88 00 83 l•l,!ROOT 
89 83 WRITECI02,10851 1,ROOTGil,MULTlll,RAPPll,21 
90 lf(IROOT,LT,NROOTI GO TO 85 
91 GO TO 87 
92 85 KKK=IROOT+l 
93 WR(TEII02,10861 11,ROOTlll,HULTlllt!•KKK,NROOTI 
94 87 iFIIPATH.EQ.11 GO TO 81 
95 GO TO 10 
96 90 WRITEII02,10701 NOPOLY 
97 GO TO 10 
98 100 IAPP=IAPP~l 
99 ITER=l 
100 NAlTER=O 
101 GO TO 40 








109 RAPPINROOT,3!=APPl!APP 1 31 
110 125 IFINOMULT.LT.NPI GO TO 130 
111 GO TO 80 
112 130 CALL HORNERCNWORK,WORK,X4,8,PX4! 
113 NWORK=NWORK-1 
114 KKK=NWORK+l 
115 DO 140 l=l,KKK 
116 140 WORKlll=BIII 
117 CALL HORNERINWORK 1 WORK,X4,B,PX4! 
118 CCC=CABSIPX41 
119 IFICCC.LT ,EPSM! GO TO 150 
120 IFINWORK,GT.21 GO TO 75 
121 IROOT=NROOT 
122 CALL QUADIWORK,NWORK,ROOT,NROOT,MULT,EPSO! 
123 GO TO 80 
124 150 MULTINROOT!=MULTINROOT!+l 
125 NOMULT=NOMULT+l 
126 GO TO 125 







134 GO TO 50 
135 1010 FORMAT!2CE30.0I! 
136. 1020 FORMATl1Hl 1 lX 1 52HMULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOM 
llAL/lH 1 1X,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,!2,llH OF DEGREE ,!2///lH ,1X,28H 
2THE COEFFICIENTS OF PCXI ARE//1 
137 1030 FORMATl21E30,0II 
138 1090 FORMATC///,1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO 
lZEROS WERE FOUND//! 
139 1000 FORMATl///1X,13HROOTS OF PIXl,37X,l4HMULTIPL!C!TIES,11X,21HINITIAL · 
1 APPROXIMATION/II 
140 1070 FORMAT(///1X,42HNO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12! 
141 1037 FORMAT(///,1X,13HZEROS OF PIXl,37X 1 14HMULTlPLIC!TlES//l 
142 1035 FORMATl3X,A2,12,4HI = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4,7,2H II . 
143 1085 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT(,12,4HJ ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H !,lOX,12,lOX,El4. 
17,3H + ,El4,7,2H II 
144 1086 FORMATl2X,5HROOTl,12,4HI • ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H 1,1ox,x2,11x,23HS 
lOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD! 
145 1000 FORMATl3112,1Xl,9X,13,8X,3(E6.0,1Xl,13X,21E7.0,1X!,lll 
146 2000 FORMATC1X,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,12! 
147 2010 FORMATl1X,29HMAX!MUM NUMBER OF lTERATIONS.,llX,131 
148 2020 FORMATl1X,21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,E9.21 
149 2030 FORMAT(1X,24HTEST FOR MULTIPL!CITIES,,lOX,E9,21 
150 2040 FORMATl1X,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH.,l1X,E9.2! 
151 2050 FORMAT(1X,21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH,,13X,E9,2I 
152 2060 FORMATl//lXI 
153 1060 FORMAT(///35H BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY! 



































































* SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUND • 
* BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH MULLER•S METHOD APPLIED TO * 
* THE°FULL, UNOEFLATEO POLYNOMIAL. * 
. ' . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX ROOT,A,BAPP,Xl,X2,X3,PX1,PX2,PX3,B,ROOTS,X4,RAPP,Q4,H3 
LOG!CAL CONV 
DIMENSION ROOTIZ5!,Al26),BAPPl25,31,Bl261,ROOTS!251,RAPP425,31,MUL 








00 100 J=l,NROOT 






20 CALL HORNERINP,A,X3 1 B,PX31 
CALL CALCIXl,X2,X3,PXl,PX2,PX3,X4,Q4,H3! 
30 CALL TESTCX3,X4,CONVI 
IFICONV! GO TO 50 
IFIITER.LT.MAXI GO TO 40 
WRITEII02,lOOOI J,ROOT(Jl,MAX 
WRITEII02,10lOI X4 
IFIJ,LT,IROOTI GO TO 33 
IFIJ.EQ.IROO!I GO TO 35 
GO TO 100 
33 KKK=IROOT-1 












GO TO 20 
50 L=L+l 
ROOTS1Ll=X4 
MUL Tl LI =MUL Tl JI 
100 CONTINUE 
IFIL,EQ,01 GO TO 120 






TABLE XIII-A (Continued) 
208 RETURN 
209 1000 FORMATC///42H iN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,12,4HI =, 
1El4.7 1 3H + ,E14.7 1 2H 1,24H DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ,13,llH ITERAT!O 
2NSI 





















































* GIVEN THREE APPROXIMATIONS X!N-21, X(N-11, AND XINI, SUBROUTINE CAlC * 
* APPROXlMATES THE POLYNOMIAL BY A QUADRATIC AND SOLVES FOR THE ZERO OF * 
* THE QUADRATIC CLOSEST TO XCNI. THIS ZERO IS THE NEW APPROXIMATION * 














AAA=CABS C DI SC I 
IFIAAA.EQ.O.O! GO .TD 5 
GO TO 7 
5 THETA=O.O 










AAA=CABS I OENll 
BBB=CABSIDEN21 
!FIAAA.LT.BBBI GO TO 10 
IFCAAA.EQ.O.O) GO TO 60 
Q4=C-2.0*CI/DEN1 
GO TO 50 
10 (FIBBB.EQ.O.OI GO TO 60 
Q4=(-2.0*CI/DEN2 




GO TO 50 
END 
202 
TABLE XIII-A (Continued) 
252 SUBROUTINE GENAPP(APP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
C *******•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••******************•* 
C • • 
C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N IN[TIAl APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE •· 
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. * 
C • • 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 253 COMPLEX APP 
254 COMPLEX CHPLX 
255 DIMENSION APP(25,31 
256 COMMON EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,I02,HAX 
257 IFIXSTART.EQ.0.01 XSTART=0.5 
258 BETA=0.2617994 





264 10 XSTART=XSTART+0.5 
265 DO 20 1=1,NAPP 
266 APPll,ll=0.9*APPll,21 









































TABLE XIII-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE ALTER IX 1, X2, X3 1 NAUER ,1 Tl HE I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE !N!TIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO • 






IFl!TIME,NE.01 GO TO 5 
ITIME=l 
WRITEl102,A0101 MAX 
5 IFINALTER.EQ.01 GO TO 10 
WRITE(I02,lOOOI Xl,X2,X3 








GO TO (30,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 X2=-)(2 





50 Xl=O. 9*X2 
X3=1.l*X2 
RETURN 
1010 FORMATl///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROX!MAT.IONS AF 
lTER ,13,12H ITERATIONS.//! . 
1000 FORMAT(lX,5HXl = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H !,lOX,22HALTEREO APPROXIMAT 
l!ONS/1X,5HX2 = ,El4,7,3H + ,E14,7,2H l/1X,5HX3 = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4, 
27,2H 1/1 . . .. 
1020 FORMAT(lH0,5HXl = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H 1,lOX,22HINITIAL APPROXIMA 
lTIONS/lX,5HX2 = ,El4,7,3H + ,El4~7,2H I/1X,5HX3 • ,El4,7,3H + ,El4 
















































* SUBROUTINE TEST CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE Of THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX- * 
* !MATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION * 
* ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IXIN+ll-XINII/ABSOLUTE VAlUE OF X(N+ll. * 








IFIDENOM.LT.EPSOI GO TO 20 
IFIAAA/DENOM.LT.EPS) GO TO 10 
5 CONV=.FALSE. 
GO TO 100 
10 CONV=. TRUE. 
GO TO 100 
20 IFIAAA.LT.EPSOI GO TO 10 






* HORNER•S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIX! AT A POINT D. * 
* SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE POlYNOM!AL BY DIVIDING OUT THE* 


















































TABLE XIII-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE QUADIA,NA,ROOT,NROOT,MULTI,EPST! 
**************************************************************************** 
* * * SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES * 
* OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE * 






!FINA.EQ.21 GO TO 7 








GO TO 50 
7 D!SC=Al2l*Al21-14.0*Alll*AC31! 
BBB=CABSIOISCI 









































































* * * DOUBLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR MULLER'S METHOD * 
* * 
* * 
* MULLER'S METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A * 
* POLYNOMIAL OF MAXlMUM DEGREE 25. THROUGH THREE GIVEN POINTS THE * 
* POLYNOMIAL IS APPROXIMATED BY A QUADRATIC. THE ZERO OF THE QUADRATIC * 
* CLOSEST TO fHE OLD APPROXIMATION IS TAKEN AS THE NEW APPROXIMATION. * 
* IN THIS MANNER A SEQUENCE IS OBTAINED CONVERGING TO A ZERO. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
























READ( IOl, 10101 IUAll 1,VAI ! 1,1=1,KKKI 









IFINP.GT.21 GO TO 15 
CALL QUADIUA,VA,NP,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULT,EPSO! 
WRHE I !02, 1037 I 
WRITE 1102, 1086 I I l ,UROOT« 11,VROOH I I, MUU I I I, I= 1,NROOTI 
GO TO 10 
15 !FINAPP.NE.01 GO-TO 20 
NAPP=NP 
CALL GENAPP!UAPP,VAPP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
GO TO 27 
20 READl!Ol,10301 IUAPPll,21,VAPPl!,2!,l=l,NAPP) 
00 25 i'=l,NAPP 
UAPPII,ll=0.9*UAPPl1,21 
207 
TABLE XIII-B (Continued) 
43 VAPPI I, ll=0.9*VAPPI 1,21 
44 UAPPl!,31=1.l*UAPPII,21 
45 25 VAPPII,31=1.l*VAPPll,2! 
46 27 KKK=NP+l 
47 DO 30 l=l,KKK 
48 UWDRKll•l=UAIII 
49 30 VWORKlll=VAIII 
50 NWORK=NP 





56 VX3=VAPPI IAPP,31 
57 CALL HORNERINWORK,UWDRK,VWDRK,UXl,VXl,UB,VB,UPXl,VPXll 
58 CALL HORNERINWORK,UWORK,VWDRK,UX2,VX2,UB,VB,UPX2,VPX21 
59 CALL HORNERCNWORK,UWORK,VWDRK,UX3 1 VX3,UB,VB,UPX3,VPX3l 
60 50 CALL CALCIUX1,VXl,UX2,VX2,UX3,VX3,UPXl,VPXl,UPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3,UX 
14,VX4,UQ4,VQ4,UH3,VH31 
61 60 CALL HDRNERINWORK,UWORK~VWDRK,UX4,VX4,UB,VB,UPX4,VPX41 
62 ABPX4=DSQRT~UPX4*UPX4+VPX4*VPX4! 
63 AOPX3=DSQRTIUPX3*UPX3+VPX3*VPX31 
64 IFIABPX3.EQ.O.OI GO TO 70 
65 QQQ=ABPX4/ABPX3 





71 GO TO 60 
72 70 CALL TESTIUX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,CDNVI 
73 IFCCDNVI GO TD 120 
74 IFIITER.LT.MAXI GO TO 110 
75 CALL ALTERIUAPPIIAPP,ll,VAPPIIAPP,ll,UAPPl!APP,21,VAPPl!APP,21,UAP 
lPI IAPP, 31,VAPPC IAPP,31,NAL TER, !TIME) 
76 IFINALTER.GT.51 GO TO 75 
77 ITER= l 
7B GO TO 40 
79 75 IFIIAPP,LT.NAPPI GO TO 100 
80 IFIXEND.EQ.0.01 GO TO 77 
Bl IFIXSTART.GT.XENOI GO TO 77 
82 NAPP=NP 
83 CALL GENAPP(UAPP,VAPP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
84 IAPP=O 
85 GO TO 100 
86 77 WRITEIID2,10901 
87 KKK=NWDRK+l 
88 WRITF.1102,10351 IDNAME,J,UWDRKIJl,VWORK!Jl,J=l,KKKI 
89 BO IFINROOT.EQ.OI GO TO 90 
90 WRITE(I02,l0601 
91 IFC IPATH.EQ,11 GO TO 82 
92 Bl IPATH=2 
93 CALL BETTER I UA, VA, NP ,UROOT, VROOT ,NROOT, URA PP, VRAPP, I ROOT ~HUL,T I 
94 WRITE I !02, 12001 . 
95 82 IFINROOT.EQ,OIGO TO 90 
96 IFIIRDOT.EQ.01 CO TD 85 
97 WR!TECI02,1080l 
98 00 55 l=l, !ROOT 
~9 55 WRITEIID2,10851 1,URODTlll,VROOTIU,MULT(ll,URAPPll,21,VRAPPII,2! 
!00 !FIIROOT.LT.NROOTI GD TD 85 . 
TABLE XIII-B (Continued) 
101 GO TO 61 
102 85 KKK=IROOT+A 
103 WR!TEII02,!0861 1!,UROOT!ileVROOTl!l,HULTll!,l=KKK,NROOTI 
104 87 IFIIPATH.EQ.11 GO TO 81 
105 GO TO 10 
106 90 WRITE1102,10701 NOPOLY 
107 GO TO 10 
108 100 IAPP=IAPP+! 
109 ITER=l 
110 NAL TER=O 
111 GO TO 40 
112 120 NROOT=NROOT+l 
113 IROOT=NROOT 
114 MULTINROOTl=l 









124 125 IFINOMULT.LT.NPI GO TO 130 
125 GO TO 80 
126 !30 CALL HORNERINWORK,UWORK,VWORK,UX4,VK4,UB,VB,UPX4,VPX41 
127 NWORK=NWORK-1 
128 KKK=NWORK+l 
129 DO 140 l=l,KKK 
130 UWORK!ll=UBIII 
131 140 VWORKl!l=VBIII 
132 CALL HORNERINWORK,UWORK,VWORK,UX4,VX4,UB,VB,UPX4,VPX41 
133 CCC=DSQRTIUPX4*UPX4+VPX4*VPX4) 
134 IF(CCC.LT.EPSMI GO TO 150 
135 IFINWORK.GT.21 GO TO 75 
136 IROOT=NROOT 
137 CALL QUAD!UWORK,VWORK,NWORK,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULT,EPSOI 
138 GO TO 80 
139 150 MULTINROOTl=MULTINROOTl+l 
140 NOMULT=NOMULT+l 
141 GO TO 125 













155 GO TO 50 
156 1010 FORMAT!2D30,0I 
157 1020 FORMATl1Hl,1X,52HMULLERS METHOD FOR FINDING THE ZEROS OF A POLYNOM 
llAL/lH ,1X,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,12,llH OF DEGREE ,12///lH ,1X,28H 
2THE COEFFICIENTS OF P(XI ARE//) 
158 1030 FORMAT!2030,0I 
208 
209 
TABLE XIII-B (Continued) 
159 1090 FORMATl///,1X,65HCOEFF!CIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO 
lZEROS WERE FOUND//! 
160 1080 FORMATl///lX,13HROOTS OF P«Xl,52X,l4HMULT!PLIC!T!ES,17X,21HINIT!AL 
l APPROXIMATION//! 
161 1070 FORMATl//,43H NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,i21 
162 1086 FORMATl2X,5HROOTl,12,4HI = ,D23.!6,3H .+ ,D23.16,2H 1,8X,12,9X,23HS 
lOLVED BY DlRECT METHOD! 
163 1037 FORMATl///,1X,13HZEROS OF PIXl,51X,l4HHULTIPLICITIES//I 
164 1035 FORMATl3X,A2,l2,4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23,l6,2H II 
165 1085 FORHATl2X,5HROOTl,I2,4HI = ,D23.l6,3H + ,D23.l6,2H 1,ax,12,ax,D23. 
116,3H + ,D23.l6,2H II 
166 1000 FORMATl31l2,lXl,9X,13,8X,31D6,0,lXl,13X,2107.0,1Xl,Ill 
167 1060 FORMATl///35H BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY! 
168 1200 FORMATl///1X,37HAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY! 
169 2000 FORMAT!lX,41HNUHBER OF INlTIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN, ,121 
170 2010 FORMAT!lX,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATlONS.,llX,131 
171 2020 FORHAT(lX,2lHTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,09.21 
172 2030 FORMATl1X,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITlES,,lOX,D9,21 
173 2040 FORHATC1X,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH,,11X,D9,21 
174 2050 FORMAT(lX,21HRADlUS TO END SEARCH.,13X,D9.21 














































* SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO * 
* CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION X1R,X!i,X2R,X2I,X3R,X3i,EPSl,EPS2,EPS3,R,BETA 
DOUBLE PRECISION OCOS,DSIN 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DOUBLE PRECISION OATAN2 
COMMON EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,102,MAX 




WRITE 1102, 1000 I 
GO TO 20 
MAX 




WRITEII02 1 10201 X1R,X!l,X2R,X2I,X3R,X31 
20 NALTER=NALTER+l 
IFINALTER.GT.51 RETURN 
GO TO (30,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 X2R=-X2R 
X2l=-X21 
GO TO 50 
40 BETA=BETA+l.0471976 
X2R=R*DCOS!BETAI 
X2 I=R*OS !NIBETA I 
50 XlR=0.9*X2R 







,D23.16,3H + 1 023.S6,2H 1,10X,22HALTEREO APPROXIM 
,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H !/1X,5HX3 = ,023.16,3H + 
1020 FORMATllH0,5HXl = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,lOX,22HIN!TIAL APPROX[ 
1MATIONS/1X,5HX2 = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I/1X,5HX3 = ,D23.l6,3H + 
2 ,D23.16,2H I II 
1010 FORMATl///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS Af 
lTER ,!3,l2H ITERATIONS.I/I 
ENO 
211 
TABLE' XIII-B (Continued) 
210 SUBROUTINE GENAPP!APPR,APP!,NAPP,XSTAR!i 
C *****"'*****************************>!<*********************<!<******"'*********** 
C * * 
c' * SUBROU![NE GENAPP GENERA!ES N IN!T!Al APPROXKHATIONS, MHERE N ns fHE • 
C * D~GREE OF fHE ORIGINAL POLYNOM[AL. , 
C * * 
C ***************"'************************************************************ 
211 DOUBLE PRECIS[ON APPR,APP!,XSTART,EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,BETA 
212 OOUB~E PRECISION DCOS,DS!N 
213 DIMENSION APPR(25,31,APPi!25,3P 
214 COMMON EPSA,EPS2,EPS3,102,MAX 
215 IFIXSTART.EQ,0,0! XSTARf=0,5 
216 BETA=0.2611994 




22! 10 XSTAR f=XSTARH0.5 
222 00 20 !=1,NAPP 
223 APPRll,U=0,9*APPRiK,2l 
224 APPi Ii, 1 l=0,9*APP! 11,21 
225 APPR!ldl=l.l*APPRII,21 































































* SUBROUTnNE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO !MPROVE THE ACCURACV OF THE ZEROS FOUND * 
* BY US!N~ THEM AS nNITRAL APPROXIMATIONS H!TH MULLER'S METHOD APPLIED TO • 
* THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL. * 
• * 
**************************************************************************** 



























20 CALL HORNERINP,UA,VA,UX3,VX3,UB,VB,UPX3,VPX31 . 
CALL CALCIUX!,VXl,UX2,VX2,UX3,VX3oUPXl,VPXl,UPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3,UX 
14,VX4,UQ4,VQ4,UH3,VH31 . 
30 CAll TESTCUX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,CONV) 
!F!CONVI GO TO 50 
IFllTER.LT.MAXl GO TO 40 
WRITEll02,lOOOI J,UROOTdJl,VROOI!Jl,MAX 
WRITE!i02,1010! UX4,VX4 
IFIJ.lT.IROOll GO TO 33 
!FIJ.EQ.IROOTI GO TO 35 
GO TO 100 
33 KKK=IROOT-1 





















284 GO TO 20 




289 100 CONTINUE 
290 iFll.EQ.01 GO TO 120 
291 DO 110 1=1,L 
292 UROOT{ll=UROOTSlil 
293 110 VROOTlll=VROOTSlli 
294 NROOT=l 
295 RETURN 
296 120 NROOT=O 
297 RETURN. 
298 1000 FORMAT!l//42H IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,i2,4H! = • 
1D23.16,3H • ,D23.16,2H 1124H DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ,13,llH ITERAT 
210NSI 



























































TABLE XIII-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE CALC I UXl, VXl, UX2 ,VX2 ,UX3 ,VX3 ,UPXl, VPXl, UPX2, VPX2 ,UPX3, \ti 
1PX3,UX4,VX4,UQ4,VQ4 1 UH3,VH31 
******************·························································· 
• * 
* GIVEN THREE APPROXIMATIONS XIN-21, XIN-11, AND XINI, SUBROUTINE CALC * 
* APPROXIMATES THE POLYNOMIAL BY A QUADRATIC ANO SOLVES FOR THE ZERO OF * 
* THE QUADRATIC CLOSEST TO XINI. THIS ZERO !S THE NEW APPROX1HAT!ON * 
* XIN+ll TO THE ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL. * 
* • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARG1,ARG2 
DOUBLE PRECISION UPX3 1 VPX3,UPX2,VPX2,UX1,VX1,UX2 1 VX2,UX3,VX3 1 UPX1, 
lVPXl,UH3,VH3 1 UH2,VH2,UQ3,VQ3,UD,VO,UB,VB,UC,VC,UDISC,VDISC 1 UCCC,VC 
2CC,UDEN1,VDEN1,UDEN2,VDEN2,UQ4,VQ4,UX4 1 VX4,EPSRT,EPSO,EPS,UOOD,VOO 
30,AAA,BBB,RAD,UAAA,VAAA,UBBB,VBBB 
DOUBLE PRECISION THETA,ANGLE,UTEST,VTEST 





























IFIAAA.EQ.O.O! GO TO 5 
GO TO 1 
5 THETA=O.O 
GO TO 9 
1 THETA=OATAN21VDISC,UDISCI 
9 RAD=OSQRTIAAAI 










TABLE XIII-B (Continued) 
347 AAA=DSQRTIARGll 
348 BBB=DSQRTIARG2J 
349 IFIAAA.LT.BBBI GO TO !O 





355 GO TO 50 





361 GO TO 50 
362 50 UX4=UX3+(UH3*UQ4-VH3*VQ4) 
363 VX4=VX3+{VH3*UQ4+UH3*VQ41 
364 RETURN 
365 60 UQ4=1.0 
366 VQ4=0.0 
































* SUBROUTINE TEST CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX- * 
* IMATION$ BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION * 
* ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IXIN+ll-XINII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+!I. * 
* WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. • 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DOUBLE PRECISION UX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,EPSRT,EPSO,EPS,AAA,UDUHHV,VDUMMY, 
lOENOM 






IFIDENOM.LT.EPSOI GO TO 20 
!FIAAA/DENOM.LT.EPS! GO TO 10 
5 CONV=.FALSE. 
GO TO 100 
10 CONV=.TRUE. 
GO TO 100 
20 IFIAAA.LT.EPSOI GO TO !O 




























* HORNER 8 S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIX! AT A POINT D. * 
* SYNTHETIC DIV[SION IS USED TO OEFLATE THE POLYNOMIAL BY D!VIO!NG OUT THE* 
• FACTOR IX-01. * 
* * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DOUBLE PRECISION UX,VX,UPX,VPX,UB,VB,UA,VA 
DIMENSION UAl261,VAl26),UB!26l,VBl261 
UB(ll=UAIA! 
VBI ll=VA! 11, 
NUM=NA+ l 

































































• SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS ANO THEIR HULTiPllCITIES • 
• OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE • 
• QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UROOT,VROOT,BS6,UAAA,VAAA,UOISC,VO!SC,UOUMM 
1Y,VOUMMY,ROUMMY 1 SOUMMY,EPST,UBB6,VSBB 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DIMENSION UAl261,VA!26l,UROOT!251,VROOTl25l,MULTld251 
IFINA.EQ.21 GO TO 7 










NROOT=NROOT + 1 







































































•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DOUBLE PRECISION UX,VX,UY,VY,DUMMY,R,AAA,BBB 







GO TO 100 
20 IFIUXI 40.50,60 
30 UY=AAA 
VY=BBB 
GO TO 100 
40 DUMMY=DABSIUX) 
UY=O.O 
VY=DSQR Tl DUMMY I 
GO TO 100 
50 UY=O.O 
VY=O.O 
GO TO 100 
60 DUMMY=DABSIUXI 






G.C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD 
1, Use of the Programs 
Two programs using the greatest common divisor method supported 
by Newton's method are presented here. The first is the single 
precision program. The second program is in double precision and is 
designed to perform double precision complex arithmetic. These 
programs are written for use on any computer using FORTRAN IV language, 
They have been tested on the IBM S/360 mod. 50 computer which has a 
32 bit word. However, it may be necessary to change the system func-
tions as described below. The single precision program may be changed 
to double precision as described below. 
After selecting the desired program, the input data should be 
prepared as described in section 2, 
Each program is designed to solve polynomials of degree 25 or 
less. Both the coefficient of the highest degree term and the constant 
coefficient should be non-zero. In order to solve polynomials of 
degree N, where N > 25, certain array dimensions must be changed, 
These are listed in Table XIV for the main program and subprograms in 
both single precision and double precision. 
219 
TABLE XIV 
' PROGRAM CHANGES FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIALS 
OF DEGREE GREATER THAN 25 BY G,C,D, -
NEWTON' S METHOD 




















UH (N+ 1) , VH (N+ 1) 
UDPOLY(N+l),VDPOLY(N+l) 
Subroutines GENAPP, HORNER, BETTER, and QUAD 











































UB (N+ 1) , VB (N+ 1) 
UC (N+l), VC (N+l) 
221 
Certain computers may require that the system functions of Table 
II in Appendix B be changed in the single precision and double precision 
programs, 
When used on the IBM S/360 with the WATFOR compiler for FORTRAN IV, 
the system functions in Table XIV-A must be typed in a declaration 
statement. These also appear in the program listing, For use without 
the WATFOR compiler or on other computers, these system functions might 
have to be removed. A "c" denotes a comples number and a,n "r" denotes 
a real number. For subroutines not listed, see the corresponding 
subroutine of Table II-A in Appendix B. 
TABLE XIV-A 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS IN THE G,C,D, - NEWTON'S METHOD 
TO BE TYPED WHEN THE WATFOR COMPILER IS USED 
Single Precision Double Precision 
Subroutines MEJHOD, GCD, and MULTIP 
Square root - DSQRT(r) 
222 
The single precision program may be converted to double precision 
for use on machines equipped to perform double precision complex 
arithmetic provided the following changes or their equivalent are made 
and the system functions of Table XV are used and typed in a declaration 
statement where necessary. The changes presented below are those 
required for the IBM S/360. A "c" denotes a complex number and an "r" 
denotes a real number. The format statements should be changed from 
E-type to D-type. 
In the main program and each subprogram change COMPLEX c1 ,c2 , .• , 
to COMPLEX*l6 c1 ,c2 , ... and add IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z). 
TABLE XV 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS FOR CONVERTING SINGLE PRECISION G.C.D. -
NEWTON'S METHOD TO DOUBLE PRECISION 
Single Precision Double Precision 
CABS (c) 
Subroutines METHOD, ALTER, NEWTON, CHECK, 
BETTER, QUAD, GCD, and MULTIP 
- absolute value - CDABS(c) 
Subroutines GENAPP, ALTER, and QUAD 
See corresponding part of Table III in Appendix B, 
2. Input Data for G.C.D, - Newton's Method 
The input da:ta for the G.C.D. - Newton's .method is prepared as 
described in Appendix B, § 2 except for some of the variable names and 
223 
one added item to the control card. The control card is described in 
Table XVI and illustrated in Figure l3, The correspondence of variable 
names for the coefficient data, initial approximation data, and end 
card are given. in Table XYII. 
TABLE XVI· 
CONTROL DATA FOR G,C.D. - NEWTON'S METHOD 
Variable Name Card Columns 
NOPOLY c.c. 1-2 
NP c.c. 4-5 
NIAP C, C, 7-8 
MAX c,c; 19-21 
EPSG C,C, 23-28 
\ 
EPSCNV C,C, 30-35 
EPSQ c.c. 37-42 
Description 
Number of the polynomial. 
Integer. 
Right justified. 
Degree of the polynomial. 
Integer. 
Right justified, 




If no initial approximations are 
given, leave blank. 
Maximum number of iterations. 
Integer. 
Right justified. 
200 is recommended. 
Test for zero in subroutine GCD. 
Real. 
Right justify. 




l.E-05 (1,D-10) is recommended, 
Test for zero in subroutine QUAD. 
Real. 
Right justify. 













TABLE XVI (Continued) 




C, c. 80 
Multiplicity requirement. 
Real. 
Right justify . 
. l. E-01 (1. D-02) is recommended, 
Magnitude at which to begin gen-
erating initial approximations. 
Real. 
Right justify. 
This is a special feature of the 
program and may be omitted. 
Magnitude at which to end the gen-
erating of initial approximations. 
Real, 
Right justify. 
This is a special feature of the 
program and may be omitted. 
This should be left blank. 
TABLE XVII 
CORRESPONDENCE OF NEWTON'S AND G.C.D, -
NEWTON'S INPUT DATA VARIABLES 
Coefficient Card 
G,C,D, - Newton's Method 
P(UP) 
P(VP) 
Initial Approximation Card 
.,, , ·• , (' ) 





00 nnr "hO 0111111111 122 12222222 '-333333 3133344q q44444q 5555555555666€ 6666667 1111777777 118 
12 1~45 i:;78 901234567f 901 2345678 ~012345 6789012 456789 0123456789012~ 4567890 1112345678 ~o 
N :ti N K 
0 p I C 
p 
.A MAX EPSG EPSCNV EPSQ EPSMUI D{START XEND 1H 
0 p E 
L C 
y [< 
1 7 7 200 1. E-02 l.E-05 tl..E-10 l.E-01 l.OE+Ol .2.0E+Ol 
1 7 7 200 1. D-03 1. D-10 tl..D-20 l.D-02 l.OD+Ol 2.0D+Ol 
Figure 13. Control Card for G.C.D. - Newton's Method 
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3, Variables Used in G.C.D, - Newton's Method 
The definitions of the major variables used in the G.C.D. -
Newton's method are given in Table XVIII. For definitions of variables 
not listed in this table see the definitions of variables for the 
corresponding subroutine in Table VIII of Appendix B, The symbols and 
notation used here are the same as for Table VIII of Appendix Band 
are described in Appendix B, § 3. 
4. Description of Program Output 
The output from the G,C,D. - Newton's method is the same as for 
Newton's method as described in Appendix B, § 4 in addition to the 
following, The·polynomial containing only simple roots; that is, after 
all multiple roots have been removed, is printed, coefficient of high-
est degree term first, under the heading "THE COEFFICIENTS OF 
H(X) = P(X)/G,C.D. ARE" (Exhibit 1), Also the test for zero in sub-
routine GCD is printed as read from the control card. 
5. Informative and Error Messages 
The output may contain informative messages printed as an aid to 
the user. These are: 
"THE EPSILON (XXX) CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTIP INDICATES THAT ROOT(YY) = 
ZZZ ;I:S NOT CLOSE ENOUGH TO BE A TRUE ROOT. IT IS PRINTED BELOW WITH 
MULTIPLICITY O." XXX is the multiplicity requirement, YY is the num-
ber of the root obtained after the attempt to improve accuracy, and 
ZZZ is the value of the root after the attempt to improve accuracy. 
This message indicates that the value of the polynomial at the root 
227 
does not m~et the requirement for multiplicities. The root, however, 
is usually a good approximation to the true root since convergence was 
obtained both before and after the attempt to improve acc~racy, 
"NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER XX." XX is the number of 
the polynomial. The message indicates that Newton's method did not 
converge to any root of this polynomial. 
For a description of other messages see those of Newton's method 

























































































of Argument Description 
Main Program 
Unit number of input device 
Unit number of output device 
Number of the polynomial P(X) 
Degree of P (X) 
Name of method used (NEWTONS) 
Maximum number of iterations permitted 
Number of initial approximations to be read 
Tolerance check for zero (O) in Subroutine GCD 
Program control -l<CHECK = 1 terminates execution 
Array of coefficients of original polynomial, (P (X)) 
Array of initial approximations 
Number of distinct roots found 
Number of distinct roots found by the iterative process 
i.e. not as a result of Subroutine QUAD 
Tolerance check for convergence 
Tolerance check...:for .zero (0) in QUAD 
Tolerance check for multiplicities 
Magnitude at which to begin generating approximations 
(initial) 
Magnitude at which to end the generating of initial 
approximations 
Array of roots found . 
Array of coefficients of derivative, P' (X), of P (X) 











































































TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Disposition 
of Argument Description 
Array of coefficients of the greatest common divisor of 
P (X) and P' (X) 
Degree of g.c.d. of P(X) and P 1 (X) 
Array of coefficients of quotient polynomial i.e. 
P(X)/g,c.d. 
Degree of quotient polynomial P(X)/g.c.d. 
Array of approximations (initial or altered) producing 
convergence 
Array of coefficients of deflated polynomial for which 
no roots were found 
Array of multiplicities of each root 
Program control and number of coefficients of deflated 
polynomial for which no zeros were found 
Subroutine GCD 
E Array of coefficients of P(X) 
E Degree of P (X) 
E Array of coefficients of p' (X) 
E Degree of P' (X) 
Array of coefficients of dividend polynomial 
Array of coefficients of divisor polynomial 
Degree of dividend polynomial (Rl) 
Degree of divisor polynomial (R2) 
Array of coefficients of difference polynomial 
(Rl - U(R2)) 
Quotient (Rl1/R21) 






















































































TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Disposition 
of Argument Description 
R Array of coefficients of greatest common divisor of P (X) 
and P' (X) 
R Degree of g.c.d. of P(X) and p' (X) 












Array of coefficients of polynomial, P(X) 
Degree of P(X) 
Array of coefficients of derivative, p' (X) 
I Degree of P (X) 
Subroutine MULTIP 
Array of coefficients of original polynomial, P(X) 
Degree of original polynomial, P(X) 
Array of roots of P(X) 
Number of roots (distinct) in array ROOT 
Tolerance check for multiplicities 
Array of multiplicities of each root 
Working array for coefficients.of current polynomial 
Degree of polynomial whose coefficients are in WORK 
i.e. the current polynomial 
Array of coefficients of newly deflated polynomial 
Array containing sequence of values leading to the 
derivative 
Value of the polynomial at a point 






































KANS= 1 implies convergence; KANS =·0 implies no 
convergence 
Unit number of output device 
Subroutine DIVIDE 
E Array of coefficients of dividend polynomial 
E Degree of dividend polynomial 
E Array of coefficients of divisor polynomial 
E Degree of divisor polynomial 
R Array of coefficients of quotient polynomial 
R Degree of quotient polynomial 
Dummy variable used for temporary storage 
Degree of dividend polynomial to be deflated 
Value at which to deflate polynomial F(X) 
Array of sequence of values leading to the derivative 
Value of polynomial at the point X 
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Figure 13.1. Flow Charts for G.C.D. - Newton's Method 
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Figure 13 .1. (Continued) 
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• THE G.c.o. METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A • 
• POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25. ALL MULTIPLE ROOTS ARE REMOVED BY • 
* DIVIDING THE POLYNOMIAL BY THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF THE POLYNOMIAL* 
• AND ITS DERIVATIVE. THE ZEROS OF THE RESULTING POLYNOMIAL ARE EXTRACTED.* 
• AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES DETERMINED. • 
• • 













READ( !01 1 10101 (Pl 11, l=l,KKKl 
IFINIAP,EQ,01 GO TO 20 
READIIOl,10201 IOIAPPIIl,1=1,NIAPI 
20 KKK=NP+l 






WRITE( 102,20201 EPSCNV 
WRITEII02,2030) EPSMUL 
WRITE( 102,20401 XSTART 
WRITEII02,20501 XEND 
IFINP.GT,21 GO TO 90 
CALL QUADIP,NP,ROOT,NROOT,HULTl,EPSQI 
85 WRITEII02,10371 
WRITE( !02, 1086 I I I ,ROOT 111,MUL Tl I I I ,l=l 1 NROOT I 
GO TO 10 






IFINH,GT.21 GO TO 150 
CALL QUAOIH,NH,ROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSQI 
CALL MULTIPIP,NP,ROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSHULI 
GO TO 85 
150 CALL METHOO(H,NH,OIAPP,NIAP,ROOT,NROOT,RIAPP,OPOLY,MULTl,ND,IROOT, 
lEPSQ,XSTART,XEND,EPSCNV,EPSMULI 
IFINROOT.NE.01 GO TO 170 
WRITEII02,10701 NOPOLY 
TABLE XVIII-A (Continued) 
44 GO TO 200 
45 170 CALL MULTIP(P,NP,ROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSMULI 
46 WRITEII02,10651 
47 WRITEII02,10801 
48 WRITEII02,1085) II,ROOTIIl,MULTI(ll,RIAPPIIl,I=l,lROOTl 
49 KKK=IROOT+l 
50 IFIIROOT.LT.NROOT) WRITEl102,1086l 11,ROOTlll,MULTilll,l=KKK,NROOT 
ll 
51 200 IFINO.EQ.OI GO TO 10 
52 230 WRITEII02,1090l 
53 WRITEII02,10351 IONAME,J,OPOLYIJl,J=l,NDI 
54 GO TO 10 
55 1080 FORMAT(///1X,13HROOTS Of PIXl,37X,14HMULTIPLICITIES,11X,21HINITIAL 
l APPROXIMATION//1 
56 1085 FORMAT(2X,5HROOTl,12,4HI ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H 1,1ox,12,1ox,E14. 
17,3H + ,El4.7,2H II 
57 1086 FORMAT(2X,5HROOTl,12,4Hl ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H 1,10X,12,11X,23HS 
lOLVED BY DIR~CT METHOD) 
58 1000 FORMATl3112,1Xl,9X,13,1X,41E6.0,1Xl,13X,21E7.0,1Xl,Ill 
59 1010 FORMATl2E30.0I 
60 1020 FORMATl2E30.0I 
61 1030 FORMATllHl,lOX,41HGREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH ,2(A41, 
135HMETHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS/11X,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,I 
22,l!H OF DEGREE ,12////1X,2BHTHE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE//) 
62 1035 FORMATl3X,A2,12,4HI = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H II 
63 2000 FORMATl1X,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121 
64 2010 FORMATl1X,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,llX,131 
65 2020 FORMAT(lX,21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,f9.21 
66 2030 FORMATl1X,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES.,10X,E9.2) 
67 2040 FORMAT(lX,23HRAOIUS TO START SEARCH.,11X,E9,21 
68 2050 FORMATl1X,21HRAD1US TO END SEARCH.,13X,E9.2) 
69 2060 FORMATl//lXI 
70 2070 FORMATIIX,31HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD,3X,E9.21 
71 1037 FORMATl///,1X,13HZfROS OF PIXl,37X,14HMULTIPLICITIES//I 
72 1060 FORMAT(///1X,42HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF H(XI = P(XI/G.c.o. ARE//1 
73 1070 FORMATl///1X,42HNO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,121 
74 1065 FORMATl///1X,61HAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF Pl XI AREi 
75 1090 FORMATl///,1X,65HCOEFFICJENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO 



































































* THIS SUBROUTINE USES NEWTON'S METHOD TO EXTRACT THE ZEROS OF A * 
* POLYNOMIAL. A SEQUENCE OF APPROXIMATIONS IS CONSTRUCTED CONVERGING TO A * 
* ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA * 
* XINHI = XINI-PIXINII/P'IXINII. * 
• * 
•**********************•***************•************************************ 
COMPLEX A,XZERO,B 1COEF,X,XINIT 1C,D 1PX 10PX,XNEW,XO 
DI ME NS ION A I 26 I , BI 26 I, CI 26 I, DI 26 I, COE F 126 l, MUL Tl 2 51, X ZERO I 2 51, XI 25 
1 I 1XINITl251 
COMMON EPSCHK,102,MAX 














DO 5 1=1,NA 188 
5 COEFI Jl=AII l 190 
10 CALL HORNF.RICOEF,B,PX,OPX,NDEF,XO,CI 
ABPX=CABSIPXI 
ABOPX=CABSIDPXI 
IFIABOPX.NE.O.O) GO TO 20 
IFIABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 70 
GO TO 110 




CALL CHECKIPX,DPX 1XO,KANSI 
IFIKANS.EQ.11 GO TO 70 194 
IFIITER.GE.MAXI GO TO 40 
GO TO 10 208 
40 CALL ALTERIXZEROILl,IALTER,ITIMEI 
IFIIALTER.GT.51 GO TO 110 
XO=XZEROILI 
ITER=O 244 
GO TO 10 248 
60 ND=NDEF+l 
DO 65 J=l,ND 
65 DIJl=COFFIJI 
GO TO 140 
70 NROOT=NROOT+l 268 
K=K+l 272 






















































DO 105 l=l,NUM 
105 COEFI I l=BI 11 




IF(ABOPX.NE.0.01 GO TO 107 
IF(ABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 130 




IF(KANS.EQ.11 GO TO 130 
110 IF(NDEF.GT.21 GO TO 113 
IROOT=K 
CALL QUAD(COEF,NOEF,X,K,MULT,EPSQI 
GO TO 150 
113 IFIL.LT.NIAP) GO TO 115 
IFIXEND.EQ.0.01 GO TO 60 








GO TO 10 
130 MULT(Kl=MULT(Kl+l 
NROOT=NROOT+ l 
GO TO 80 
140 IF(K.f.Q.01 GO TO 160 









1025 FORMAT(///1X,61HBEFORE THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF P(Xl AREi 
1050 FORMAT(///1X,13HZEROS OF P(Xl,3BX,14HMULTIPLICITIES,11X,21HINITIAL 
l APPROXIMATION/I 
1060 FORMAT!3X,5HROOT(,12,4HI ,El4.7,3H + ,El4,7,2H I,9X,12,12X,El4.7 
1,3H + ,E14,7,2H II 
1062 FORMAT(3X,5HROOTl,12,4HI ,E14,7,3H + ,El4,7,2H I,9X,I2,l2X,23HS0 

















TABLE XVIII-A (Continued) 
174 SUBROUTINE GENAPP(APP,NAPP 1 XSTARTI 
C **************************************************************************** 
C * * C * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE * 
C * DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. * 
C * * 
C **************************************************************************** 
175 COMPLEX APP 
176 COMPLEX CMPLX 
177 DIMENSION APP(251 
178 COMMON DUMMY,102,MAX 
179 IF(XSTART.EQ.O.OI XSTART=0.5 
180 BETA=0.2617994 













































* * * SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO * 






IF( ITIME.NE.01 GO TO 5 
IT!ME=l 
WRITE(I02,10101 MAX 
5 IFINALTER.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
WRITE(I02,1000) XOLD 








GO TO (30,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 XOLD=-XOLD 






1000 FORMATl1X,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H 1,10X,21HALTERED APPROXIMATION) 
1010 FORMATl///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AF 
lTER ,13,12H ITERATIONS.//) 












































* HORNER•S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF A POLYNOMIAL PIXI AT A POINT D AND* 
* ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC OIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE * 






Bl ll=AI 11 
NUM=NOEF+l 
DO 10 1=2,NUM 
10 Bl I l=A( I 1+811-ll*XO 
PX=BINUM) 
Clll=B(ll 
IFINDEF.LT.21 GO TO 25 
















SUBROUTINE NEWTONIPX,OPX,XO,XNEWI 600 
**************************************************************************** 
* * 
* THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLD APPROX- * 
* IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA * 
* XIN+ll = X!NI-PIXINII/P'IXINII. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 







































* IMATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION 
* ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IPIXINII/P 1 IXINIII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+ll. 
* WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. 
* 
**************************************************************************** 
COMPLEX PX,DPX,XO 748 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 
IFICABSIXOI.EQ.O.) GO TO 25 
DDD=CABSIDPXI 
IFIDDD.EQ,O.Ol GO TO 25 
IF ICABSIPX/DPXI/CABSIXOl,LT.EPSI GO TO 10 
KANS=O 760 
RETURN 764 





















































* SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUND * 
* BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH NEWTON'S METHOO APPLIED TO * 
* THE FULL, UNOEFLATEO POLYNOMIAL. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
COMPLEX XZERO,X,A,COEF,C,8,XO,PX,DPX,XNEW 804 
DIMENSION XZER0(25) ,X(251,A(26l ,COEF(26l ,C(26l ,B!26) 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 
DO 10 l=l,K 812 
10 XZERO(!l=Xl!l 815 
DO 20 !=1,NA 820 
20 COEF(I)=A(ll 824 




30 CALL HORNERICOEF,B,PX,OPX,NN,XO,CI 
ABPX=CABS I PX l 
ABDPX=CABSIDPX) 
IFIABDPX.NE.0.01 GO TO 33 
!FIABPX,EQ.O.Ol GO TO 40 
GO TO 34 
33 CALL NEWTON!PX,OPX,XO,XNEW! 
I TER= I TER+l 
XO=XNEW 
CALL CHECK(PX,DPX,XO,KANSI 
IF(KANS.EQ.11 GO TO 40 
IF(ITER,GE,MAXI GO TO 35 
GO TO 30 
34 WRITE!I02,1112! XO 





1112 FORMAT(lH0,36HTHE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE AT XO= ,El4,7,3H + 
l.7,2H 1,lOH IS ZERO,I 
100 FORMAT!42HOIN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,I2,4Hl 
l,7,3H ~ ,El4.7,2H 1,18H 010 NOT CONVERGE,) 
200 FORMAT(33H THF. PRESENT APPROXIMATION AFTER ,I3,29H ITERATIONS 















































































* GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL PIX!, SUBROUTINE DERIV COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF * 





IFINA.GE.21 GO TO 30 
IFINA.EQ.11 GO TO 20 
Bl ll=O.O 
NB=-1 
GO TO 50 
20 Bl ll=AI 11 
NB=O 
GO TO 50 
30 NB=NA-1 
DO 40 1=1,NA 
BBB=NA-1+1 
40 Bl I l=BBB*AI 11 





* GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS FIX! AND G(XI, SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES THE * 






IFlNG.GE.21 GO TO 60 
IFING.EQ.11 GO TO 30 
NH=NF 
KKK=NF+l 
DO 20 l=l ,KKK 
20 H ( I l =FI I I /G ( 11 














IFIJ.EQ.11 GO TO 90 
IF(J.GE.NG+ll GO TO 90 
J=J+l 
K=K-1 














































* SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES * 
* OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE * 





DI MENS I ON A 1261 , ROOT I 2 51 , MULTI I 2 51 
IF(NA,EQ,2) GO TO 7 
IFINA,EQ,11 GO TO 5 
ROOTINROOT+l)=O,O 
MULTIINROOT+ll=l 
NROOT=N ROOT+ l 
GO TO 50 
5 ROOT(NROOT+ll=-A(21/Alll 
MULTI IN ROD T + l I = l 
NROOT=NROOT+ l 
GO TO 50 
7 DISC=Al21*Al2)-14,0*Alll*Al3ll 
BOB=CABSIDISCI 















































































• GIVEN POLYNOMIALS PIX) AND DPIXI WHERE DEG. OPIXI IS LESS THAN DEG. * 
• PIXI, SUBROUTINE GCD COMPUTES THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF PIX! AND * 









DO 10 1=1,KKK 
10 Rllll=PIII 
KKK=N2+1 
DO 20 l=l,KKK 
20 R2111=DPIII 
50 U=Rll ll/R2111 
KKK=N2+1 
DO 70 l=l ,KKK 
70 Tlll=Rllll-U•R2111 
Tlll=O.O 
IFIN1.EQ.N21 GO TO 90 
KKK=Nl+l 
NNN=N2+2 
DO 80 l=NNN,KKK 
80 TI I I= R 111 I 
90 KKK=Nl+l 
DO 100 l=l,KKK 
8BB=CA8S1Tllll 




DO 110 1=2,KKK 
110 RKI I l=R2111/R21 l I 
RKlll=l.O 
GO TO 200 
120 M=Nl+l-1 




DO 150 J=l,KKK 
150 Rl(Jl=TINNN+JI 
GO TO 50 
160 Nl=N2 
KKK=Nl+l 





DO 180 J=l ,KKK 
180 R21Jl=TINNN+JJ 














































•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX A1 ROOT,WORK,C,PX,DPX,B 
DIMENSION A126l,ROOTl25!,WORKl26l,MULTil25l,Bl26l,Cl26l 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 
00 50 I=l ,NR 
MULTilll=O 
KKK=NA+l 
DO 20 J=l,KKK 
20 WORKIJ)=A(JI 
NWORK=NA 
25 CALL HORNERIWDRK,B,PX,DPX,NWORK,ROOTlll,CI 
NWORK=NWORK-1 
BBB=CABS(PXI 
IF(BBB,GT.EPSPXI GO TO 45 
MULTI IIl=MULTll 11+1 
IFINWORK,LT,11 GO TO 50 
KKK=NWORK+l 
DO 40 J=l ,KKK 
40 WORK(Jl=fl(J) 
GO TO 25 
45 IFIMULTIIII.EQ.OI WRITEII02 1 lOOOI EPSPX,I,ROOTIII 
50 CONTINUE 
100 RETURN 
1000 FORMAT(///l4H THE EPSILON 1,El4.7,49HI CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTIP 
llNDICATES THAT ROOTl,12,4HI = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4,7,2H 1/SOH IS NOT C 





























































* * * DOUBLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR G,C,D. - NEWTON'S METHOD 
* 
• 
* THE G,C,D, METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A * 
* POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25, ALL MULTIPLE ROOTS ARE REMOVED BY * 
* DIVIDING THE POLYNOMIAL BY THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF THE POLYNOMIAL* 
* AND ITS DERIVATIVE, THE ZEROS OF THE RESULTING POLYNOMIAL ARE EXTRACTED* 
* AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES DETERMINED. * 
**************************************************************************** 

















IFINIAP,EQ,01 GO TO 20 
READ( IDl, 10201 IUOIAPP( I I ,VDIAPPI I I, I=l,NIAPI 
20 KKK=NP+l 
WRITEIID2,l030) ANAME1ll,ANAME(21,NOPOLY,NP 
WRITFI ID2,l0351 (PNAME, I,UPIIl,VP( II, I=l,KKKI 





WRITE( 102,20301 EPSMUL 
WRITE(ID2,20401 XSTART 
WRITE(I02,20501 XEND 
IFINP,GT,21 GO TD 90 
CALL QUAD(UP,VP,NP,URODT,VRODT,MULTI,EPSQI 
85 WRITEIID2,l0371 
WRITE I 102 ,10861 I 1,URODTI 11,VRDOTI I I ,MULTI I I 1, 1=1,NRDDTI 
GD TO 10 





WRITE ( ID2, 10351 (HNAME, !,UH( 11,VH( 11, l'=l,KKKI 
IF(NH,GT,21 GD TO 150 
CALL QUAD(UH,VH,NH,URDDT,VROOT,NRODT,MULTl,EPSQI 
CALL MULTIP(UP,VP,NP,URDOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSMULI 
GO TO 85 
l50 CALL METHODIUH,VH,NH,UOIAPP,VOIAPP,NIAP,UROOT,VROOT,NRODT,URIAPP,V 
TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 
lRIAPP,UOPOLY,VOPOLY,MULTl,ND,IROOT,EPSQ,XSTART,XEND,EPSCNV,EPSMUL! 
42 lf(NROOT.NE.01 GO TO 170 
43 WRITE(I02,10701 NOPOLY 
44 GO TO 200 
45 170 CALL MULTIP(UP,VP,NP,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSMUL! 
46 WRITE(!02,1065l 
47 WRITEII02,1080l 
48 WRIHII02,l085l (l,UROOTlll,VROOTl!l,MULTllll,URIAPPIIl,VR!APPIII, 
11 = l, I ROOT I 
49 KKK=IROOT+l 
50 IFIIROOT.LT.NROOTI WRITE!I02,1086l 11,UROOT(!l,VROOT(ll,MULTIIII,! 
l=KKK,NROOTI 
51 2 0 0 IF IN O. E Q. 0 I GO TO l 0 
52 230 WR!TE(!02,1090) 
53 WR!TEII02,10351 IONAME,J,UDPOLY(Jl,VDPOLY(Jl,J=l,NDI 
54 GO TO 10 
55 1000 FORMAT I 3112, lXI ,9X, 13, 1X,4ID6.0, lXI ,13X,2107.0, lX 1,111 
56 1010 FORMATl2D30.0I 
57 1020 FORMATl2030.0I 
58 1030 FORMATl1Hl,10X,41HGREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH ,21A41, 
l35HMETHOD TD FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOM!ALS/11X,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,1 
22,llH OF DEGREE ,12////1X,28HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF PIX) ARE//1 
59 1035 FORMATl3X,A2,12,4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 11 
60 1037 FORMATl///1X,13HZEROS OF P(Xl,55X,14HMULTIPLIC!T!ES//I 
61 1086 FORMATl3X,5HROOTl,12,4HI = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,7X,12,8X,23HS 
lOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD) 
62 1060 FORMAT(///1X,42HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF HIXI = PIXI/G.C.D. ARE//1 
63 1070 FORMAT(///1X,42HNO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,121 
64 1065 FORMAT(///1X,61HAFTER THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF PIX) AREi 
65 1085 FORMATl3X,5HROOT(,12,4HI = ,023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,7X,12,7X,D23, 
116,3H + ,D23.16,2H II 
66 1090 FORMATl///,1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO 
lZEROS WERE FOUN0//1 
67 1080 FORMATl///1X,13HROOTS OF P!Xl,52X,14HMULTIPL!C!T!ES,17X,21HIN!TIAL 
l APPROXIMATION//) 
68 2000 FORMATl1X,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121 
69 2010 FORMAT(lX,29HMAX!MUM NUMBER OF ITERAT!ONS.,llX,131 
70 2020 FORMATl1X,2lHTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,D9.21 
71 2030 FORMATlli,24HTEST FOR MULT!PLIC!TIES.,10X,D9.2I 
72 2040 FORMATl1X,23HRAOIUS TO START SEARCH.,11X,D9.21 
73 2050 FORMATl1X,21HRAD!US TO END SEARCH.,13X,D9.21 
74 2060 FORMATl//lXI 

































































* THIS SUBROUTINE USES NEWTON'S METHOD TO EXTRACT THE ZEROS OF A * 
*POLYNOMIAL.A SEQUENCE OF APPROXIMATIONS IS CONSTRUCTED CONVERGING TO A * 
* ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA * 
* XIN+ll = XINI-P(XINII/P' (XINII. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION RA,VA,RXZERO,VXZERO,RB,VB,RCOEF,VCOEF,RX,VX,RXINI 
lT,VXINIT,RC,VC,RO,VD,RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXNEW,VXNEW,RXO,VXO,EPSCHK, 
2EPSCNV,EPSQ,EPSMUL,XSTART,XEND,ABPX,ABDPX 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DI ME NS I ON RA I 261 , VA( 261, RB 126 I, VB 12 61, RC I 261, VC I 261, RD I 26 I, VD I 261 , 
lRCOE F ( 2 61 , VCOE F ( 261, MULTI 2 51, RX ZERO 12 51, VXZE RO I 251,RXI251, VX ( 251, R 
2XINIT(251,VXINIT(251 
COMMON EPSCHK,102,MAX 













RXO=RXZEROIL I 180 
VXO=VXZEROILI 181 
DO ·5 1=1 1 NA 188 
RCOEFlll=RAIII 190 
5 VCOEF I I l=VAI 11 191 




IFIABDPX.NE.0.01 GO TO 20 
IF(ABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 70 
GO TO 110 





CALL CHECK(RPX 1 VPX 1 RDPX,VDPX,RXO,VXO,KANSl 
IF(KANS.EQ.11 GO TO 70 194 
IF(ITER.GE.MAXI GO TO 40 
GO TO 10 208 
40 CALL ALTER(RXZEROILl,VXZERO(Ll,IALTER,ITIMEI 
IFIIALTER.GT.51 GO TO 110 
RXO=RXZERO(LI 
VXO=VXZF.RO(Ll 
I TER=O 244 
GO TO 10 748 
60 ND=NDEF+l 



























































GO TO 140 










80 IF(NROOT.GE.NI GO TO 147 
NDEF=NDEF-1 
NUM=NDEF+l 
DO 105 l=l,NUM 






IFIABDPX.NF..0.01 GO TO 107 
IF(ABPX.EQ.0.01 GO TO 130 




IFIKANS.EQ.ll GO TO 130 
110 IF(NDEF.GT.21 GO TO 113 
IROOT=K 
CALL QUAO(RCOEF,VCOEF,NDEF,RX,VX,K,MULT,EPSQI 
GO TO 150 
113 IF(L.LT.NIAPI GO TO 115 
IFIXENO.EQ.0.01 GO TO 60 
IFIXSTART.GT.XENDI GO TO 60 
NIAP=N 






I AL TER=O 
GO TO 10 
130 MULT(Kl=MULTIKl+l 
NROOT=NROOT+ l 
GO TO 80 






KKK= I ROOT+ l 
IF I I ROOT.LT.KI WRITE I IO 2 ,'l 06 2 I I l, RX I I I , VX I 11 , MUL Tl I I , I =KKK, KI 
EPSCHK=EPSCNV . . . ~ 
CALL 8fiTTER(K,RXZERO,VXZERO,RX,VX,NA,RA,VA,RCOE~,VCOEF,N,RC,VC,R8, 
lVB I . · · 















































TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 
1025 FORMATl///1X,61HBEFORE THE ATTEMPT TD IMPROVE ACCURACY, THE ZEROS 
lOF P(XI AREi 
1050 FORMAT(///2X,13HROOTS OF PIXl,52X,14HMULTIPLICITIES,17X,21HINITIAL 
l APPROXIMATION/II 
1060 FORMATl3X,5HROOTl,12,4HI ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I,7X,l2,7X,D23. 
116,3H + ,D23.16,2H II 
1062 FORMATl3X,5HROOTl,12,4HI ,D23.16,3H + ,D23,16,2H I,7X,12,6X,23HS 






* * * SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE * 
* DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION APPR,APPl,XSTART,DUMMY,BETA 
















































TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE ALTERIXOLDR,XOLDl,NALTER,ITIMEI 
······**************************************·******************************* 
* * * SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO * 
* CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION XOLDR,XOLDl,DUMMV,ABXOLD,BETA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DCOS,DSIN 
DOUBLE PRECISION DATAN2 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
COMMON DUMMV,102,MAX 
IF(ITIME.NE.01 GO TO 5 
!TIME =1 
WRITE(I02,10101 MAX 
5 IF(NALTER.F.Q.O) GO TO 10 
WRITE(I02,lOOOI XOLDR,XOLDI 






GO TO (30,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 XOLDR=-XOLDR 
XOLDl=-XOLDl 





1000 FORMAT(lX,D23,16,3H + ,D23,16,2H ! 1 10X,21HALTEREO APPROXIMATION) 
1010 FORMAT(///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AF 
lTER ,13,12H ITERATIONS,//) 









































7. ~i l) 
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• SUlll\OUTINI: QUAD SllLVFS OIR[CTLV FOR Hit ZEROS ANO THEIR MULTIPLICITIES • 
• llF [(THER A QUADRATIC PfllVNOMIAL OR A LINFAR FACTllR. SOLUTION Of TltE * 
* QUADRATIC IS ODNE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. * 
* * 
***************•************************************************************ 
l)(llJ!lLE PllECISION lJA,VA,UHOOT,VRllOT,lWl),LJAAA,VAAA,UOISC,VDISC,UOlJMM 
l V, VllUMMY, ROUMM V, SllUMrW, E PS r, Ufll10, V[lllll 
OOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DIMFNSION UA(?.61,VA( 2hl ,UROOT(251,VRUOT(251,MULTl(251 
IF(NA.[Q.21 GO TU 7 
IF(NA.EQ.11 GO TO 5 
lJ I([) 0 T ( N ll U OT + l I = 0 , 0 
VHOOT(NRllOT•ll=O.O 
MULTI (NllUUT+l I =l 
NI\OlJT=NRUOHl 
GO TO 50 
'i IHI ll = lJ A ( l I * U A ( l I +VA ( l I *VA ( l I 
Ul\0( IT l N ROOT• l I = l -UA l 2 I *UA l I 1-V Al 2 I *VA l 11 I/ fl [lfl 
VRllOT l NROOT+ l) = (-VA( 2) *UAl l) •UAl 2) *VA( l)) /Bl31! 
MlJL ll ( NR!IOT• l) =l 
NRIJ(JT=NROOT+ l 
Gfl Tll 50 
7 Ufll SC =l UA(?) *UA l 2)-VA( 21 *VA(?.) )-(',.0* l UA( l l*UA( 3 )-VA( l) *VAi 3))) 
V n l SC= l VA l ?l *UA l 2 ) -1u Al 2) *VA l 2 ) ) - ( 1,. O* ( VA ( l I *UA I 3) i-UA ( l) *VA ( 3) ) I 
Hflfl=OSQ~T(UOISC*UDISC+VOISC*VOISC) 
IF(flBH.LT.EPST) GO TO 10 
CALL COMSQT(UOISC,VOISC,UOUMMV,VOUMMYI 






B llfl = UA A A* lJA AA• V AAA *VAA A 
lJ IW(ll l Nl\llflT H l = ( lJllf\ll *UAAM Vllflll *VAAA I I Bill\ 
VllOUT(NROOT+l)=(VRHH*lJAAA-UHHH*VAAA)/HHfl 
Ul\l)()T I N I\UO T + 2) = ( I\ l1U'1MY * UAA A •SOUM MY *VAAA) I B !lfl 
vrrnrn l Nl\llllT • 7 I= t S DUMM V * UA AA-I\ DUMMY *VAAA) I [l[l[l 
MUL r I (Nll.OOT+l) =l 
MULTI (NI\OOT•?l=l 
NIHlUT=NRllfJT+? 
GO TO 'i() 
10 l.JAAA=Z.O*UA( 11 
VAAA=2.0*VA( 11 
ll 11 LI= UAAA* UA AA+ VAAA *VA AA 
UI\Oll T ( N IUllJ T + l I = (-LIA ( 2 I *UA A A-VA l 2) * VAA A) Ill flfl 
VllOOT(NROOT+l)=(-VA(2)*lJAAA•lJA(2)•VAAAI/B88, 
MlJL TI ( Nl\llllT • l I =2 
NI\OCIT=NROOT+l 








C * * C * HORNER'S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF A POLYNOMIAL PIXI AT A POINT D AND* 
C * ITS DERIVATIVE AT D. SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO,DEFLATE THE * 
C * POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE FACTOR IX-DI. * 
C * * 
C **************************************************************************** 
274 DOUBLE PRECISION VDPX,RXO,VXO,RB,VB,RC,VC,RPX,VPX,RDPX,RA,VA 
275 DIMENSION RAI 261,VAI 261,RB(261 ,VB(261 ,RCl26l ,VCl26 l 
276 RB(ll=RAlll 516 
277 VB(ll=VA(ll 517 
278 NUM=NDEF+l 520 
279 00 10 1=2,NUM 524 
280 RBlll=RAlll+(RBll-ll*RXO-VBll-ll*VXOI 
281 10 VBll l=VA( ll+IVB( 1-ll*RXO+RB( 1-ll*VXOI 
2R2 RPX=RB(NUMI 532 
2R3 VPX=VB(NUMI 533 
284 RClll=RBlll 540 
285 VC(ll=VB(ll 541 
286 IF(NDEF.LT.21 GO TO 25 
2B7 DO 20 J=2,NOEF 544 
288 RC(Jl=PB(Jl+(RC(J-ll*RXO-VC(J-ll*VXOI 
289 20 VC(Jl=VB(Jl+(VCIJ-ll*RXO+RC(J-ll*VXOI 
290 25 RDPX=RC(NOEFI 552 
291 VDPX=VC (NOEF I 553 
292 RETURN 572 



















SUBROUTINE NEWTONIRPX,VPX,RDPX,VOPX,RXO,VXO,RXNEW,VXNEWI 600 
**************************************************************************** 
* * 
* THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES A NEW APPROXIMATION FROM THE OLD APPROX- * 
* IMATION BY USING THE ITERATION FORMULA * 
* XI N+ 11 = XI N 1-P I XI N 11 / P' IX IN 11 • * 
* * 
***********************************•••**************************************' 
DOUBLE PRECISION RPX,VPX,ROPX,VOPX,RXO,VXO,RXNEW,VXNEW,ARG 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DOUBLE PPECISION ODO 
ARG=ROPX*RDPX+VDPX*VDPX 











































* THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX-





* ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IPIXINII/P 1 (XINIII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF X(N+ll. 
* WHEN IT IS AS SMALL AS DESIRED, CONVERGENCE IS OBTAINED. 
* 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXO,VXO,ABSXO,ABSQUO,RDUMMV,VDU 749 
lMMY,EPS 750 
DOUBLE PRECISION DDD 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARG 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 751 
ABSXO=DSQRTIRXO*RXO+VXO*VXOI 
IFIABSXO.EQ.O,I GO TO 25 
ARG=RDPX*RDPX+VDPX*VDPX 
DDD=DSQRTIARGI 




IF(ABSQUO/ABSXO,LT,EPS) GO TO 10 
KANS=O 760 
RETURN 764 























































TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 




* SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUND * 
* BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH NEWTON'S METHOD APPLIED TO * 
* THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION RXZERO,VXZERO,RX,VX,RA,VA,RCOEF,VCOEF,RC,VC,RB,VB 805 
1,RXO,VXO,RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPX,RXNEW,VXNEW,EPS 806 
DOUBLE PRECISION ABPX,ABDPX 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DIMENSION RXZEROl 25) ,VXZEROI 251,RXI 25) ,VXI 25) ,RAl26l ,VAi 261 ,RCOEF ( 808 
12 6 l , VCO E FI 2 6 l , RC I 2 6 l , VC I 26 l , RB I 2 6 l , VB I 2 6 l 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 
DO 10 l=l ,K 812 
RXZEROlll=RXl!l 815 
10 VXZEROlll=VX(ll 816 
DO 20 !=!,NA 
RCOE1Flll=RAl!l 824 
20 VCOEFll)=VA(ll 825 
cifi 50 J=l,K 828 




30 CALL HORNERIRCOEF,VCOEF,RXO,VXO,NN,RB,VB,RC,VC,RPX,VPX,RDPX,VDPXl 
ABPX=DSQRTIRPX*RPX+VPX*VPXl 
A80PX=OSQRTIRDPX*ROPX+VOPX*VOPXI 
IFl~BDPX.NE.O.OI GO TO 33 
IFIABPX.EQ.O.Ol GO TO 40 
GO TO 34 





IFIKANS.EQ.ll GO TO 40 844 
!Fl ITER.GE.MAXl GO TO 35 
GO TO 30 864 
34 WR. !TE 1102, 1112 l RXO, VXO 
35 WRITEll02,100l J,RXZEROIJl,VXZEROIJI 
WRITEII02,200) MAX 
40 RX(Jl=RXO 870 
VX(J)=VXO 871 
50 CONTINUE 872 
RETURN 876 
1112 FORMATl1H0,36HTHE VALUE OF THE DERIVATIVE AT XO= ,D23.16,3H + ,D2 
13.16,2H 1,lOH IS ZERO.I 
100 FORMATl42HD1N THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,12,4HI = ,023 
l.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,18H DID NOT CONVERGE.I 

















































GO TO 100 
20 IFIUXI 40,50,60 
30 UY=AAA 
VY=l313B 




GO TO 100 
50 UY=O.O 
VY=O. 0 






•3g5 SUBROUTINE DERIVIUA,VA,NA,UB,VB,NBi 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**** 
C * * C * GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL P(XI, SUBROUTINE OERIV COMPUTES THE COE~FICIENTS OF * 
C * ITS DERIVATIVE P'IXI. • 
C * * 
C •*****************••••••••••••*****•~~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••******* 
396 DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UB,VB 
397 DIMENSION UAl261,VAl261,UBl261,VB(261 
398 IF(NA.GE.21 GO TD 30 




403 GO TO 50 
404 20 UBlll=UAlll 
405 VBI l l=VA( 11 
406 NR=O 
407 GO TO 50 
408 30 NB=NA-1 
409 DO 40 l=l,NA 
410 BBB=NA-1+1 
411 UBlll=BRB*UAIII 
412 40 VBlll=BAB*VA(II 






















































TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE OIVIOEIUF,VF 1 NF,UG,VG,NG,UH,VH,NH) 
**************************************************************************** 
* * 
* GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS FIX! ANO GIXI, SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES THE * 
* QUOTIENT POLYNOMIAL H(XI = F(XI/G(XI. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UF,VF,UG,VG,UH,VH,UX,VX,UC,VC,UPX,VPX,UOPX,VOPX,U 
lTERM,VTERM,UDUMMY,VOUMMY,EPS 
DOUBLE PRECISION OENOM 
DIMENSION UFl261,VFl26l ,UGl261,VGl26l ,UHl261,VHl26l ,UCl26l ,VCl261 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 
IFING,GE.21 GO TO 60 
IFING.EQ.ll GO TO 30 
NH=NF 
KKK=NF+l 
00 20 l=l,KKK 
OENOM=UGlll*UGlll+VGlll*VGlll 
UHi I l=IUFI I )*UGI l l+VFI I l*VGI ll l/OENOM 
20 VHlll=IVFlll*UGlll-UFlll*VGllll/OENOM 









GO TO 100 
60 NH=NF-NG 
DENOM=UGlll*UG(ll+VG(ll*VG(ll 
UH I l I= I UF I ll *UGI l !+VF I l I *VG I l l II OE NOM 
VHlll=IVF(ll*UGlll-UF(ll*VGlll)/OENOM 
KKK=NH+l 







IFIJ.EQ.ll GO TO 90 
IFIJ,GE.NG+ll GO TO 90 
J=J+l 
K=K-l 

































































TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE GCD(UP,VP,NP,UDP,VDP,NDP 1 URK,VRK,NK,EPSGI 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• GIVEN POLVNOM(ALS P(XI AND DP(XI WHERE DEG. DP(XI IS LESS THAN DEG. • 
• P(XI, SUBROUTINE GCD COMPUTES THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF P(XI AND • 
• DPIXI. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPSG 1 UP,VP,UDP,VDP,URK,VRK,UR1,VR1,UR2,VR2,UT,VT, 
1UU,VU,BEIEl 1 EPS 
DOUEILE PRECISION DENOM 
-OOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DI MENS ION URl ( 2 6 I, VR l ( 26 I, UR2 I 26 I, VR2 ( 261 1 UTI26 I , VT ( 26 I , UR Kl 26 I I VR 









DO 20 1=1,KKK 
UR2(ll=UDP(ll 
20 VR2 ( I l=VDP( I I 
50 DENOM=UR2(ll•UR2(ll+VR2lll*VR2111 
UU= (URl ( l l•UR2( l l+VRl( ll •VR21 l I I /DENOM 
VU= (VRl ( l l•UR21 l l-UR1 ( l l•VR2 ( 111/D.ENOM 
KKK=N2+1 
DO 70 1=1,KKK 
UT(ll=UR1(11-(UU•UR2(11-VU•VR2(111 
70 VT (II =VR 1111-( VU*UR2 (II +UU*VR2 (II I 
UT(ll=O.O 
VT(ll=O.O 
IF(Nl.EQ.N21 GO TO 90 
KKK=Nl+l 
NNN=N2+2 
DO BO l=NNN,KKK 
UT( 1 l=URl( II 
BO VT ( I I= VR 1 ( 11 
90 KKK=tH+l 
DO 100 1=1,KKK 
FIBEl=DSQRT (UT( I l•UT( 11 +VT( I l•VT ( 111 




DO 110 1=2 ,KKK 
DE NOM=UR2 ( 11 •UR 2 ( 11 +VR2 ( ll •VR2 ( 11 




GO TO 200 
120 M=Nl+l-1 




DO 150 J=l,KKK 
267 
TABLE XVIII-B (Continued) 
511 URllJl=UTINNN+JI 
512 150 VRllJl=VTINNN+JI 
513 GO TO 50 
514 160 Nl=N2 
515 KKK=Nl+l 
516 00 170 J=l,KKK 
517 URl(Jl=UR2IJI 




522 00 180 J=l,KKK 
523 UR21Jl=UTINNN+JI 
524 180 VR21Jl=VTINNN+JI 
525 GO TO 50 







































* GIVEN NR ZEROS OF A POLYNOMIAL, SUBROUTINE MULTIP COMPUTES THEIR * 
* MULTIPLfCITIES. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UROOT,VROOT,EPSPX,UWORK,VWORK,UB,VB,UC,VC,U 
lPX,VPX,UDPX,VDPX,BBB,EPS 
DOUBLE PR~CISION DSQRT 
DIMENSION UAl26l,VAl261,UROOT(251,VROOT(251,UWORK(261,VWORKl26l,MU 
lL TI 12 5 I , UBI 2 6 I , VB I 261 , UC I 2 6 I , VC I 261 
COMMON EPS,102,MAX 
DO 50 l=l ,NR 
MUL Tl I I I =O 
KKK=NA+l 








IF(BBB,GT.EPSPXI GO TO 45 
MULTI ( 1 !=MULTI I I l+l 
!F(NWORK.LT.11 GO TO 50 
KKK=NWORK+l 
DO 40 J=l,KKK 
UWORK(Jl=UB(JI 
40 VWORKIJl=VBIJI 
GO TO 25 
45 IFIMULTIIII.EQ.01 WRITEII02,10001 EPSPX,1,UROOTlll,VROOT(II 
50 CONTINUE 
100 RETURN 
1000 FORMATl///14H THE E~SILON 1,Dl0.03,49HI CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTIP 
l INDICATES THAT ROOTl,12,4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.l6,2H l/80H IS NO 





G.C.D, - MULLER'S METHOD 
1. Use of the Programs 
Two programs using the grestest common divisor method supported 
by Muller's method are presented here, The .first is the single 
precision program. The second program is in double precision and is 
designed to perform double precision complex arithmetic, These pro-
grams are written for use on any computer using FORTRAN IV language. 
They have been tested on the IBM S/360 mod. 50 computer which has a 
32 bit word. However, it may be necessary to change the system func-
tions as described below. The single precision program may be changed 
to double precision as described below. 
After selecting the desired program, the input data should be 
prepared as described in section 2, 
Each program is designed to solve polynomials of degree 25 or 
less, Both the coefficient of the highest degree term and the constant 
coefficient should be non-zero; In order to solve polynomials of 
degree N where N > 25, certain array dimensions must be changed. 
These are listed in Table XIX, 
268 
TABLE XIX 
PROGRAM CHANGES FOR SOLVING POLYNOMIALS OF DEGREE 
GREATER THAN 25 BY G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD 


























UB (N+ 1) , VB (N+ 1) 
Subroutines DERIV, DIVIDE, and GCD 
See corresponding subroutines of Table XIV in Appendix D. 
Subroutines MULLER, BETTER, GENAPP, 
HORNER and QUAD 
269 
See Main Program or corresponding subprograms of Table IX in Appendix Co 
Certain computers may require that the system functions of Table X 
in Appendix C be changed in both the single precision and double pre-
cision programs. 
When used on the IBM S/360 with the WATFOR compiler for FORTRAN IV, 
the system functions given in Tables X-A of Appendix C and XIV-A of 
Appendix D must be typed in a declaration statement. These also appear 
in the program listing. For use without the WATFOR compiler or on 
270 
other computers, these system functions might have to be removed. 
The single precision program may be converted to double precision 
for use on machines equipped to perform double precision complex arith-
metic provided the following changes or their equivalent are made and 
the system functions of Table XX are used and typed in a declaration 
statement where necessary. The changes presented below are those 
required for the IBM S/360. A "c" denotes a complex number and an "r" 
denotes a real number, The format statements should be changed from 
E-type to D-type. 
In the main program and each subprogram change COMPLEX c1 ,c2 ,.,, 
to COMPLEX*l6 cl,c2'''' and add IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,0-Z). 
TABLE XX 
SYSTEM FUNCTIONS FOR CONVERTING SINGLE PRECISION G.C"D' -
MULLER'S METHOD TO DOUBLE PRECISION 
Single Precision changed to Double Precision 
CABS (c) 
Subroutines GCD, MULTIP, MULLER, 
TEST, and QUAD 
- absolute value - CDABS (c) 
·. Subroutines CALC, GENAPP, 
ALTER, and QUAD 
See corresponding subprograms of Table XI in Appendix C, 
2, Inp.ut Data for G,C,D. - Muller's Method 
The input data for G.C.D. - Muller's m:ethod is prepared exactly as 
271 
that for G.C.D, - Newton's m.ethod as described in Appendix D, § 2, 
3, Variables Used in G.C.D, - Muller's Method 
The definitions of the major variables used in the G.C.D, 
Muller's Method are referenced in Table XXI. The symbols used in the 
referenced tables are described in Appendix B, § 3. For variables not 
listed see the corresponding subprogram of Table VIII in Appendix B, 
TABLE XXI 
VARIABLES USED IN G.C.D. - MULLER'S METHOD 
Main Program and Subroutines DERIV, 
DIVIDE, GCD, and MULTIP 
See corresponding subprogram of Table XVIII in Appendix D. 
Subroutines MULLER, BETTER, TEST, 
ALTER, HORNER, and QUAD 
See Mairi Pro~ram or corresponding subprogram of Table XIII in Appendix C, 
4, Description of Program Output 
The output from the G.C.D. - Muller's method is the same as that· 
for G.C.D, - Newton's method as described in Appendix D; § 4. 
5. Informative and Error Messages 
The informative and error messages are the same as those for 
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Figure 13.2. Flow Charts for G,C,D, 
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113 
L<-L+I 
/loan ..... 11,. 
MUlT .. - MULTI 
XI~ 1111'*;;,, 
u ... ,,.,t, 
x, ... u,'1,i 
tTU<-1 
CALL C:IILC CIILL T&IT 
lll,XZ,U1 Pll1PXZ,11---4'':>II Ill, ll+1 CONV 






, ... , ... 





PXI .... PJIJ 
Pll2 .... PIIJ 
ITillf-lUll+I 
HROOT ... o 
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Figure 13,2. (Continued) 
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D+-QJ[ p11-C1•1111)PJ1-t- QN•llj) 
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U +- UTIIIT• COS ( 9'f 11) 
V ..,.ISTIIAT•llll(HTII) 
APP,,l .... ,,., .. ,u,vJ 
8iU ... UTA+ 'IT/6 





Figure 13. 2 .• (Continued) 
ALTER 
V .... Im ,u, 
l( ..... Ji'e ll2 
11 .... IUI 
llTAf-TftN"'(f) 
IIErA o- BHR+ Tr/ .9 
URo- R•COS(BUII) 
iu ... A• SIN(BETR) 
n - Cl'\PU(UR,•n) 
279 
Nit i- NI 
DIVIDE 
NNFO:- N• 
fl, Nlll=J ll, H .c, 
P• 1 DPJI 
1-----1:>1 NI ..... HF -NG 
H1+- F,/G, 
TfAM ..... "I 
': <:- a. I(+-,_, 
\.T!.--------<>! Hi - ~ 
Figure 13. 2. (Continued) 
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Roar +- o 
N.IOOf<tl 
/'IUL17 t- I N.tUtor.,, 





t<r---~ Mum,,, • .:;;, 1 
MIIOOT 
UV .._. "I/IA 
VV <- -BBB 
UY<- o 
V V <- 'Viu'ii 
HIIOOT +- #IOOT -ti 
COMSQT 





Rott,~,;; - Ff. 
. 
l'IULTt - 1. 
~ROOT'fl 
NAoor +-1i1Roor+\ 
UY ..... AA A 
VV <- BIIB 
u~ +-'1/iuif 
vy +.: o 
(Continued) 
DUl1'f .. ~ 
RRR +-. iR, 
Roo1 ••• :;;. (-R~· ou11Mv)/ IIRR 
,toot4Hr.,(-82-l)Uf"Lt1'1)/ ffltA 
MULTI· ,._ I 
NIIOOT•t 


































































• SINGLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR G,C,D. ~ MULLER'S METHOD 
• • 
•· . 
• THE G,C,D. METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEtR MULTIPLICITIES OF A • 
• POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25, ALL MULTIPLE ROOTS ARE REMOVED BY • 
• DiVIDING THE POLYNOMIAL BY THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF THE POLYNOMIAL• 
• AND JTS DERIVATIVE• THE ZEROS OF THE RESULTING POLYNOMIAL ARE EXTRACTED• 
• AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES DETERMINED, • 
• • 
····~······································································· COMPLEX P1 0IAPP,ROOT,DP,RK,H 
DIMENSION Pl26l,OlAPPl251,ROOTl251 1 MULTll251iDPl261iRKl261 
DIMENSION H(26l,ANAME121 
Cd~MON DUMl,EPSQ,EPSCNV,102,MAX 
DA tA PNAME ,HNAME, DNAME/2HP 1, 2HHI, 2HDI I 





1END 1 KCHECK 
iFLKCHECK~EQ~ll STOP 
KKK;.NPH . 
REA01fo1,1oio1 l·PI lld=l;KKKI 
IFINIAPrEQ,01 GO TO 20 
READI 101, 10201 IOIAPPI 11, l'"l,NIAPI 
20 KKK,.NP+l . 










IFINP,GT,21 GO TO 90 
CALL QOADIP,NP1RDOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSQI 
85 WRITEII02,1037i 
WR IHI I02, l 0.86 I I f, ROD T 111 , MUL T 1111 , I= 1, NROOT I 
GO TO 10 






IFINH,GT,21 GO TO 150 
CALL ~UAO!H,NH~ROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSQI 
CALL MULTIPIP,NP,ROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSMUL,NdPOLYI 
,GO TO 85 
150 CALL MULLE~IH,NH,OIAPP;NIAP,XSTART,XEND,EPSl'IUL,P,NP,NOPOLYI 
GO TO 10 
1086 FORMATl2X,5HROOTl,12,4HI = ,El4,713H + ,El4.7,2H l,lOX112,llX,23HS 
lOLVED BV DIRECT METHODI 
TABLE XXI-A, (Continued) 
45 1000 FORMATl3112,1Xl,9X,13,1X,41E6.0,1X1 1 13X,21E7.0 1 1Xl,111 
46 1010 FORMATl2E30.0I 
47 1020 FORMATl2E30.0I 
48 1030 FOR~ATl1Hl,lOX,41HGREATEST COMMON otv1soR METHOD USED WITH ,21A41, 
135HMETHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS/llX,lBHPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,I-
22,llH OF DEGREE ,12////1X,28HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE//1 
49 103~ FORMATl3X,A2,12,4HI • ,E14.7,3H + ,E14.7,2H II 
50 2000 FORMATl1X,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121 
51 2010 FORMAT(lX,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS.,llX,131 
52 2020 FORMATl1X 1 21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X 1 E9.21 -
53 2030 FORMATl1X;24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICITIES.,10X,E9.21 
54_ 2040 FORMATl1X,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH.,11X,E9.21 
55. 2050 FORMAT I 1X 1 21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH., 13X,E9.21 
56 2060 FORMATl//lXI 
57 2070 FORMATl1X 1 31HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD,3X,E9.21 
~8 1037 FORMAT(/// 1 1X~l3HZEROS OF PIXl,37X,14HMULTIPLICITIES//I 
'59 1060 FORMATl///1X,42HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF HIXI • PIXI/G.C,D. ARE//) 
60 END 
61 SUBROUTINE DERIVIA,NA,B,NBI 
283 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*********•••• 
C • * C * GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL PIXI, SUBROUTINE DERIV COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF * 
C * ITS DERIVATIVE P'I XI~ , * 
C • * 
C •••••••***************•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*********** 62 COMPLEX A,B 
63 DIMENSION Al261,Bl26l 
64 IFINA,GE,21 GO TO 30 
65 lFINA.EQ,11 GO TO 20 
66 Blll•O.O 
67 NB=-1 
68 GO TO 50 
69 20 Bl l l=AI ll \-
70 NB=O 
71 GO TO 50 
12 30 NB=NA-1 
73 DO 40 1=1,NA 
74 BBB=NA-1+1 
75 40 Blll=BBB*AIII 
76 50 RETURN 
11 END 
284 
TABLE XXI-A (Continued) 
78 ·SUBROUTINE OlVIDEIF,NF,G,NG,H,NHI 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••************************* 
C • * C • GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS FIX) AND GIXI, SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES THE • 
C • QUOTIENT POLYNOMIAL Hl·XI = FIXI/GIXI. * 
C * * 
C **************************•************************************************* 
79 COMPLEX F,G,H,X,PX,TERM 
80 DIMENSION Fl261,Gl261,Hl26l 
81 COMMON DUM1,DUM2,EPS,102,MAX 
82 IFING.GE.21 GO TO 60 
Si IFJNG.EQ.11 GO TO 30 
84 NH=NF 
85 ~KK=NF+l 
86 DO 20 1=1,KKK 
87 20 Hlll=FIII/Glll 
88 GO TO 100 
89 . 30 X=-.Gl21/Glll 
90 NNF=NF 
91 CALL HORNERINNF,F,X,H,PXI 
92 NH=NNF-1 
93 GO TO 100 
94 60 NH=NF-NG 
95 Hlll=Flll/Glll 
96 KKK=NH+l 




101 70 TERM=TERM-G(Jl*H(KI 
102 IF(J.EQ.11 GO TO 90 
103 IF(J,GE.NG+ll GO TO 90 
104 J=J+l 
105 K=K-1 
106 GO TO 10 
107 90 Hlll=TERH/Glll 































































TABLE XXI-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE GCOIP,NP,OP,NOP,RK 1 NK,EPSGl 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
.• GIVEN POLYNOMIALS P(Xl AND OP(Xl WHERE DEG. OPCXl IS LESS THAN DEG. * 
• P(Xl 1 SUBROUTINE GCO CQMPUTES 1THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF PCXI ANO * 
•.DPCXt. * 
• • 
....................................................•...... , ............... . 
COMPLEX Rl,R2,RK 1 U,T,P 1 0P 
DIMENSION Rll261 1 R21261,Tl26l 1 RKl261,Pl261,DPl261 




00 10 l=l ,KKK 
10 Rllll=PIII 
KKK=N2H 




DO 70 l=l,KKK 
10 Tl ll=Rll I I-U*R211 I 
Tlll=O.O 
IFCNi.EQ.N21 GO TO 90 
KKK=Nl + 1 
NNN=N2+2 
00 BO l=NNN 1 KKK 
BO Tll l=Rl 111 
90 KKK=NUl 
DO 100 I= l ,KKK 
BBB=CABSITC I I l 




00 llO 1=2,KKK 
110 RK(ll=R2(1l/R2111 
RK 111=1,0 
GO TO 200 
120 M=Nl H-1 




00 150 J=l 1 KKK 
150 RllJt=TCNNN+JI 
GO TO 50 
160 Nl=N2 
KKK•NHl 





DO 180 J•l,KKK 
180 R21Jl=TCNNN+JI 



































TABLE XX.I-A (Continued) 
.SUBROUTINE HULTIP(A,NA,ROOT,NR,HULTl,EPSPXI . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 






•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX A,ROOT,WORK,PX,OPX,B 
DIMENSION Al261 1 ROOTl251,WORKl261,MULTll251,B1261 
COMMON OUMl,OUH2 1 EPS,102,MAX 
00 50 l=l,NR 
MULTllll=O 
KKK=NA+l 
00 2·0 J=l,KKK 
20 WORKIJl:AIJI 
NWORK:NA 
25 CALL HORNERINWORK 1 WORK,ROOTlll,B,PXI 
NWORK=NWORK-1 
BBB:CABSIPXI 
IF{BBB.GT.EPSPXI GO TO 45 
MULTllll=MULTl(ll+l 
IFINWORK.LT,11 GO TO 50 
KKK=NWORK+l 
00 40 J=l,KKK 
40 WORKIJ!=BIJI 
GO TO 25 
45 IFIMULTl(II.EQ.01 WRITEII02,1000l EPSPX,1,ROOT(II 
. 50. CONTINUE 
100 RETURN 
1000 FORHATl///l4H THE EPSILON ( 1 El4.7 1 49HI CHECK IN SUBROUTINE MULTIP 
. llNOICATES THAT ROOTI 1 12,4HI = ,El4.7,3H. + ,El4.7,2H l/80H IS NOT C 



































































• MULLER'S METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS ANO THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A * 
• POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25. THROUGH THREE GIVEN POINTS THE • 
• POLYNOMIAL IS APPROXIMATED BY A QUADRATIC. THE ZERO OF THE QUADRATIC • 
• CLOSEST TO THE OLD APPROXIMATION IS TAKEN AS THE NEW APPROXIMATION. • 
• IN THIS HANNER A SFQUENCE IS OBTAINED CONVERGING TO A ZERO~ * 
• • 















I APP= l 
I HR= l 
IFINAPP.NE,01 GQ TO [8 
NAl'P=NP 
CALL GENAPPI APP,NAPP, XS'TART 1 · 
GO TO 27 
18 00 7.0 l=l,NAPP 
20 APPll,21=01APPIII 
DO 25 l=l,NAPP 
APPi 1, l l=0.9•APP 11,21 
.25 APPll,31=1,l*APPll,21 
'27 KKK=NPi-l . 









'50 CALL CALCIXl,X2,X3,PXl,PX2,PX3,X4,Q4,H31 
55 CALL HORNERINWORK,WORK,X4,B,PX41 
AB1=CA8SCPX3I 
IFIABl,E0,0,01 GD TO 60 
QQQ=CABS1PX4I/CABSIPX3I 
IFIQQQ,LE,10,1 GO TO 60 
Q4=0.5*Q4 
X4=X3+H3•04 
GO TO 55 
60 CALL TESTIX3,X4,CONVI 
IFICUNVI GO TO 120 
IFIITER,LT,MAXI GO TO 110 
CALL ALTERIAPPIIAPP,11,APPIIAP~,21,APPIIAPP,3),NALTER,ITlH~I 
IFINALTER.GT,51 GO TO 75 
288 
TABLE XXI-A (Continued) 
.?.38 I TER=l 
239 GO TO 40 
240 75 IFIIAPP.LT.NAPPI GO TO 100 
241 IFIXEND.EQ.0.01 GO TO 70 
242 IFIXSTART.GT.XENDI GO TO 70 
243 NAPP=NP 
244 CALL GENAPP(APP,NAPP 1 XSTART! 
245 .IAPP=O 
246 GO TO 100 
247 70 WRITEII02,1090t 
248. KKK=NWORK+l 
249 WRITEII02,10351 IONAME,J,WORKIJl,J=l,KKKI 
250 80 IFINROOT.EQ.01 GO TO 90 
251 WRITEII02,l0601 
252 lFIIPATH.EQ.11 GO TO 82 
253 81 IPATH=2 
254 CALL BETIERIA~NP,ROOT,NROOT,RAPP,IROOT,MULTI 
255 WRITEII02 1 12001 
256 CALL MULTIPIP,NOEG 1 ROOT,NROOT,MULT,EPSMI 
257 82 IFINROOT.EQ.OIGO TO 90 
258 IF(IROOT.E0.01 GO TO 85 
259 WRITEII02,10801 
260 DO A3 1=1,IROOT 
261 83 WRITEII02 1 10851 1,ROOTlll,MULTlll,RAPPll,21 
262 IFIIROOI.LT.NROOTI GO TO 85 
263 l GO TO 87 
264 as KKK=IROOT+l 
265 WRITEII02,1086l 11,ROOTlll,MULTlll,l~KKK,NROOTI 
266 87 IFIIPATH.EQ.11 GO TO 81 
267 RETURN 
26B 90 WRITEII02,10701 NOPOLY 
269 RETURN 
270 100 IAPP=IAPP+l 
271 ITER=l 
272 NALTER=O 
273 GO TO 40 








2B2 125 IFINOMULT.LT.NPI GO TO 130 
283 GO TO 80 
284 130 CALL HORNERINWORK 1 WORK,X4,B,PX41 
285 NWORK=NWORK-1 
286 KKK=NWORK+l 
287 DO 140 l=l,KKK 
288 140 WORKlll=BIII 
289 CALL HORNER!NWORK 1 WORK 1 X4,B,PX4l 
290 CCC=CABS1PX4I 
291 IFICCC.LT.EPSMI GO TO 150 
292 IFINWORK.GT.21 GO TO 75 
293 IROOT=NROOT 
294 CALL QUADIWORK,NWORK,ROOl,NROOT,MULT,EPSOI 
295 GO TO 80 
296 150 MULT(NROOTl=MULTINROOTJ+l 
297 NOMULT=NOMULT+l 
289 
TABLE XXI-A (Continued) 
298 GO TO 125 
299 110 Xl=X2 






306 GO. TO 50 
307 1090 FORMATl///,1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH NO 
lZEROS WERE FOUND/II 
308 1080 FORMATl///1X 1 13HROOTS OF P(Xl,37X 1 14HMULTIPLICITIES,llX,21HINITIAL. 
l APPROilMATION//1 
309 1070 FORMATl///1X,42HNO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,121 
310 1035 FORMAT(3X,A2,12,4HI = ,El4,7,3H • ,El4,7,2H II 
311 1085 FORMATl2X,5HROOTl,12 1 4HI ,El4,7 1 3H • ,El4,7,2H 1,lOX,12,lOX,El4, 
17,3H • ,El4,7~2H II 
312 1086 FORMATl2X 1 5HROOTl,12,4HI = ,El4,7 1 3H • ,El4,7,2H 1,lOX,12,llX,23HS 
lOLVEO BY DIRECT METHOD) . 
313 1060 FORMATl///35H BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY) 


































































• SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUND * 
* BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH MULLER'S METHOD APPLIED TO • 
• THE FULL, UNDEFLATED POLYNOMIAL. * 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX ROOT,A,BAPP,Xl,X2,X3,PX1,PX2,PX3,B,ROOTS,X4,RAPP,Q4,H3 
LOGICAL CONV 





DO 10 1=1,NROOT 
BAPP I 1, 11 =ROOT 111 •EP SR T 
BA PP I I , 2 I"' ROOTI I I 
10 BAPPII,31=ROOTIIl•l2.0-EPSRTI 







20 CALL HORNERINP 1 A,X3,B,PX31 
CALL CALCIX1,X2,X3,PX1,PX2,PX3,X4,Q4,H3) 
30 CALL TESTIX3,X4,CONVI . 
IFICONVI GO TO 50 
IFCITER.LT.MAXI GO TO 40 
WRITEII02,10001 J,ROOTIJl,MAX 
WRITEII02,10101 X4 
IFIJ.LT.IROOTI GO TO 33 
IFIJ.EQ,IROOTI GO TO 35 
GO TO 100 
33 KKK=IROOT-1 
















GO TO 20 
L=L+l 
ROOTSILl=X4 
MUL Tl I. I =MUL TC JI 
CONTINUE 
IFIL.EQ,01 GO TO 
DO 110 1=1,L 






TABLE XXI-A (Continued) 
368 RETURN 
369 1000 FORMAT1///42H IN THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,12,4HI =, 
1El4.7,3H + ,El4.7 1 2H 1,24H DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ,13,llH ITERATIO 
2NSI 
370 1010 FORMATl30H THE PRESENT APPROXIMATION IS 1 El4.7,3H + 1 El4.7 1 2H 1//1 

















































SUBROUTINE CALCIX1 1 X2,X3,PX1,PX2,PX3,X4,Q4,H31 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• * 
• GIVEN THREE APPROXIMATIONS XIN-21, XIN-11, AND ~INI, SUBROUTINE CALC * 
• APPROXIMATES THE POLYNOMIAL BY A QUADRATIC AND SOLVES FOR THE ZERO OF .* 
* THE QUADRATIC CLOSEST TO XINI. THIS ZERO IS THE NEW APPROXIMATION * 
• XIN+ll TO THE ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL. * 
• * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX PX3,PX2,x1,x2,x~,PXl,H3,H2,Q3,D,B,C,DiSC,DENl,DEN2,Q4,X4 











IFIAAA,E0,0,01 GO TO 5 
GO TO 7 
5 THETA=0,0 
GO TO 9 
7 DISCl=AIMAGIDISCI 
DISCR=REALIDISCI 







A4A=CABSI DENl I 
BBB=C ABS I DEN2 I 
IFIAAA,LT,BBBI GO TO 10 
IFIAAA,E0,0.01 GO TO 60 
Q4=1-2.0•CJ/DEN1 
GO TO 50 
10 IFIBBB,EQ,0,01 GO TO 60 
Q4=1-2.0*CI/DEN2 



































• SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE * 
• DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. • 
• • 


























































* SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PROOUCE NO * 




COM PL EX CMPL X 
COMMON EPSl,EPS2,EPS3,102,MAX 
IFllTIME.NE.01 GO TO 5 
ITIME=l 
WRITEIID2,l0101 MAX 
5 IFINALTER.EQ.01 GD TO 10 
WRITEII02 1 10001 Xl,X2 1 X3 





WRITE(I02 1 10201 Xl,X2,X3 
20 NALTER=NALTER+l 
IFINALTER.GT.51 RETURN 
GO TO (30,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 X2=-X2 
GO TO 50 
40 BETA=BETA+l.0471976 
X2R=R*C.DS I BETA I 





1010 FORMAT(///lX 1 54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOL(OWING APPROXIMATIONS AF 
lTER ,13,l2H ITERATIONS.I/I 
1000 FORMAT(lX,5HXl = ,El4.7,3H + ,E14.7,2H 1,lOX,22HALTEREO APPROXIMAT 
ll0NS/1Xi5HX2 = ,El4.7,3H + ,El4.7,2H l/lX,5HX3 = ,El4,7,3H + ,El4. 
27,2H I/ I 
1020 FDRMAT(lH0 1 5HXl = ,El4,7,3H + ,El4.7,2H 1,lOX,22HINITIAL APPROX!MA 

















































* SUBROUTINE TEST CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX-
* IMATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION 
• ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IXIN+ll-X(NII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+ll. 













IFIDENOM.LT.EPSOI GO TO 20 
IFIAAA/DENOM.LT.EPSI GO TO 10 
5 CONV=.FALSE. 
GO TO 100 
10 CONV=.TRUE. 
GO TO 100 
20 IFIAAA.LT.EPSOI GO TO 10 





• HORNER'S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIX) AT A POINT D. * 
• SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE* 
• FACTOR IX-01. * 
• • 




DO 10 1=2,NUM 










































TABLE XXI-A (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE QUADIA,NA,ROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSTI 
........•................................................. ,, ............... . 
• * 
• SUBROUllNE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES * 
• OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTlON OF THE * 
• QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. * 
• * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• COMPLEX A,DISC,ROOT,DUMMY,AAA 
COMPLEX CSORT 
DIMENSION Al26l,ROOTl251~MULTll251 
IFINA.E0,21 GO TO 7 
IF(NA.EQ,11 GO TO 5 
ROOTINROOT+ll=O.O 
MULTIINROOT+ll=l 
NROOT=N ROOT+ l 




GO TO 50 
7 DISC=A(21•A121-(4,0•Alll•A13ll 
BflB=CABS(DISCl 
IF(BBB,LT,EPSTI GO TO 10 
DUMMY=CSORTIDISCI 
AAA:2. O•A 111 
ROOTINROOT+ll:I-A121+DUMMYl/AAA 
ROOTINROOT+21=1-Al21-DUMMYI/AAA 
MUL Tl I NROOT+ll :l 
MULTI INROOT+21:l 
NROOT=NROOT+2 
GO TO 50 
10 ROOTINROOT+ll=I-Al211/l2.0•Allll 
































































• • • 





• THE G.C.D. METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES OF A * 
* POLYNOMIAL OF MAXIMUM DEGREE 25, ALL MULTIPLE ROOTS ARE REMOVED BY * 
• DIVIDING THE POLYNOMIAL BY THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF THE POLYNOMIAL* 
* AND ITS DERIVATIVE, THE ZEROS OF THE RESULTING POLYNOMIAL ARE EXTRACTED* 
* AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES DETERMINED, * 
• • 
····································································******** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UP,VP,UOIAPP,VOIAPP,UROOT,VROOT,UDP,VDP,URK,VRK 
DOUBLE PRECISION UH,VH,EPSCHK,UDUMMY,VDUMMY,EPSQ,EPSMUL,EPSG,EPSCN 
lV,XSTART,XEND 
DOUBLE PRECISION DUMl 
DIMENSION ANAMEl2l,UPl26l~VPl261,UOIAPPl25l,VOIAPPl25l,UROOT(251,V 
lROOT 12 5 l, UDP 12 6 l, VOP I 26 l, URKI 26 l, VRKI 261 , UH 12 6 l, VH I 26) , MUL Tl I 2 5 I 
COMMON DUMl,EPSQ,EPSCNV,102,MAX 
DATA PNAME,HNAME,DNAME/2HPl,2HHl,2HDI/ 








READl!Ol,10101 IUPlll 1 VPlll,1=1,KKKI 
IFINIAPJEQ,01 GO TO 20 









WRITE( !02 1 20301 EPSMUL 
WRITE( !02,20401 XSTART 
WRITEII02,2050l XEND 
IF(NP,GT,21 GO TO 90 
CALL QUADIUP,VP,NP,UROOT,VROOT,MULTl,EPSQI 
85 WRITEII02,10371 
WR ITEI 102, 10861 11,UROOTI 11 ,VROOTI 11,MUL Tl 111, 1=1,NROOTI 
GO TO 10 
90 CALL DERIVIUP,VP,NP,UOP,VDP,NDPI 
CALL GCDIUP,VP,NP,UDP,VDP,NOP,URK,VRK,NRK,EPSGI 
CALL DIVIDEIUP,VP,NP,URK,VRK,NRK,UH,VH,NHI . 
KKK=NH+l 
WR IT E I I 02 , 10 6 0 I 
WRITEII02 1 10351 IHNAME,1,UHlll,VHlll,1=1,KKKI 
!FINH,GT,21 GO TO 150 
CALL QUADIUH,VH,NH,UROOT~VROOT,NROOT,HULTl,EPSQI 
CALL MULTIPIUP,VP,NP,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULTl,EPSMULI 
GO TO 85 ·· ·• 
150 CALL MULLERIUH,VH,NH,UOIAPP,VOIAPP,NIAP,XSTART,XEND1EPSMUL,UPjVP,N: 
• ·, .• .1, . •: ',.; . 
297 
TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
lP,NOPOLYI 
44 GO TO 10 
45 1000 FORMATl3112,1Xl,9X,13,1X,4106.0,1Xl,13X,21D7.0,1Xl,111 
46 1010 FORMATl2D30.0I 
47 1020 FORMATl2D30.0I 
48 1030 fORMATl1Hl,lOX,41HGREATEST COMMON DIVISOR METHOD USED WITH 1 21A41, 
135HMETHOD TO FIND ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS/11X,18HPOLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,I 
. 22,llH OF DEGREE ,12////1X,28HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF PIXI ARE//1 
49 1035 FORMATl3X,A2 1 12 1 4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H II 
50 1037 FORMATl///1X,13HZEROS OF PIXl,55X,14HMULTIPLICITIES//I 
51 1086 FORMATl3X,5HROOTl,12,4HI = ,D23,16,3H + ,D23.16,2H 1,7X,12,8X,23HS 
lOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD) 
52 1060 FORMATl///1X,42HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF HIXI • PIXI/G.C.D. ARE//) 
53 2000 FORMATl1X,41HNUMBER OF INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS GIVEN. ,121 
54 2010 FORMATl1X,29HMAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERAT!ONS.,llX,131 
55 2020 FORMATl1X,21HTEST FOR CONVERGENCE.,13X,D9,21 
56 2030 FORMATl1X,24HTEST FOR MULTIPLICIT!ES,,10X,D9,21 
57 2040 FORMATl1X,23HRADIUS TO START SEARCH,,llX,09.21 
58 2050 FORMATl1X,21HRADIUS TO END SEARCH,,13X,D9,21 
59 2060 FORMATl//lXI 
60 2070 FORMATl1X 1 31HTEST FOR ZERO IN SUBROUTINE GCD,3X,D9.21 






























• GIVEN A POLYNOMIAL PIXI, SUBROUTINE DERIV COMPUTES THE COEFFICIENTS OF * 
• ITS DERIVATIVE P'IXI, . * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UB,VB 
DIMENSION UAl261,VAl261,UBl261,VBl261 
IFINA.GE,21 GO TO 30 








GO TO 50 
30 NB=NA-1 
DO 40 1=1,NA 
BBB=NA-ltl 

























































TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE OIVIDE(UF,VF,NF,UG,VG,NG,UH,VH,NHI 
**************************************************************************** 
* * * GIVEN TWO POLYNOMIALS FIXI ANO GIXI, SUBROUTINE DIVIDE COMPUTES THE * 
* QUOTIENT POLYNOMIAL H(XI = F(Xl/G(XI. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UF,VF,UG,VG,UH,VH,UX,VX,UPX,VPX,UTERM,VTERM,UOUMM 
l V, VDU MMV, E PS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DUM1,0UM2 
DOUBLE PRECISION DENOM 
DIMENSION UF(26l,VF!261,UGl261,VGl261,UHl261,VHl261 
COMMON DUM1,DUM2,EPS,102,MAX 
IFING.GE.21 GD TO 60 
IFING.EQ.11 GD TO 30 
NH=NF 
KKK=NF+l 
00 20 l=l ,KKK 
DENOM=UG(ll*UGlll+VGlll*VGlll 
UH I I I= I UF I I I *UGI 11 +VF I I I *VG I 11 I/OE NOM 
20 VHlll=IVFIIl*UGlll-UF(Il•VGllll/DENOM 









GD TO 100 
60 NH=NF-NG 
OENOM=UGlll*UGlll+VGlll*VGlll 
UH( l l=IUF I ll*UGI 11 +VF I l l*VGI l l 1/0ENOM 
VH I 11 = I VF I 11 *UGI 11-U F ( 11 *VG I 11 l /OENOM 
KKK=NH+l 







IF(J.EQ.11 GO TO 90 
IFIJ.GE.NG+ll ·GD TO 90 
J=J+l 
K=K-1 
GO TO 70 



























































TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE QUAD(UA,VA,NA,UROOT,VROOT 1 NROOT,MULTI 1 EPSTI 
**************************************************************************** 
• * 
* SUBROUTINE QUAD SOLVES DIRECTLY FOR THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES * 
* OF EITHER A QUADRATIC POLYNOMIAL OR A LINEAR FACTOR. SOLUTION OF THE * 
* QUADRATIC IS DONE USING THE QUADRATIC FORMULA. * 
* * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UROOT,VROOT,BBB,UAAA,VAAA,UDISC,VOISC,UDUMM 
lY,VDUMMY,RDUMMY,SDUMMY,EPST,UBBB,VBBB 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DIMENSION UA(261,VAl26l,UROOT(251,VROOT(251,MULTI(251 
IF(NA.EQ.21 GO TO 7 
IFINA.EQ.ll GO TO 5 
UROOT(NROOT+ll=O.O 
VROOTINROOT+ll=O.O 
MULTI I NROOT+ l I= l 
NROOT=N ROOT+ l 
GO TO 50 
5 BBB=UA(ll*UA(ll+VAlll*VA(ll 
UROOT ( NROOT+ l I" (-UA( 21 *UA( l 1-VA( 21 *VA( l) I/BBB 
VROOT(NROOT+ll=I-VA(2l*UA(ll+UA(21*VA(lll/BBB 
MULTI ( NflOOT + l l = l 
NROOT=NROOT+l 


























MUL T.I ( NROOT+ 11 =2 


































































* GIVEN POLYNOMIALS PIXI ANO OPIXI WHERE DEG. OPIXI IS LESS THAN DEG. * 
* PIXI, SUBROUTINE GCD COMPUTES THE GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR OF PIXI AND * 
* DPIXI• * 
* * 
*******************************************'******************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION EPSG,UP,VP,UOP,VDP,UR~,VRK,UR1,VR1,UR2,VR2,UT,VT, 
lUU,VU,BBB,EPS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DUM1,DUM2 
DOUBLE PRECISION DENOM 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSORT 
DI MENS ION UR l I 261 , VR 1121d, UR2 I 261, VR2 I 26 I, UT! 261, VT! 26 I, URK 126 I , VR 
















DO 70 I=l,KKK 
lJT( I l=URl 111-1 UU*UR21 I )-VU*VR2 ( 111 
70 VT( I l=VRl 111-1 VU*UR21 I l+UU*VR21 I) I 
UT!ll=O.O 
VTlll=O.O 
IF(Nl.EO.N21 GO TO 90 
KKK=Nl+l 
NNN=N2+2 




DO 100 l=l,KKK 
BBB=DSQRTCUTI I l*UTI I l+VTI I l*VTI I)) 




DO 110 1=2,KKK 
DENOM=UR2Cll*UR21ll+VR2(ll*VR211) 
URKlll=IUR21Il*UR21ll+VR2(Il*VR211)1/DENOM 
110 VRKI I l=IVR21 I I *UR21 l )-UR21 I l*VR21 l)) /DENOM 
URKI l ) .. 1.0 
VRK(l)=O.O 
GO TO 200 
120 M=Nl+l-1 





TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
225 DO 150 J=l,KKK 
226 URllJl=UT(NNN+JI 
227 150 VRl(Jl=VT(NNN+JI 
22B GO TO 50 
229 160 Nl=N2 
230 KKK=Nl+l 
231 DO 170 J=l,KKK 
232 URl(Jl=UR2(JI 




237 DO 180 J=l,KKK 
238 UR2(Jl=UT(NNN+JI 
239 180 VR2(Jl=VT(NNN+JI 
240 GO TO 50 

















































DOUBLE PRECISION UA,VA,UROOT,VROOT,EPSPX,UWORK,VWORK,UB,VB 
DOUBLE PRECISION UPX,VPX,UDPX,VDPX,BBB,EPS 
DOUBLE PRECISION DUM1,DUM2 
DOU8LE PRECISION DSQRT 
DIMENSION UA(261,VA(261,UROOT(251,VROOT(25l,UWORK(261,VWORK(261,MU 
l LT I I 2 5 l , UBI 2 61 , VB ( 26 I 
COMMON DUM1,DUM2,EPS,102,MAX 
DO 50 I=l ,NR 
MULTl(Il=O 
KKK=NA+l 




25 CALL HORNER(NWORK,UWORK,VWORK,UROOT(Il,VROOT(Il,UB,VB,UPX,YPXI 
NWORK=NWORK-1 
BBB=OSQRT(UPX*UPX+VPX*VPXI 
!F(BBB.GT.EPSPXI GO TO 45 
MULTI(Il=MULTI( 11+1 
IF(NWORK.LT.11 GO TO 50 
KKK=NWORK+l 
DO 40 J=l,KKK 
UWORKIJl=UB(JI 
40 VWORK(Jl=VBIJI 
GO TO 2 5 
45 IF(MULTI(II.EQ.01 WRITE(I02,10001 EPSPX,1,UROOTIIl,VROOHII 
50 CONTINUE 
100 RETURN . , · . ·_ .. · · , . : 
1000 FORMATC///14H THE EPSILON (,D10,03,49HJ' CHECK IN SUBROUTINE. MULTIP 
l INDICATES THAT ROOT(,12,4Hl = ,023.l6,3H + ,023.16,2H I/80H IS NO 
2T CLOSE ENOUGH TO BE A TRUE ROOT. IT IS PRINTED ·BELOW _WITH MULTIP: 

























































TABLE XXI--B (Continued) 




* HULLER'S METHOD EXTRACTS THE ZEROS AND THEIR MULTIPLICITIES Of A 
• POLYNOMIAL OF HAXIHUH DEGREE 25, THROUGH THREE GIVEN POINTS THE 
• POLYNOMIAL IS APPROXIMATED BY A QUADRATIC, THE ZERO OF THF. QUADRATfC 
* CLOSEST TO THE OLD APPROXIMATION IS TAKEN AS THE NEW APPROXIMATION, 








DOUBLE PRECISION UPX3 1VPX3,UPX2,VPX2,UROOT,VROOT,UXl 1 VX1 1 UAPP,VAPP 
1,UX2 1 VX2,UWORK 1VWORK,UX3 1 VX3,UB,VB,UX4 1 VX4,UA,VA 1UPX1,VPX1 1 URAPP,V 
2RAPP,UPX4 1 VPX4,EPSRT 1 EPS0 1 EPS 1CCC,EPSH,UH3,VH3 1 UQ4 1 VQ4,ABPX4 1ABPX3 
31 QQQ,XSTART,XEND 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
DOUBLE PRECISION UO(APP,VOJAPP 
DOUBLE PRECISION UP,VP 
DIMENSION UROOTl251,VROOTl251,HULTl25l,UAPP125,31 1 VAPPl25 1 31 1 UWORK 
ll26l,VWbRKl261,UBl2~1,VBl261,UAl26),VAl261,URAPPl25,31,VRAPPl25,31 
DIMENSION lJOIAPP1251 1 VOIAPPl251 . . 
DIMENSION UPl26l,VPl261 . 









IT I HE"'O 
IAPP=l 
I TER = l
IFINAPP,NE,01 GO TO is 
~APP=NP 
CALL GENAPPIUAPP,VAPP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
GO TO 21 
18 DO 20 l=l,NAPP 
UAPP(l,2l=UOIAPPIII 
20 VAPPll,21=VOIAPPIII 
DO 25 l=l ,NAPP 
UAPPI 1, ll=0,9*UAPPI 1,21 
VAPPI l ,l l=O,'l•VAPPll ,21 
UAP P I I , 3 I= l , l •UAP PI I , 2 I 
25 VAPPll13l=l,l*VAPPI! ,21 
27 KKK=NPt-1 
DO 30 l=l,KKK 











CALL HORNERINWORK,UWORK,VWORK1UX3,VX3,UB,VB,UPX3JVPX3J 1 
303 
TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
319 50 CALL CALCIUXl,VXl,UX2,VX2,UX3,VX3eUPXl,VPXl,UPX2,VPX2,UPX3 1 VPX3,UX 
l4,VX4,UQ4,VQ4,UH3,VH31 
320 60 CALL HORNERINWORK.UWORK,VWORK,UX4,VX4,UB,VB,UPX4 1 VPX4) 
321 ABPX4=DSQRTIUPX4*UPX4+VPX4*VPX41 . 
322 ABPX3=DSQRTIUPX3•UPX3+VPX3*VPX31 
323 IFIABPX3.EQ.O.OI GO TO 70 
324 QQQ=ABPX4/ABPX3 





330 GO TO 60 
331 70 CALL TESTIUX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,CONVI 
332 IFICONV) GO TO 120 
333 IFIITER.LT.MAXI GO TO 110 
334 CALL ALTERIUAPPIIAPP,ll,VAPPIIAPP,ll,UAPPIIAPP,21,VAPPIIAPP,2),UAP 
lPIIAPP,31,VAPPIIAPP,31,NALTER,ITIMEI 
335 IFINALTER.GT.51 GO TO 75 
336 ITER=l 
337 GO TO 40 
338 75 IFIIAPP.LT.NAPPI GO TO 100 
339 IFIXEND.EQ.0.01 GO TO 77 
340 lF(XSTART.GT.XENDI GO TO 77 
341 NAPP=NP 
342 CALL GENAPP(µAPP,VAPP,NAPP,XSTARTI 
343 IAPP=O 
344 GO TO 100 
345 77 WRITE(l02 1 10901 
346 KKK=NWORK+l 
347 WRITEII02,10351 IDNAME,J,UWORKIJl,VWORK(Jl,J=l,KKKI 
348 80 IFINROOT.EQ.01 GO TO 90 . 
349 WRITE(I02,10601 
350 IFIIPATH.EQ.11 GO TO 82 
351 81 IPATH=2 
352 CALL BETTER(UA,VA,NP,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,URAPP,VRAPP,IROOT,MULTI, 
353 WRITEII02,12001 
354 CALL MULTIPIUP,VP,NOEG,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULT,EPSMI 
355 82 IFINROOT.EQ.OIGO TO 90 
356 IFIIROOT.EQ.01 GO TO 85 
357 WRITEl102,1080l 
358 DO 55 l=l,IROOT 
359 55 WRITEIID2,10851 1,UROOTlll,VROOTIIl,MULTlll,URAPPll,21,VRAPPll,21 
360 IFIIROOT.LT.NROOJI GO TO 85 
361 GO TO 87 
362 85 KKK=IROOT+! 
363 WRITE I I02, 10861 11 ,UROOTI 11,VROOT( 11,MUL Tl i 1,l=KKK,NROOTI 
364 87 IFIIPATH.EQ.11 GO TO 8! 
365 RETURN 
366 90 WRITEII02,10701 NOPOLY 
367 RETURN 
368 100 IAPP=IAPP+! 
369 ITER=l 
370 NALTER=O 
371 GO TO 40 













383 VRAPPINROOT 1 31=VAPPIIAPP,31 
384 125 IF(NOMULT.LT.NPI GO TO 130 
385 GO TO 80 
386 130 CALL HORNER(NWORK,UWORK,VWORK,UX4,VX4,U6,V6,UPX4,VPX41 
387 NWORK=NWORK-1 
388 KKK=NWORK+l 
389 DO 140 1=1 1 KKK 
390 UWORK 111 =UBI 11 
391 140 VWORKIIl=VB(II 
392 CALL HORNER(NWORK,UWORK,VWORK,UX4,VX4,UB,VB 1 UPX4 1 VPX41 
393 CCC=DSQRTIUPX4*UPX4+VPX4*VPX41 
394 IF(CCC.LT.EPSMI GO TO 150 
395 IFINWORK.GT.21 GO TO 75 
396 IROOT=NROOT 
397 CALL QUAD(UWORK,VWORK,NWORK,UROOT,VROOT,NROOT,MULT,EPSOI 
398 GO TO 80 
399 150 MULTINROOTl=MULTINROOTl+l 
400 NOMULT=NOMULT+l 
401 GO TO 125 













415 GO TO 50 
416 1090 FORMATl/// 1 1X,65HCOEFFICIENTS OF DEFLATED POLYNOMIAL FOR WHICH 1110 
lZEROS WERE FOUND/II 
417 1080 FORMAT(///1X,13HROOTS OF PIXl,52X,14HMULTIPLICITIES,17X,21HINITIAL 
1 APPROXIMATION/II 
418 1070 FORMAT(//,43H NO ZEROS WERE FOUND FOR POLYNOMIAL NUMBER ,121 
419 1086 FORMAT(2X,5HROOT(,12,4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H I,8X,12,9X,23HS 
lOLVED BY DIRECT METHOD! 
420 1035 FORMAT(3X,A2,12,4HI = 1D23.l6,3H + ,D23.16,2H II 
421 1085 FORMATl2X,5HROOTl,12,4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.l612H 1 1 8X,12,8X,D23. 
116,3H + ,D23.16,2H 11 
422 1000 FORMAT(3(12,1Xl,9X,13,8X,3(D6.0,1XI ,13X,2ID7.0,l)(l,111 
423 1060 FORMATl///35H BEFORE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY! 










































TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
SUB ROUT I NE ALTER I XlR, Xl 1,X2R,X21 ,X3R 1 X31,NALTER, IT IME I 
**************************************************************************** 
* * * SUBROUTINE ALTER ALTERS THE INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WHICH PRODUCE NO * 
* CONVERGENCE TO A ZERO. THIS IS DONE A MAXIMUM OF 5 TIMES FOR EACH ROOT. * 
• * 
**************************************************************************** 
DOUBLE PRECISION XlR,Xll,X2R,X21,X3R,X31,EPSl,EPS2 1 EPS3,R,BETA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DCOS,DSIN . 
DOUBLE PRECISION DATAN2 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSQRT 
COMMON. EPS1 1 EPS2,EPS3 1 [02,MAX 
IFIITIME.NE.01 GO TO 5 
ITIME=l 
WRITEII02,10101 MAX 
5 IFINALTER.EQ~OI GO TO 10 
WRITEII02,10001 XlR,Xll,X2R,X21,X3R,X31 






GO TO 130,40,30,40,301,NALTER 
30 X2R=-X2R 
X21=,-X2l 
GO TO 50 
40 BETA=BETA+l.0471976 










,D23.16,3H + ,D23.l6,2H 1,10X,22HALTERED APPROXIM 
,D23.l6,3H + ,D23.16,2H l/1X,5HX3 ~ ,D23,l6,3H + 
1020 FORMATllH0,5HXl = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.l6,2H 1,lOX,22HINITIAL' APPROX! 
1MATIONS/1X,5HX2 = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23ol6,2H l/1X,5HX3 = ,D23.16,3H + 
2 ,D23.16,2H 1/1 
1010 FORMATl///1X,54HNO CONVERGENCE FOR THE FOLLOWING APPROXIMATIONS AF 
































• SUBROUTINE GENAPP GENERATES N INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS, WHERE N IS THE, * 
• DEGREE OF THE ORIGINAL POLYNOMIAL. • 
* * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DOUBLE PRECISION APPR,APPI,XSTART,EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,BETA 













































































• SUBROUTINE BETTER ATTEMPTS TO IMPROVE THE ACCURACY OF THE ZEROS FOUNO • 
• BY USING THEM AS INITIAL APPROXIMATIONS WITH HULLER'S METHOD APPLIED TO • 
• THE FULL, UNOEFLATED POLYNOMIAL. * 
• * 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• OOU8L E PRECISION U ROOT ,VROOT, UA, VA, U8APP, VBAPP, UXl, VXl, UX2, VX2, UX3 
l,VX3,UPX1 1 VPX1,UPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3,UB 1 VB,UROOTS,VROOTS,EPSRT,UX4,V 






IF I NROQT. LE. ll RETURN 
L=O 

















20 CALL HORNER I NP, UA, VA, UX3 1 VX3, UB, VB, UPX3, VP X3 J 
CALL CALCIUXl,VXl,UX2,VX2 1 UX3,VX3,UPXl,VPXl,UPX2,VPX2,UPX3,VPX3,UX 
14,VX4,UQ4,VQ4,UH3,VH31 
30 CALL TESTIUX3,VX3,UX4,VX4,CONVI 
IF(CONVI GO TO 50 
IFIITER.LT.MAXI GO TO 40 
WRITEII02,10001 J,UROOTIJl,VROOT(Jl,MAX 
WRITE(l02,10101 UX4,VX4 
lFIJ.LT.IROOTI GO TO 33 
IFIJ.EQ.IROOTI GO TO 35 
GO TO 100 
33 KKK=IROOT-1 





















533 GO TO 20 




538 100 CONTINUE 
539 IFIL.EQ.01 GO TO 120 
540 DO 110 1=1,L 
541 UROOTlll=UROOTS(II 
542 110 VROOTlll=VROOTSlll 
543 NROOT=L 
544 RETURN 
545 120 NROOT=O 
546 RETURN 
547 1000 FORMATl///42H [N THE ATTEMPT TO IMPROVE ACCURACY, ROOTl,12,4HI =, 
l023.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H l/24H DID NOT CONVERGE AFTER ,13,llH ITERAT 
210NS1 



























































TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
SUBROUTINE CALCIUX1 1 VX1 1 UX2 1 VX2 1 UX3 1 VX3,UPX1,VPX1,UPX2,VPX2 1 UPX3,V 
1PX3,UX4,VX4,UQ4,VQ4,UH3 1 VH3l 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
* GIVEN THREE APPROXIMATIONS XCN-21, XIN-11 1 AND XINI, SUBROUTINE CALC * 
* APPROXIMATES THE POLYNOMIAL BY A QUADRATIC AND SOLVES FOR THE ZERO OF * 
• THE QUADRATIC CLOSEST TO XINJ. THIS ZERO IS THE NEW APPROXIMATION * 
• XIN+ll TO THE ZERO OF THE POLYNOMIAL. * 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• . . 
DOUBLE PRECISION ARG1,ARG2 
DOUBLE PRECISION UPX3,VPX3,UPX2,VPX2 1 UXl,VXl,UX2,VX2 1 UX3,VX3,UPXl, 
1VPX1 1 UH3 1 VH3,UH2 1 VH2,UQ3,VQ3,UD,VD,UB,VB,UC,VC,UDISC,VOISC,UCCC,VC 
2CC,UDENl,VOENl,UDEN2,VDEN2,UQ4,VQ4,UX4,VX4,EPSRT,EPSO,EPS 1 UDDD,VDD 
3D 1 AAA,BBB,RAD,UAAA,VAAA,UBBBJVBBB 
DOUBLE PRECISlON THETA,ANGLE,UTEST,VTEST 





























IF(AAA.EQ.0.01 GO TO 5 
GO TO 1 
5 THETA=O.O 
G.0 TO 9 
7 THETA=DATAN21VDISC,UOISCI 
9 RAD=DSQRTIAAAI 










TABLE XXI-B (Continued) 
5q6 AAA=DSQRT(ARGll 
597 BB8=DSQRTIARG2I 
598 IFIAAA.LT.BBBI GD TO 10 





604 GO TO 50 





610 GO TO 50 
611 50 UX4=UX3+1UH3•UQ4-VH3•VQ41 
612 VX4=VX3+1VH3•UQ4+UH3•VQ41 
613 RETURN 
614 60 UQ4=1.0 
615 VQ4=0.0 
































• SUBROUTINE T~ST CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE OF THE SEQUENCE OF APPROX-
• IMATIONS BY TESTING THE EXPRESSION 
• ABSOLUTE VALUE OF IXIN+ll-XINII/ABSOLUTE VALUE OF XIN+ll, 









DOUBLE PRECISION UX3,VX3,UX4,VX4 1 EPSRT 1 EPSO,EPS 1 AAA,UDUMMY 1 VDUMMY, 
lDENOM 







IFIDENOM.LT.EPSOI GO TO 20 
IFIAAA/DENOM.LT.EPSI GO TO 10 
, 5 CONV=.FALSE. 
GO TO 100 
10 CONV=oTRUEo 
GO TO 100 
20 IFIAAA.LT.EPSOI GO TO 10· 



























































• HORNER'S METHOD COMPUTES THE VALUE OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIXI AT A POINT D. * 
• SYNTHETIC DIVISION IS USED TO DEFLATE THE POLYNOMIAL BY DIVIDING OUT THE• 
* FACTOR IX-DI. * 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
DOUBLE PRECISION UX,VX,UPX,VPX,UB,VB,UA,VA 
DIMENSION UAl261,VAl261,UBl261 0 VBl261 
UB(ll=UA(ll 
VBI ll=VAI 11 
NUM=NA+l 
DO 10 1=2,NUM 
UBI 11 =UAI I I +I UBI 1-11 •UX-VBI I-11 •VXI 








* THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE SQUARE ROOT OF A COMPLEX NUMBER. * 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DOUBLE PRECISION UX,VX,UY,VY,DUMMY,R,AAA,BBB 







GO TO 100 
20 IFIUXI 40,50,60 
30 UY=AAA 
VY=BBB 




GO TO 100 
50 UY=O.O 
VY=O.O 









1. Use of the Programs 
Given N linear factors of the form (AX+ B) where A and Bare 
complex numbers, the polynomial generator program computes their product 
resulting in a polynomial of degree N of the form 
-B Note that if (AX+ B) is a factor of the polynomial P(X), then A is a 
zero of P (X) . 
Two programs of the polynomial generator are presented here. The 
first is the single precision program. The second program is in double 
precision and is designed to perform double precision complex arith-
metic. These programs are written for use on any computer using 
FORTRAN IV language. They have been tested on the IBM S/360 mod, 50 
computer which has a 32 bit word. 
Each program is designed to construct polynomials of degree 25 or 
less. In order to consturct polynomials of degree N where N > 25, the 
array dimensions mt.ist be changed as listed in Table XXII for both 
single precision and double precision programs. 
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TABLE XXII 














DR(2) ,DI (2) 
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The single precision program may be converted to double precision 
for use on machines equipped to perform double precision complex arith-
metic provided the following changes or their equivalent are made: 
The changes presented below are those required for the IBM S/360. 
1. The format statements should be changed from E-type to 
D-type. 
2. Change COMPLEX c1,c2,··· to COMPLEX*16 c1,c2,··· 
where c1 ,c2 , ..• are complex variables. 
3. Add IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
After selecting the desired program, the input data should be 
prepared as described in section 2. 
2. Input Data for the Polynomial Generator 
The input data for the polynomial generator is grouped into 
314 
polynomial data sets, Each polynomial data set consists of the data to 
generate one and only one polynomial. As many polynomials as the user 
desires may be generated by placing the polynomial data sets one behind 
' . 
the other. Each polynomial data set consists of two kinds of informa-
tion placed in the following order: 
1. Control information 
2, Factors of the polynomial 
An end card follows the entire collection of data sets. It indicates 
that there is no more data to follow and termina~es execution of the 
program, · This information is displayed in figure 17 and described 
below. For single precision data, the E-type specification should be 
used, while for double precision data, the D-type specification should 
be used, All data should be right justified. 
Control Information 
The control card is the first card of the polynomial data set and 





CONTROL DATA FOR THE POLYNOMIAL GENERATOR 
Card Columns 
C,C, 1-2 
C, C, 80 
Description 




This should be left blank. 
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Factors of the Polynomial 
The factors to be read in should be of the form (AX+ B) where A 
and Bare non-zero complex numbers. The coefficient of the Xterm, A, 
is entered first, Both coefficients of a factor are entered op the 
same card as described in Table XXIV and illustrated in figure 15. The 
variable in pareptheses is the double precision equivalent, The example 




FACTOR (I, 1) 
(FACTOI(I,l)) 
FACTOR(I,2) 










C, C, 61-80 
Description 
Real part of the complex number A. 
Real. 
Right justify, 




Real part of the complex number B, 
Real. 
Right justify. 




The end card is the last card of the input data to the program. 
316 
It indicates that there is no more data to be read. When this card is 
read, program execution is terminated, This card is described in 
Table XXV and illustrated in figure 16. 
TABLE XXV 
DATA TO END EXECUTION OF THE POLYNOMIAL GENERATOR 
Variable Name Card Columns Description 
KCHECK C, C, 80 Must contain the number 1. 
Integer. 
3. Variables Used in the Polynomial Generator 
The definitions of the major variables used in the polynomial 
generator are given in Table XXVI, The notation and symbols used are 
described in Appendix B, § 3. Variables not listed are dummy variables 
used for temporary storage of computations. 
4, Description of Program Output 
The output from the polynomial generator consists of the following 
information and is illustrated in Exhibit DD. 
The linear factors are printed, in the order read, under the head-
in~ "THE XX FACTORS OF THE POLYNOMIAL TO BE GENERATED ARE," XX is the 
number of linear factors given. The form of each factor is AX+ B, 
The coefficients of the resulting polynomial are printed, 
coefficient of highest degree term first, under the heading "THE 
POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE XX GENERATED FROM THE ABOVE FACTORS IS , " XX is 
the degree of the polynomial, 
317 
.----Variable Name 












[:_'.Example for Single Precision 
~-Example for Double Precision 
Figure 14. Control Card for the Polynomial Generator 
0000000001111111111~ 2222222223333333333~ ~4444444455555555556 ~6666666677777777778 
1234567890123456789( ~234567890123456789( 12345678901234567890 12345678901234567890 
FACTOR(I ,1) FACTOR(I,l) FACTOR(I ,2) FACTOR(I,2) 
(FACTOR(I ,1)) (FACTOI(I,l)) (FACTOR(I,2)) (FACTOI(I,2)) 
O.lD+-01 0. OD+-00 0.25D+-Ol -0.7D+Ol 
O.lE+OJ O.OE+OC 0.25E+Ol -0.7E+Ol 
Figure 15. Factor Card for the Polynomial Generator 
0000000001111111111222222222233333333334444444444555555555566666666667777777777~ 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789 
Figure 16. End Card for the Polynomial Generator 
End Card 
Figure 17. Sequence of Input Data for 














































of Argument Description 
Main Program 
Unit number of the input device 
Unit number of the output device 
Number of factors to be read 




Array containing the coefficients of the.linear 
Array containing coefficients of the polynomial 
Subroutine POLY 
Counter 
Array of coefficients of polynomial 
Array of factors 
Number of factors to be multiplied 
factors 
THE 7 F.ACTORS OF THE POLYNOK IAL TO· sE GENcRATEO ARE 
F4CTO~I 11 . o·.100-00000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 
FACTOR! 21 . o.10000000000000000 01 + o.ooooooooooooooooo 00 
FACTnR! 31 • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.ooooo~ooooooooooo 00 
F ACTD~ I 41 . o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 
FACTOR I 5 I • o.10000000000000000 01 • o.00000000000000000 00 
F ACTQOI 6i • o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 
FACTOR! 71 . o.10000000000000000 · 01 + o.00000000000000000 00 
THE POLYNOMIAL OF OEGREE 1 GENERATED· FROM THE ABOVE FACTORS IS 
ti. 11 • 
.Cl 21 • 
Cl 31 • 
. C( 4) • 
Cl 51 •· 
Ct bl • 
Cl 71 • 
Cl 81 • 
o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 oo 1 
o.1ooooooooocoooo,o 01 + -o.10000000000000000 01 1 
o.sooooooooocoooooo 01 • o.9oooooonooooooo20 01 .1 
0.23999999999999990 02 + O.lbOOOOOOOOOOOCOOD 02 I 
o.119999999999999so 02 + o.1aooooooooooooooo 02 1 
o.19999999999999990 02 + -o.2sooooooooocooo10 02 1 
o.67999999999999990 oz+ -o.112oocooooooooooo o3 1 








COKPILE. T !ME• l.96 SEC,EXECUTIDN TIHE• 0.49 SEC,DSJECT CODE• 
COMPILE TIME• O,li SEC,EXECUTIDN TIHE• o.oo sec;oBJECT COOE• 
SST OP 
Exhibit DD~ Linear Factors Are: X + (~l 
X + (3 - 3i), X + (1 + i) X + 
-o.10000000000000000 01 + -o •. 10000000000000000 ·01 
-o.20000000000000000 01 + o.1ooooooooocoooooo 01 
o.10000000000000000 01 + o.00000000000000000 oo 
o.oooooooooooooooco 00 + -o.2ooooooocoooooooo 01 
o.~oooooooooooooooo 01 + -0.30000000000000000 01 
o.10000000000000000 01 + o.10000000000000000 01 
o.10000000000000000 01 • o.10000000000000000 01 
3472 BYTES,ARRAY AREA• 1248 BYTES,UNUSEO• b52B0 BYTES 
3472 8YfcS,ARRAY AREb 1248 8YTES,UNUSED• b',;280 BYTES 
i}, X + (-2 + 3i), X + 1, X + 
(1 + i). 
(-2i), 
MAIN 





'°' f- I 
c, .,_ 1ac1oa1 , 
c2 +- FAc.ToA1,& 






C. t- STOite l·l 
STOAE~ '!'UM 
c,,":- c.,.01 o2 
CNetf- Sl'Ol!f. 
'" f- Nc+I 





























































••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• j •• 
• • 
• SINGLE PRECISION PROGRAM FOR THE POLYNOMIAi. GENERATOR. • 
• 
• 
• THIS PROGRAM CONSTRUCTS THEN-TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL FORMED BY 


















WRITEII02 1 10501 11,Clll,1=1,KKKI 
GO TO 1 
1000 FORMATl12,77X 1 111 
1010 FORMATC4E20.0I 
1020 FORMATl1Hl,4HTHE ,12,46H FACTORS OF THE POLYNOMIAL TO BE GENERATED 
1 ARE//1 . 
1030 FORMATl1X,7HFACTORl,1214HI • ,El4~7,lH + ,E14,7,5H X,7H + 
1E14.7,3H + 1El4.7,2H II 
1040 FORMATl///1X,25HTHE POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE ,12 1 36H GENER,TED FROM T~ 
lE ABOVE FACTORS IS//1 




• • • 
• GIVEN N LINEAR FACTORS OF THE FORM .CAX+BI \IHERE A AND 8 ARE CClMPlEX, • 
* SUBROUTINE POLY FORMS THEIR PRODUCT. . . . * 
• . ! • 





DO 50 1=2,N 
Dlll=FACTORll,11 
Dl21•FACTOR1l,2l 
STORE•Cll l*DI 11 
KKK•NC+l 













































• DOUBLE PREC1SION PROGRAM FOR THE POLYNOMIAL GENERATOR. • 
• 
* 
• THIS PROGRAM CONSTRUCTS THEN-TH DEGREE POLYNOMIAL FORMED BY 





















GO TO 1 
1000 FORMATl12,77X,111 
1010 FORHATl4D20.0! 
1020 FORMAT(1Hl,4HTHE ,12,46H FACTORS OF THE POLYNOMIAL TO BE GE~ERATEO 
1 ARE//1 
1030 FORMAT(1X,7HFACTORl,12,4HI = ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,5H I X,7H + 
1 ,D23.16,3H + ,D23.16,2H II 
1040 FORMATl///1X,25HTHE POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE ,12,36H GENERATED.FROM TH 
lE ABOVE FACTORS IS//1 











































• GIVEN N LINEAR FACTORS OF THE FORM (AX+81 WHERE A AND 8 ARE COMPLEX, • 
• SUBROUTINE POLY FORMS THElR PRODUCT. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DOUBLE PRECISION FACTOR,FACTOl,CR,Cl,STORER 1 STOREl 1 TERMR,TERMJ,DR 1 
101 














DO 20 J=2 1 KKK 
TERMR=ICRIJl•DR!ll-Cl(Jl•Dllll)+ICRIJ-ll•DR(21-CIIJ-ll•Dl12ll 
TERMl=ICIIJl•DRlll+CRIJl•OilllltlCl(J-ll•DRl21+CRIJ-ll•Dll211 
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